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The remains of Mis.
Julia A. Greer, wh > TEMPLE HEIGHTS CAMPMEbTINu.
died m Beaton. July
13th, were brought to Bel
Obit
fast Tuesday, accompanied
The thirty-second annual campmeeting oi
hcrches Wedding Bells.
by her nephew E. I
Min Mildred Morey of Caetine ie the guest
Mrs. Anna H. White died at her home in
at Quantaba.
Greer of Chelsea,
the Temple Height* Spiritual Corporation will
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for
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interment
in
1
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a
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from
In Northport, of Miee Ruth Smalloy.
complicatioi family lot in
Temple Heights
Winterport, July 9,1914,
Heights
at
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be
Jjge Ball.. .Secret Societies... of diseases due to advanced years. She hac in Belmont inGrove cemetery. She was bon 1 August 15th to 23rd, inclusive. The speakers
Miee Vesta As tie of Houlton is visiting bar
Feb.. 1847. but moved to th 1
.The Tai been in failing health for more than a yeai Head of the
include Mrs. Helen P. Russeque of Hartford, aunt, Mrs. Lewie F. Gannon.
Jhe White MounUine.
|
when
Tide,
a very
young child
:k, ami Building Associations, | but her last illness was of six weeks’ duration She worked in Boeton for
l Conn., one of the oldest and ablest lecturers on
Miee Nathlie Thayer of New York is the
about 40 years, 27 o
.Of Inijtdtion and the People.
the Spiritual platform; Mr. Frederick Nicholson guest of Miss Maud Gammans.
| Until then she had busied herself with her which she was in charge of the
Potato Growers.
dressmakini :
usual duties, maintaining the keenest interest
of
the
most
eloquent
.The Boot and Shot
department of Jordan it Marsh. In all the* of Boston, Mass., one
Mrs. Harry Colby and sou Winsted arrived
°.Glimpses.
all affairs of the household in which she
farmers to Succeed Musi
years she spent her summer vacations
speakers in New England, and Wellman C. Saturday from Camden for a brief visit,
witl
1
Fruil
who has graced
could be of assistance. The deceased was born her
Mass.,
li.Hiks. .Recent Deaths..
of
Springfield,
Whitney
sister, Mrs. Caroline F. Cobbett of Bel
Mre. Arthur Littlefield and littl.0 daughter of
Meet in Monroe.. Capt
in Winterport June 28,1885, the daughter of
re
the platform in the past and is now one of the
fast. The services were held at the
grave ii
will be Haverhill, Mass., are visiting Belfast relatives'
Prentiss and Wilmot (Fenderson) Clements, Grove
The
musical.program
best
speakers.
cemetery, Tuesday at 12 30, Rev. Horace
Transfers in Real Esand the seventh child of a family of twelve, B.
Fred i). Bates of Hallowell,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Tucker of WorcesSellers, pastor of the Methodist churcl looked after by
l „e News of Belfast. .County
Nov.
two
of
whom
survive
her.
On
Reunion
A
10,
only
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Maine. The annual concert, one of the leading ter, Maes., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. O. E
Family
ndence..
Mrs.
officiating.
Cobbett
was
called to Bangoi
colnville. -Tui.d District Re- | 1861, she united in marriage to the late Pere- to attend the
features of the week, will be given Thursday Frost
funeral of her youngest sister
in
grine White of Winterport and went to live on Mrs.
with dancing srcials on Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Millhouse of South
Margaret A. Crockett, aged 70 years anc evening,
ews of Belfast..
the homestead where she passed away. She 6
and Saturday evenings, while on Friday even- | Bend, Ind., have arrived to visit Mrs. Alice I.
when she received the telegran
months,
1914.
.CountyCor- faithfully performed the duties of a daughter
hold their annual 1 Thombs.
, Taxpayers,
there telling of the death of Miss Greer. Sh< ing the Ladies' Aid Society
jt-ntrc Washington Whisperto the aged mother of her husband and of a
entertainment. Of this latter society, which
returned to Belfast Tuesday
Mrs. J. A. Fessenden, who is at present in
'ittsfield Personals.
accommorning
mother to the two sone bereft of their own
for the advancement of the
f Brooks. .County Corpanied by her niece and husband, Mr. and Mrs has done much
t.wd
Portland, will arrive next week for a visit in
were born to
care.
Four
children
mother’s
follows:
as
officers
are
President,
of
a
the
Reminiscences
.•.netC. F, Bryant, at whose home Mrs. Crockett grounds,
! Belfast.
Keep your Hens Content- ! them, only one of whom is living, Mrs. Abbie | died. Mrs.
Mrs. Nina E. Cook, Belfast; vice president,
Cobbett is the last of a family 61
Rev. and Mrs. Albert E. Luce of Old Town
's Snapshots of the Week.
S. Jewett, who with her husband came to the j
Miss
Mrs. Emily Skidmore, Liberty; secretary.
Clubs Work. .Literary Newe home to care for her mother after the death of 9 children.
I were recent guests at the home of Frank L.
Annie M. Rich, Belfast; treasurer, Mrs. Laura
The Cape Cod Canal.
the husband and father. One child died in inHattie Morrison, wife of E. L. Howe, died at Bradbury, Fairfield. Special rates fit trans- Whitten.
Prop Reports.
Miss Abbie O. Stoddard returned Monday
and a son and daughter lived until early her home in Maxlieid, Maine, July 12th, of can- portation have been allowed on all rail lines
fancy
.Born.
Stockton
t
Springs..
Pied.. ..Market. ..County manhood and womanhood when both were call- cer of the throat. She had been ill for a num- and by steamboat and the Temple Heights Inn, ! from several days' visit with Miss Georgia
ndence.
ed to the great beyond, within a few years of ber of years and was recently operated on in under the management of G. L. Woodworth of : Pratt in Montville.
each other. Then the mother, stricken so sorely Bangor. She was born in Belfast, the daugh- Fairfield, together with an abundance of cotMisses Clara Linscott of Troy and Nellie
in her double bereavement,bravely gathered up ter of the late John M. and Susan A. Morrison tages and camping lots, offer special induce- Howe of
Plymouth have been recent guests
e
the scattered threads of her life and cheerfully and her girlhood and early married life was ments to the visitors. Following is the daily of Mrs. B. P. Gardner.
and
life
has
her
lived for those who were left,
spent here. She moved to Brewer, where she program:
Mrs. Mattie Colby Gross and two children
been a succession of sacrifices for those she lived many years. Several years ago the famvice at North Belfast as usual
Saturday, August 15. 2 p. m. Invocation- returned to Camden
Sunday from a short visit
m.
4
remarks
the
President.
p.
Special
by
rnoon at 2.30 o’clock, followed loved. Being a teacher before her marriage, ily moved to a large farm in Maxfield,where the
with Belfast relatives.
Meeting of Ladies’ Aid.
her interest in the education of the children funeral was held Tuesday. The interment was
Lecture
m.
by
Sunday, August 16. 10 a.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Burd. daughter Susan and
lossbach, a former pastor, will j never lessened and any betterment along edu- in Brewer. Mrs. Howe was a good home-maker Wellman C. Whitney. 2 p. m. Lecture by
son Ted of WeBt Medford, Mass., have arrived
Helen P. Russeque-.
met
with
her
lines
cational
approval.
and
a
always
church
next
devoted
Her
wife and mother.
husband,
f the Unitarian
Monday, August 17. 10 a. m. Social meet- at their cottage at Little River.
All who came under her control or influence son Ralph and daughter Louise, two sisters
ing. 2 p. m. Lecture by Wellman C. Whitney.
Misses Lena A. Sanborn and Lillian C. Spin*
her
and
but
i could not help
profit by
example
Mrs. Carrie M. Mathews of Belfast and Mrs.
Tuesday, August 18. 9 a. m. Meeting for
anghan of Trinity Reformed
learn from the wisdom of her instructions, Jennie Townsend of Newton, Mass., two broth- benefit of Spirital Paper, "Banner of Life.” ney nave returned from a visit with Rev. and
of
the
pulpit
Test, occupied
10 a. m. Lecture by Helen P. Russeque. 2 p
Mrs. Albert E. Luce in Old Town.
j both of which were ever on the side of right. ers, Herbert J. of Massachusetts and Ambrose m. Lecture by Wellman
C. Whitney.
:h last Sunday morning,
devoted to her home J of
particularly
Although
Miss Sadie Jones of Waterville, who is stopsurvive.
Wednesday, August 19 9 a. M. Social
Belfast,
serv ice at the First Parish
and family yet she was of a social nature and
meeting. 10 a. m. Lecture by Wellman -C. ping at Temple Heights, was the guest over
Suna.
10.4b
held
at
is
of
m.,
Rev.
Albert
A.
the
Richin I
Lewis, pastor
Whitney. 2 p. m. Lecture by Frederick Nichhad a large circle of friends to whom she was
Sunday of Mrs. Eugene R. Conner.
olson.
mond Methodist church, died at his home July
: fchool meets at 11.45.
ever loyal, and who now join with the family
Thursday, August 10. 10 a. m. Cqpference
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Smith and daughter
Universalist in mourning her loss. She leaves the daugh- 10th. Mr. Lewis was born in Orono, June 15, meeting of the
vices at the
Speakers. 2 p. m. Lecture by Alta of South Deer Isle recently visited Mrs.
the
son of Ammon and Priscilla Lewis.
1853,
Business
meetFrederick
4
m.
Nicholson.
be
will
as
follows:
p.
ter already mentioned and the son-in-law, C.
inday
Smith's sister, Mrs. L. 0. Fernald.
from the University of Maine in ing of the corp oration.
at 10.45 o’clock; Sunday B. Jewett who has been like an own son to her He graduated
r riaay, August zi.
social meeting.
y a. m.
for three years he taught j
after
which
1876,
U1 1V11WUU WIU
1UIB)
iCICIVBI
jury. ill.
in her declining years; a step-son, Hosea P.
10 a. m. Lecture by Frederick Nicholson. 2
school. He entered the ministry in 1880 and
m.
P. Russeque. 4 p. m. George Mixer of Camden are waiting their
Lecture
Helen
p.
by
services
in
hold
(>:c(;a‘ Scientists
the Eastern Maine Conference, his first Annual Meeting of Ladies’ Aid.
mother, Mrt. M. A. Coombs, Union street.
of Hermon; a sister, Mrs. Augusta Whitney of joined
yam street, Sunday morning at
Saturday, August 22. 10 a. m. Lecture by
:,j,
charge being at Houlton, where he remained
Bertrand
and
and
two
grandsons,
Mrs. Fred A. Johnson went to New Haven,
Wellman C. Whitney, 2 p. m. Lecture by
Winterport
an: 'A dnesday evening at 7.30
that
he
for
£ci.
three years. Following
preached
Helen P. Russeque.
Kenneth Jewett, besides many nieces and
Conn.,
Saturday to attend the funeral of her
i> al! are welcome,
wh''
to
three years each at Winterport and Brewer.
hek.
Sunday, Aug. 23. 10 a. m. Lecture byFred- brother-in-law, F. A. Busse, which took place
The funeral services were held on
nephews.
a.
He then joined the Maine Conference, and held erick Nicholson. 2 p. m. Lecture by Well^rV\r- i:rit Sunday at Mason’^Mills
last Sunday.
Sunday afternoon, July 12th, at her late home.
man C. Whitney.
'0 a. m., followed by the
in Bath, Saco, Gardiner, Waterville,
jjbfhricl at
Rev. P. S. Dolliff of Jackson officiating. The pastorates
Tests will be given each day from the platRev. William Picksley of Warwick, N. Y„
: at Trinity Reformed church
Since
1911
he
has
Lewiston
and
been
Gorham,
form
;j8.
by Mr. Whitney and Mr. Nicholson.
large congregation of friends and the beautischool.
Additions to the program will be announced will arrive to-morrow, Friday, to visit his sisin Richmond. He married Miss Eva A. Baker
^1,? !■•'!• ved by Sunday
ful flowers bore testimony to the esteem in
from time to time during the week.
ter, Mies Jennie Picksley, at her cottage on
as
usual at the Baptist which she was held. The bearers were four of Orrington in 1878, who survives with a son,
^]cet vt>e
Condon street.
Leon G. Lewis.
It is expected the pas- nephews, Roscoe L,, Ora H. and Walter E.
Rey,
Sui;day.
k;
Miss Madeleine Wetherbee of Boston, Mass.,
and
will
return
M.
A.
w
K.
and
O.
Sturtevant,
Base
Ball.
C.
Clements
Haley
Whitney.
j.;eV
The funeral of J. Granville Paul, who died
arrived last Thursday to spend a few weeks
these services. A special col- j had charge of the arrangements and the inter- ;
ifcnaryJuly 7th, was held at his late home Friday afwith her grandmother, Mrs. Bethana Went-a^en in aid of the Salem fire
*
ment was in Pilgrims’ Home cemetery.
EASTERN MAINE LEAGUE.
ternoon, Rev. Arthur A. Blair, of the Univerworth of Knox.
“Fold reverently the weary hands
At South Brewer, Wednesday afternoon,
salist church officiating and was largely atThat toiled so long and well;
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Hinckley of Blueat the Baptist
J
week
the
2
to
for
the
Easterns
defeated
v
0,
*f■
8th,
Bangor,
tended.
The
fioral
and
uly
were
offerings
many
ftf
And while your tears of sorrow fall
on
beautiful. The bearers were life-long friends. in the fastest and best exhibition game played hill are guests of I. W Parker at his home
Let sweet thanksgiving swell.
p..» t as follows: prayer meeting this,
High street and at The Battery. Mrs. HinckThat life-work, stretching o’er long years
:g. morning service, Sunday
!r;Eugene R. Conner, M. R. Knowlton, Selwyn at that end of the circuit.
A varied web has been,
is a niece of Mr. Parker.
.r lay
School at noon; Chrisjfi;
Thompson and Charles N. Black. The interBangor beat the Easterns at South Brewer ley
With silver strands by sorrow wrought
Mi3s May Walker returned to her home in
meeting at 6.30 p. m ; evening
ment was in Grove Cemetery.
8 to 1 in a fine game witnessed by the best
c rr.,Qv
And sunny gleams between.”
c. D Y.
mid-week attendance of the season. The feat- Rockland Monday after several days’ visit to
west;p. m.
Mrs. Lydia Eaton, widow of the late Mark
Miss Cora &. Morison. Miss Walker came to
ure of the game was the fine work of Bangor’s
:
ihe week at the Methodist
rte
Miss Margaret C. Harrison died July 9th at H. Eaton, died July 4th, at the home of her
attend the Holmes-Morison wedding.
new pitcher, Vaughan, who hails from Pawas follows:
This, Thursday, her
Pfr *,
Lincolnville
a
No.
5
after
Avenue,
home,
daughter, Mrs. Charles Gray, Little Deer Isle, tucket.
Prof, and Mrs. Charles E. Paul will return
kk,
myer meeting; young people’s
brave struggle for over twelve years with at the advanced age of 99 years, 11 months,
ni
Friday; Sunday, at 10 45, that dread disease tuberculosis. About 12
Hi..:
On the Congress street grounds, Friday home to Chicago today, Thursday, after a
and 18 days. Had she lived 12 days longer she
r.-t*
Sunday school at 12; evenr.r.
afternoon Belfast defeated Old Town, 6 to 3, in week’s visit with his mother, They were called
years ago she accompanied her father and
would have rounded out a century. She leaves
of Prof. Paul’** father, J. G,
jBvice at 1,30p.m.
mother to Texas and California and while the to mourn their loss one son and two daughters, an interesting game. The visitors had a lead here by the death
of 2 to 0 at the end of the sixth when Belfast Paul.
received some benefit from the
fct.*!; «• ti was to have been made by
of Today s
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daughter
besides grandchildren and greatgrandchildren.
County Association change of climate Mr. Harrison, who was Interment was in the family lot at Gray’s Hill
c hurches,
cat
together with afflicted with the same disease, failed rapidly cemetery.
H.
Harbutt, of Portland. and died shortly after returning to Belfast.
Funeral services of Mrs. Angeline Stevens,
ous town in the county next
Since August 1908 Miss Harrison has practilate James R. Stevens, a highly
astponed until a later date,
cally lived out of doors and all these years widow of the
woman of Troy and a lifelong resithe sermon at the Universa- never complained, but was deeply apprecia- respected
She had been an invalid
dent were July 2nd.
Sunday will be “Jesus is Here,” tive of all that was done for her and apparentfor a long time. She leaves
a hook recently written by
ly wondered at the favors her friends were and great sufferer
the last
Sheidon. Mrs. M&rian Wells glad to bestow upon her. Gentle and sweet two sons and one daughter. During
she was cared for by her
this service. The church will she was as beautiful in character as she was year of her life
hi- Waldo

Uc'c

v

}t r.:’
sj>
thru.- '•
fc-ii
hv.r:

d?:
M.

r:-e-_*

iy 19th until the first

[ten;;:--.

Sunday

fepteir.be r.

She

brave in

spirit.

daughter

of the late

was born in Monroe, the
Charles R. and Effie M.

.-t

race

W. Frisbed! Mr. Frisbee is
friends, who extend sympathy to the bereav- and Mrs. George
the care taker of the grounds and M rs. Frisbee
He was a graduate of Yale college, a
The boys’ sleepj,
business man and his untimely death haB charge of the cooking.
employed by Swift & Co. as book- thorough
shelter of large pine
Mrs. Fred A. Johnson, Mrs. ing tents are under the
!hat c,ty. where he has won the is very sad.
have smooth
K,
Busse’s sister, went to New Haven to attend trees. The tents are waterproof,
1
t3teem of a large circle of friends,
jj.
iron beds and other furnithe funeral, which took place Sunday, and re- board floor, white
8
trip noiigh Chandler left Wednesday fyr a turned home Wednesday evening accompanied ture. The dining table is furnished with linen
the White Mountains and a
^
The councilors are college
Mrs. Busse and little daughter, who will cloths and napkins.
a! Old
Orchard. The best wishes by
There is telephone
men and expert sa immers.
make
their
home
for
with
her
the
present
1 fiends
i:
go with them for a long
and daily mails.
connection
Wilson
in
the
Charles
F.
brother,
Ellis,
Thomp‘er°Us life.
They will be at home at j
&j,,.
Innumerable canoe trips, hikes and excurson house on Cedar street.
Hreet. Bangor, after July 22.
sions into the surrounding country are planned.
T*
The remains of Florence Stevenson, wife of There will be canoe trips to the head of the
Roberts. Friends in town ha\e
A. Sheldon, arrived Tuesday evening lake, and Quantabacook to the sea, passing
Urds
announcing the marriage of Isaac
% i,
Mudgett and Jessie, daughter of from Auburn, where she passed away Monday through beautiful chain of lakes and down the
Ilf,
‘(
Roberts of Lewiston where the afternoon following nine months’ illness with St. George river; hikes to Mt. Percival overlifjjj
°k place
canter. She was born in
May 28, 1872, looking Penobscot Bay and its many ielands;
trinity l11 1 ry‘ ^ev*Sunday at 1 o’clock at the daughter of the lateWaldo,
Zenas and Estelle to the Camden and Rockport lime quarries and
Canon John H. Nolan
a cruise among the is^ be bride was
I.
attended by Miss A. Stevenson. When a young woman she came to Frye’s mountain;
jj,Kjrp f
U?wi8ton- Mr. Mudgett was con- to Belfast where she married Mr. Sheldon and lands of Penobscot Bay, visiting Dark Harbor
Hded
to Auburn. She and Castine; trips to the seashore for clam
!he Benobscot
Bay Electric Corn- about six years ago moved
* 'flRt
for several years and has many was a member of Leo la Council, Daughters of bakes and corn roasts.
er,<if *°WnThe average day in camp is as follows: at 7 a.
He is at present assistant Pocahontas of that city. They were moat at‘iiptri
enl of the Lewiston A
tentive to her in her late illness and sent a m., bugle call—all up! calisthenic drill and
ElecAuburn
kie^ 0
in charge of physical director;
Mrs. Mudgett is a graduate of beautiful floral offering. Her husband, two morning dip
*>a*!
breakfast; 8.16, morning prayer and
Edna
and
one
7.80,
E,
Hazel.;
Ho6 .ta, M
daughters,
sister,
nd Mrs, Mudgett
Bertha S4, wife of John Leary of Belfast, who amusements; 8.30, squau duties; 9 to II, tennis;
,lleir ht,me on Oak
street, Lewiston,
several
Auburn
times
of
has
been
in
late
to shop work, tutoring, rowing, fishing and canoeMudgett has a house all furnished.
care lor the sufferer, and three brothers, Eding; 11.00, morning swim; when instruction will
fct*. m,.lan
Jones Sweetaer’a Photo play, ward of Knox, Charles William of Belfast and be given in swimming; 12.80 p. m., dinner. No
\\ 8
V (r‘K at Twilight” at Belfast Opera Arthur of Detroit, Mieh., are left to mourn physical activities lor an hour after dinner; at
Friday and Saturday nighty met the loss of one devoted to her family in every 2 p. m„ baseball and other athletic sports; 4.
^ a
Wy entbuaiastic
reception. The' way. The funeral was held Wednesday after- swim, if deemed wise, 6, supper; 7.80, campfire••an hour of good fellowship;” 8.80, vespers
et,y (tor, ud hold, attention noon at the Sheldon homo on Waldo avsnue
Rev. A. A. Blair, Univenaljst, officiating.
9, tops.
ed.
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pals last

new

Ditcher,

was

to

be tried out

their

won

from the Easterns Tuesday

was

in Belfast

Sat-

He is

spending the

summer

Windham.

in

Mr. and Mrs. D. Faunce Woodcock left Tues-

Mrs. John Stevens

and

j

a

stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Elon B. Gilcbrest and Mrs. C.
D. Cool and children are at Kelley’s Cove for a

avenue.

stay.
Miss Ada Mitchell of New York City arrived
to visit Mrs. Clement W.

Frederick of
Gonvick, Minn., are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry C. Marden.

Tuesday evening

son

W escott.

Chdrles A. Pilsbury left by boat Monday for
week’s visit to Charles E. Knowlton in Rutland, Mass.

Mrs. John Beckwith of Springfield, Mass., is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon 0.
Bucklin. Her husband will join her the last of
the month.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Collins of Rockland
recent guests
of
Mrs.
Carrie M.
Mathews.

were

Miss Inez L. Barker, who has been in Dark
Harbor for several weeics, visited Belfast
Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Shaw of South Weymouth
friends Saturday on her way home to Center
I Mass., are guests at the home of F. L.
Montville.
I Toothaker.
Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson of New York
city, * Mrs. B. L. Tuttle was called to Auburn Tuesaccompanied by her father, Mr. Davis, arrived
day by the serious illnese of her father, Mr. C.
last Thursday morning and has
opened The E. Garcelon.
Homestead on Primrose Hill.
Miss Frances A. Sargent returned WednesMrs. O. B. McKechnie of Burnham visited
! day from visits in Boston, Allston and Dorover the Fourth with relatives in Dover and
| Chester, Mass.
was accompanied home
by her daughter DoroMrs. John Burleigh of South Berwick is the
who
had
been
thy,
visiting there.
John M. Hinchman at the White
Walter B. Kelley of St. Paul, Minn., is visit- guest of Mrs.
Primrose Hill.
ing his mother and sister, Mrs. Benj. and Miss Homestead,
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Livingston of New
Elizabeth A. Kelley. Mrs. Kelley and
daughter will come about the first of
York, who spent last summer in Belfast, are at
August.
Bar Harbor for the season.
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Lutz, came to Belfast
W. S. and James W. Roberts of Reading,
last Sunday from Lake Megunticook,their summer home, and were
guests of Hon. and Mrs. Mass., are at their cottages on the North

|

William B. Swan for the day and night.

Shore, North port, for the

Martin C. Dilworth of Florence, Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dragon of
Northampton,
Mass., arrived Tuesday morning on a visit.
They stopped at the Windsor and later will
visit at Northport.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Millhouse, Misses
Alice and Marian are in Portland for a week,
guests of Mr. and Mr. J. C. W. Perry,

season.

William C. Thompson of New York, who is
at Kelley Cove, North port, is a frequent caller in this city, his former home.

stopping

Miss Zadie B. Carter of Redlands, Calif., forMrs. Albert C. Burgees has received notice
merly of Belfast, who is making a European
trip with friends, has been obliged to abandon of the critical illness of Frank B. Willson of
most of the trip on account of illness and is at Boston, who has frequently visited Belfast.
present in a sanatorium in Kissengen, Germany.
Joseph S. Mahoney cf Methuen, Mass., is
Mr, and Mrs. Charles Bradbury deferred visiting his sister, Mrs. A, J. Howard. He
their departure for Boothbay Harbor, where will visit relatives in Searsmont the coming

they planned

to spend the remainder of the
because of the illness of Capt. C. C.
Glover, at his home on High street, with pneumonia.

summer

at

Miss Belle F. Thayer is spending a few days
her home in Winterport. Miss Thayer was

week.

Mr. and Mrs. Ross H. Pattershall and two
arrived Sunday morning from Boston,
and are visiting his mother, Mrs. Grace E.
Pattershall.
sons

Mrs. Ida Clark, who recentley underwent a
critical operation at the Tapley Hospital
returned to her home on Searsport Avenue

in Salem, Mass., at the time of the fire, and
tnough the house in which she roomed was
burned she fortunately saved her personal effects.

very

Walter Hillman of Troy, his son, Elmer Hillman, and wife,of Unity, and his daughter. Mrs.
Earl Vickery of Pittsfield, were in Rumford
Falls recently to attend the funeral of Mr.
Hillman’s niece, Iva, the youngest daughter of
Alonzo Hillman.

Jane

Wednesday.
Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown and daughter. Miss
Brown of Boston left Tuesday to visit

Mrs. Brown’s

daughter,

Mrs. Albert Cushman

of Ellsworth.
Mrs.

and

Mr.

Giedehille

and

daughter

of South Lawrence and Mrs. White of

Myrtle

Mass.,

Newton,

are

guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. James

a. m.

to 3 p.

Bridgewater, N. Y., after

Among the recent arrivals at the Northport
Inn is Col. W. A. Conkling of New York, a
visitor there for many years and one who is algiven

a

most

hearty greeting by old

and

hai*

In

entertains

partie^,

“Thomas Wentworth Higginson, The Story

of His

m.

ana

Life,’’ by Mary

Thacher

Higginson,

his

find mention of a native of this city
won distinction as an authority on
Of Mr. Higginson’s conphysical culture.
tributions to The Atlantic Monthly his biographer says: “The first one, ‘Saints and Their
Bodies,’ so impressed Dr. Sargent of the Harvard Gymnasium that he was led to adopt phywife,

we

who has

!

sical

training

as a

West.

Mr.

and Miss Millie oanborn of Marblehead,
are visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Eben M. banborn.
York

Mass.,

Mrs. Ralph Emeaf-, daughter Miss Margaret
Cahill of Kalamazoo, Alich and brother, Ray E,
Lee of Dowagiac, Mich are at the Emery home
on Church street. Mr. Emery will come later.
Mr. and Mrs. E. *H. Nickerson and son Clinton, who have been spending several months
abroad, Lave returned to their home on CarleTne party sailed in May and have
ton street.
passed a delightful season of travel.—Portland

Express.
Hon. Benjamin F. Colcord of Searsport,
member of tne Governor’s Council from the
fifth district, arrived in Augusta, Tuesday
morning for a briet business visit.—Kennebec

Journal.

Thomas E. Hawktn. the well known general
manager of the Rockland, Thomaston and Lamden Street R. R. Co., has resigned and will
take

Guyer

is

a

vacation

to

be spent in travel and
Rockland.

at

his

Camden street home in

profession.

Among other enterprises with which Mr.
Raymond Guyer is identified in Ketchum,Idaho,
is the Guyer riot Springs hotel, constructed and
furnished in the mission style. The hotel and
its surroundings are described as beautiful,and
it is said to be the finest summer resort in the

president of the hotel
company and of the Hailey Commercial club.
Big game and fish abound in the vicinity, the
mineral springs are pronounced the best in the
home Sunday. Mrs. Pond is an acreturned
mont and Camden Commanderies, received the
Northwest, and for recreation the guests have
of
and
is
a
the
musician;
graduate
various degrees in the Scottish Rites branch complished
tennis, dancing and horseback riding. Mrs.
where
she
comand May 25th, 1900, received the 82nd degree New England Conservatory,
Guyer is the daughter of the late Capt. George
pleted the normal course under Prof. Porter W. and Mrs. Chase and her mother is making
For over a quarter of a
in Maine Consistory.
with Miss Davidson. She was also a piano
century he has been almost a constant attendher home with her in the West.
pupil of the late distinguished Carl Baermann.
ant at the sessions of the Grand Lodge in
Herbert R. Cornforth of Thorndike is one of
ox
Grand
in
Warden
owampscoxx,
Mr. and Mrs. nan mcxjonaiu
Portland, serving as Senior
the Maine people who had to quit Mexico on
M ass., arrived Sunday to visit Belfast relatives
the Grand Lodge in 1888, thus becoming a per24-hours’ notice. He left Guadalajara, April
manent member. He has also served as Grand and will spend two weeks at the Lord cot24th, with other refugees, abandoning a wholeCaptain of Hosts in the Grand Chapter, and tage at Little River. Ur. McDonald is em- sale and retail drug business and also some reGrand Sword Bearer in the Grand Command- ployed by the General Electric Co. in Lynn.
pair shops. Mr. Cornforth was in a party
ery. He is now serving as a trusted of the Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett of Belmont, with JV. B. Davis, the American consul, and
come
at
the
same
to
who
of
the
Fund
time,
Grand
Lodge.
Mass,,
planned
Charity
90 others who departed by train to Manzanillo
were unable to get away and will make their
and thence by German steamer to San Diego.
Don’t Fail to Get the New York Herald, visit later in the season.
Mr. Cornforth took with him only a few pesos
Sunday, July 19th.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin T. Gould of Lynn,
which he had in his safe at the time. He has
The great 8-page^Comic and Humorous Sec
formerly of Camden, celebrated their 25th written Senator Burleigh inquiring what steps
tion of the New York Herald is growing more wedding anniversary Tuesday evening, June can be taken toward amends for his losses.
popular with each succeeding Sunday. This 30th. They were married June 30. 1880, by the Senator Burleigh has been to the State departwas pastor of the
ment, where he was advised to suggest that
really original 8-page Comic Section has six Rev. J. D. Payson, who
Methodist church in Union. Mr. Gould was Mr. Cornforth make out papers covering his
pages printed in colors. No other newspaper
W. Gould of Camden, Me., and case. The State department officials say his
has claims upon any of the comic features of the son of E.
Gould was the daughter of Mr, andjMrs. claim “in due time will be given careful conthe Sunday New York Herald, and each comic Mrs.
M. Annis of Camden.
sideration."
is drawn by the artist who originated it. No Andrew
Albert S. Field, who has been connected with
other trio of comics are as cleanly funny as
“The Marine Journal received a pleasant call
Snapshort' Bill, Great Caesar’s Goat and the Eastern Maine State Fair association for this week,"says Capt. Geo. L. Norton,the editor,
Ginger Pop. In the centre of the 8-pages the past 22 years, has just been elected presi- “from Capt. Arthur B. Conner, surveyor for
devoted to humorous stories, skits, paragraphs dent of the association, succeeding Hon. F. 0.
the Board of Underwriters, who had just reand verse, and the famous Zotwots occupy the
Beal.who has been head of the association near- turned from a short vacation spent in his naback page.
eswas
Some of the features of the Magazine Sec- ly all the time since Maplewood park
tive village, Castine, Maine, where he has a
tion for July 19th, in addition to a smashing tablished 31 years ago. Mr. Field was first
fine residence, and where Mrs. Conner, with
futurist color page by Daugherty, are:—
of space at the fair, then gentheir son, spend their summers. It is a long
“Perils of Petrosino," in which is related superintendent
“How the Black Hand Got Beyond Police eral superintendent, and for the past ten years harx back to the time we met Capt. Conner,
Control," the second instalment of “Beauty as he has been general manager. As president when he was first officer with Capt. James Bola
Profession," which occupies two page of be will have full control and is to carry out his
Fashions by Blanche G. Merritt, editor of the
ger, in the steamer Nueces of the Mallory
Fashion Magazine of the New York Herald, own ideas and policies.
Line, which came out new in 1887 from the
Altman
collection.
and the third
Prof. William F. Schoppe expects to leave yard of John Roach, Chester, Pa. It is a pleasBozeman, Montana, Friday on his way to Bel- ure for the Marine Journal to be able to note
The Shoe Situation.
fast. He has recently been elected delegate the appointment of shipmasters to permanent
Ameri- positions on land, and there would be more
Conditions in footwear are quiet and rather from Montana to the meetings of the
unsatisfactory, purchases being along conser- can Poultry Association and will go to Chicago such were the city, State, and Nation’s ofvative lines and few orders of consequence in
August to attend them. He will also at- ficials, alive to the importance of appointing
noted. Many buyers are now visiting the
of the American Association mariners to offices that have to do with marine
New England market, but thus far have tend the meetings
we would
as
operated only in a moderate way. Manufact- of Instructors and Investigators in Poultry affairs. It looks, however, though
urers, however, appear quite encouraged reat McDonald College, St. Anne have to wait until after the millennium to be
Husbandry
garding the prospects of improvement, and DeBelleview, Canada. Mrs. Schoppe and son, able to convince those who have these places to
expect that orders will shortly increase. A
would be serving the pubfairly satisfactory business is reported by William F. Jr., who have spent a year at the dispose of that they
producers of medium-priced shoes, but trade in home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pile- lic who put them where they are much better
high-grade lootwear is slow. Conditions bury, will leave the first of September for if they would select nautical expert&4nstead
with wholesalers are very dull, the inclement
for city, State, or national work
weather this week having materially retarded Bozeman where a new bungalow is in process of politicians
1
where a knowledge of marine affairs is needed."
11th.,
sales.—Dun’s Review
of construction for them.

July

day for the Chase Pond Camps, Bingham, for

Miss Georgia Hall, who is employed in the
Brier millinery store, is spending a vacation at
her home in Lincolnville.

them in various ways.
The children of the Girl’s Home in
Belfast are also among his friends and arc always entertained by him.

many

grounds, 11 to 10.

Searsport

buckboard rides

pleted, The case was a peculiar one puzzling j
physicians, and their many friends congratulate them on the successful operation.—

on

was

ar-

Mr, and Mrs. Albea E. Hutchins are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. George Harcourt of Portland.

Miss Julia Vaughan returned to City point
Friday from a visit with Miss Marian M. Perry,

ways

Mrs. F. C. Fletcher, formerly of Lincolnville,
and son Clifton, who went to the children’s
hospital in Boston early in the spring to undergo a surgical operation on his arm which had
been lame from birth, have now returned to
Boston where she will have the operation com-

a

Mrs. Annie M. Sweetser of Camden
Belfast last Thursday on business.

young. The children have good cause to
his arrival, for annually he gives them

at

Herald.
Tomorrow, Friday and Saturday, Bangor will Camden
Mrs. Reginald Hazeltine and children, Ben
play in Belfast, and there will doubtless be a
good attendance.
and Eleanor, of Wheeling, West Va., will arrive by boat this morning for a visit to Mrs.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
B. P. Hazeltme, 1 Court street. They will not
return to Wheeling as Mr. Hazeltine’s recent
The members of Camden Coromandery prechange of position with his firm will bring his
sented a silver loving cup to Eminent Sir L. M.
headquarters in Massachusetts,
Kenniston as a birthday gift on his 75th birthMrs. Russell S. Pond of Swampscott, Mass.,
day. He has held office in Amity Lodge, Keywho has been visiting Miss Edith M. Davidson
stone Chapter, King Hiram Council, Clare-

I

1

O. S. Vickery and son, John, have gone
Camp Quantabacook, Searsmont,for July and
August. Dr. Vickery will spend his nights and
Sundays there. He will at his office in this city
from 10

Mrs. Frank Small and little son of Old Town
visiting friends in this city.

Aug. 10th.

Mrs.

team.

Oldtown

a

to

Vaughan,
fur the upriver

afternoon when

week.

hi3 home in

Bangor at MaplewoodPark
Tuesday, 18 to 6. Wheeler did fine work in the
box for Belfast, and Bangor did not get a run
until the 8th inning.
Belfast played Bangor

Mr. John F. Smalley of Nashua, N. H.,
rived Tuesday to visit relatives.

are

will be at home at

longer visit
Mrs. James H.

for

urday on his return from Castine where he attended the conference of High school princi-

from

again yesterday

her

Principal C. W. Proctor

6.
won

Richard Jr.,
parents, Mr. and

son

Howes.

the game between Belfast and Old Town, Saturday afternoon, the local team winning, 17 to
Belfast

little

with

Brewer, last Saturday afternoon,
the Easterns defeated Bangor, 2 to 1.
The biggest crowd of the season witnessed

B.

graduated from Maine Central
class of 1910, and after taking
Hot 's Business college in Bangor

and

At South

Church

the

Mass.,

faction.

me

t

Richard P. Whitman returned to
last Thursday leaving Mrs. Whitman

a

errors

youngest son, Oral Stevens, and his wife. She
wide circle of relatives and friends and
greatly missed.

'•

break with some good bitting and costly
and scored three runs. Howard relieved
McPhee, but could not stop the rally. Ladd’s
timely hits were a feature. Old Town did
some good batting but Wheeler kept the hits
scattered and was good in the pinches. Allen,
the new league umpire, gave the best of satisgot

had a
will be

Grant Harrison and came to Belfast in early
next Sunday the
schools. She A BUYS’ CAMP AT QUANTABACUUK.
Sellers, will preach in childhood, attending the city
the “Message of the Kingdom,” clerked for a time in the Carle & Jones store
Dr. O. S. Vickery of Belfast has started a
and later with Fred A. Johnson. She was a
'A
v
.ng on “Influence.” At both
boys’ camp at Lake Quantabacook, about 12
1
O.O.
member
of
Aurora
Rebekah
F.,
Lodge,
p
>.
! be special collections for
miles from Belfast, which can be reached by
an attendant at the North Congregational
* -»*ern
rers.
At 2 p. m. Mr. Sellers and
auto or team. The spot is an ideal one for lothe
is
extend,
church.
The
of
city
sympathy
ilspusKN’orthport auditorium. After
cation and good air. Herbert M. Bergamin of
lost
five
ed the bereaved mother who has
alay evening service the work
college, N. Y., is director; Dr. O. S,
Rutgers
daughters and her husband and is left alone.
School class will be taken up.
Vickery,
Syracuse University, is camp surThe funeral w-as held at her late home Sunday
E tc
; layer meeting this. Thursday,
geon; Joseph Gardiner, assistant physical diafternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev. George S. Mills
’tete
is physical
half-hour service; subject
of Bennington, Vt„ her former pastor, offi- rector at Syracuse University,
f
f r next week, the last verse
ciating ill the absence of Rev. Haraden S director; G. Herbert Ramsey of Olean, N. Y.,
Fearl. Aurora Rebekah Lodge, 1 O. O. F.. atWm. A. Redman of Brooklyn, N. Y. and DonThe usual service of
:-aim.
tended in a body and performed their impresmorning at 10.45, with sive service. The bearers were Messrs. Ralph ! ald Burleigh of Augusta are camp councilors.
J ohn and Tolford Durham, Carrol Parker and
pastor. Sunday School im- D. Southworth, Albra C. Clarey, Walter C. and
^'v ; owing. A special invitation is Fred C, Townsend. The interment was in \ Albert Fogg of Belfast are spending the sumGrove Cemetery.
nc:iC:'■
mer there and are writing interesting letters
who are enjoying a sumetc. Other
News was received last Friday of the death, j to their parents of their sports,
vicinity, and whose duties do
41
then, rise where, to worship with us in a
private hospital at New Haven, Conn., j boys are from Portland, New York, Pennsylthe summer.
The grounds consist
following a critical operation on the brain, of j vania and New Jersey.
Frank A. Busse of Jerome, Idaho, formerly of of fourteen acres with a lake frontage of nine
j
WEEDING BELLS.’
New York. He was a native of New Haven hundred and sixty feet. The lodge with its
I
and his age was about 49 years. He married great open fireplace, large assembly hall,
Hinuiagc ui Liayiun
with a piano, writing desk, settees,
c.handler <.f Bangor and Rena E. Jones of Miss Maude E. Ellis of this city in June, 1910, f equipped
Indian clubs, games and library
the couple going directly to Jerome, where punching bag,
Bl1'
11 Plate
Wednesday, July 8th, at the
arm chairs is the home center
Mr. Busse was vice president of the Settlers’ and comfortable
i«rsuuage, Portland, the ceremony
are held the religious
and Operating Company, buying of the camp life. Here
^ Performed
Reclaiming
Rev.
William
by
Harry Mcand amateur theatricals
and
waste land. He was stricken services, lectures
1 r,f single
irrigating
ring service was used. The
Back of the lodge, on a higher elevation, is a
e *aB
handsomely gowned in a traveling with a shock last October and gradually failed.
large rustic building, with a 26-foot square
to
Several
weeks
he
came
New
ago
Haven,
A.ire blue silk taffeta, trim med with
and store rooms, and
where for a time his general health and spirits dining room, kitchen
,a« and wore a
white coat and hat.
hand an ice house On the north, and
k*“ lbe da®Ehter of Mr.
seemed
to improve under the treatment of near at
and Mrs, Ephraim
I
lacing the lake, are two cottages, one occupied
M'nity. Mrs. Chandler was grad- specialists. An operation was performed for
by Dr. Vickery and his family, the other has
*r n
Maine Central Institute in the tumor on the brain and the end came July 10th.
^ °*
He is survived by bis wife and baby daughter, the director’s office and accommodation for
and has been a very popular and
is well equipped and
Frances Alfreda and by one sister and two visitors. The work shop
fch°ol teacher.
Mr. Chandler is
of New Haven.
Mr. Busse has the boys enjoy their work under careful superbrothers,
1 haries
C. Chandler of Pittsfield.
is occupied by Mr.
g *at
visited in Belfast, where he made many vision. Another cottage
-Iso
.v

»’

j

PERSONAL.

Mb. Fred S. Hutchins is visiting her fathei
Charles Crockett of Cape Rosier,

Dwight Irwin announces the Alonzo Harte.
marriage of her daughter, Elizabeth Carleton.
Mrs. Albert Hale and four children and Mr.
and Earle Stanley Lougee at Waltham Mass., Charles Hale and two children of Somerville.
June 30th. Mr. Lougee is the son of Mr. and
Mass., are visiting at S. S. Wood’s home on
Mrs. C. R. Lougee of Winterport and his many
Searsport Avenue.
friends are extenling congratulations. They
Mrs. Harry Vinal and little daughter, of New
Campello, are the guests of his parents at present and

■

>

PERSONAL

Worcester, Mass., and
Ruby Wilson Sanderson of
guests last Saturday of Mr.

William J. Conlon of

bride,formerly

Miss

Belmont, were
and Mrs. Frank I. Wilson.

They

drove out to

the bride’s former home while here.

C. G. Ferguson left Saturday evening for
where he has become
New Bedford, Mass
lumber
business.
Mr.
interested in the
friends
has
here, who will reFerguson
many
Mr. Fergret that he is to leave Houlton.
guson’s family will join him later.—Aroostook Pioneer.
1

Mrs. A.

day

for

dard.

a

M. Small of Freedom arrived Tuesfew

Miss

Tuesday, and

enjoyed
at

The

at

days’

visit to Miss

Stoddard gave
a

shore

night,

a

picnic

followed

Amy E. Stod-

luncheon for her
in her honor

by

a

theater

was

party

Colonial.

Mrs. Carrie Hilton Littlefield of bt. Andrews,
N. B, arrived
Thursday, and will substitute for several weeks for Mrs. Annie M.
Weeman, housekeeper for Charles H. Field,
who will spend a vacation with relatives in
Portland and vicinity.
Mr. C. C. Glover, who was reported critically
| ill with pneumonia the first of the week, ie.
reported improving and Mr. and Mrs. Charies
j Bradbury, who were detained by his illness,
left Tuesday morning to spend the summer in
; Boothbay Harbor. Mrs. Eliza Shaw of Rockland is the guest of her brother, Mr. Glover.
recently recovered from an attack
of pneumonia.
Mrs. Glover

Edward Johnson of Redlands, Cal., who ie
critically ill, is expected by Sunday morning’s
boat, accompanied by his wife, his sister, Mrs.
William V. Pratt, Miss Bessie Johnson, and by
brother, Alfred M. Johnson of Boston.
will make the trip from Rochester, Minn.,
to Boston by private car and will join Mrs.
Ralph M. Johnson of New York at The Homestead, Primrose Hill,
his

They

Misses Dorothy Blood of Newton Center,
Mass., Helen Tufts of Exeter, N. H.t and Marian McMullin of New York are guests of Mrs.
Albert C. Burgess. The young ladies and the
Misses Margaret Craig, Ida Carleton, Myrtle
Frost and Messrs. Donald Clark, Roy Ellingwood and Frank Hazeltine will be entertained
the coming week at a house party at Pitcher
Pond by Kenney Burgess.
The party will
leave tomorrow, Friday, with Mrs. Wm. M.
Randall as chaperon. She will remain until
Tuesday, when Mr. and Mrs. Charles Millhouse
and daughters Alice and Marian will join them
for the remainder of the week.
Tar ratine Tribe of Red Men will hold their
annual installation on Monday evening next
and it is desired that there should be a good
attendance. The officers will be raised up by
District Deputy Great Sachem Edwin S. Perkins.

Prohibition and the People. | yon
why

FOR GOVERNOR,

don't want It made for your boy,
allow it to be made for some othei

nsn

I boy?
[From the Maine ^Fenner.J
in thii
|. We have a peculiar paradoxincreast
i
haa
18th
country at the present time: An
The Maine farmer of June
in the prohibition sentiment and an ingood temperance talk by Dr. Twitchell c
ease in tbe
per capita amount of liqaoi
ant
and
sound
is
logical,
whose argument
used. That doesn’t mean that more ol
an article by P- O. D. that touches upot | the
people drink, or the prohibitionieti
several topics in an interesting manner | are hypocrites, as some assert for spec
He is undoubtedly right in regard t< 1 tacular effect, but it does n ean thal
boom, bu those who drink, drink to excess. S<
booming Maine. We need no
To get this much is this true that it is being recog
a
steady, healthy growth.
what is needed is for each of us, who n i nized as a necessity that we protecl
ourselves from the effects of the excess.
doing something worth while, to do
little more of it or to do it a little better Public safety will sometime make nation
We can only help others by encouraginj wide—perhaps world-wide—prohibition t
#
them to help themselves. Prove, by re
necessity. Meanwhile, what should b<
suits, that Maine offers superior oppor the attitude of the people of Maine;
Shall we float back on a receding wave,
tunities and men will seek the field.
While P. 0. D. has the right idea lr or shall we hold fast to our position anc I A
regard to the “boom” now being so mucl thus be in a condition to take advantage
talked of, he seems to be somewhat illogi of the turning tide.
Prohibition is right in principle. We
cal in his’attitude toward prohibition.
I do not need to tell Maine Farmei have a right to protect society from the
readers that I am a firm friend of pro- saloon; to protect our boys from the
hibition or a believer in total abstinence. liquor seller; to add to education anc
That fact has been well established for i moral suasion the strong arm of law
long tim’. It is not my object now tt which says, “Thou shalt not.”
•
record my own opinion or express indiCourage, brothers, stand firm.
E. C. Dow.
vidual ideas, but to get at a few fundaBelfast, Me.
mental facts often overlooked,or ignored,
by the opponents of our prohibitory law.
of
most
the
them,
really
These men, or
desire the best for society and the State. Of Interest to Potato Growers.
to make politiare
a
few
trying
Possibly
The Government Regulations.
cal capital out of the law, but the majority are sincere in their opposition.
The
new regulations
governing the
The first great truth to which I call
from
Maine, whict m
of
to
sell
inshipment
potatoes
attention is this: “The right
toxicating liquors does not inhere in a the presence of powdery scab in this •
citizen of the State nor in a citizen ot State has necessitated, have now been
the United States.”
the United States DeX
All liquor laws are based upon that promulgated by
will take
solid foundation. Did the right to sell partment of Agriculture and
liquors exist as a natural, or inherent effect on Aug. 1st. These regulations
right, the right to prohibit or license supercede the inspection hitherto carried •
on by the State authorities and are pritheir sale would not exist.
Therefore, when we tell a man he shall marily designed to prevent the spread

WILLIAM T HAINES,
WATERVILLE.

■

FOR STATE AUDITOR

TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN,
LEWISTON.

N,_
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

jCOAL

■

JOHN A. PEIERS,
ELLSWORTH.

|

■

WALDO COUNiY N • WIN ATION
For

Senator,

•

JAMES

Thorndike

H. SAYWARD,

Register
EDWARD EVANS,
For

For

of

Deeds,

Montville

FRANK A. CUSHMAN,

For County Treasurer,
Belfast
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,
For Representatives to the Legislature.
Belfast
FRANK R. KEENE,
Montville
JAMES J. CLEMENT.
Jackson
JOHN H. McKINLEY,
Liberty
CHARLES M. HOWES,
Stockton Springs
ALBERT M AMES,

White

From the

||

She keeps
lives high,

| ?

uses a

I

if

of time you have only to come
For a week we have not
When it ha3
seen any sunshine up here.
not rained, the clouds have been driven

|

in through the Crawford Notch like a
mighty volume of smoke, and one might

|

and try it.

imagine
on

fire.

! |

S |

that all the world outside
The clouds settled down

|

the different mountains and played
them. At
picturesque pranks all around
first we thought it was a joke, and adover

mired all the different effects of cloud
the mountains, and pretended we
liked the weather—but at the present
time I, for one, would give more to see

i

At dealers

\

catalogue.

|

in. The scenery here, even with the
clouds upon it, is so grard and so stupendous, and there is so much of it, that
1 hesitate to enter upon a description
—

and when the clouds lift—as they will
and the sun comes out, and the air fairly
—

sparkles with the crisp, invigorating
whichquality that is in it-and my eyes,
to
ever way they turn, travel skyward
the top of some lofty mourtain clothed
with

forest

j

:

everywhere,

or

write

direct

for

j

and Willard, and over the Frankenstein
Trestle which crosses the gulf and spans
a height of 80
a crevasse of 500 feet, at

|1

Albany

feet above a rocky chasm, and looking
from that awful height into the
first
gorges as the train flew along, my

,

upon it than at any moment since
1900 feet is a
made its acquaintance.
goodly elevation above the sea anyway,
and it is much pleasanter to stand around

viewed from

pearance of an
road leads down
in

jng askance
loomed, as it

rolltif

August 1826,

curred the awful

before your brain has had time to grasp
As I stood on the station
the situation.
rj'itl.

through the Notch to
Willey house, where

the site of the old

and calmly consider the matter than to
be hurled through it on a railroad train

svnorvinrr

the exact apThe
elephant’s head.

the house

mountains;

a

in

a

terrific storm, ocof the White

tragedy

landslide which in its

course

rock,
upon the house, struck
separated and passed upon either side

directly

QPfl Indie-

at
the mountains, which
seemed to me, another 1900

a

leaving the house standing. The family
consisting of Mr. Willey, his wife, five

feet in every direction, I saw one famil- sI children and two
servants, had rushed
iar landmark-my own trunk, standing out into the darkness of the
night and
Even as my eyes
on end not far away.
were all overtaken by the landslide befell upon it, a man who proved to be our low the house. Only part of the bodies
genial head porter reached forth a hand were ever recovered. The path of the
and shook it and said "Whose trunk is avalanche can still be seen,
although the
this?” and in another moment I was

fairly launched upon
career as
telegraph

wards Belfast is
and with
down

its

longing
mist

j

the most interesting,
eyes each day 1 gaze
driven cloud covered

length —for who knows what may come
up into the clouds from the earth below.
Sure I am that if it should be a certain
familiar horse’s head, eyes alert and ears
cheerfully forward, and behind the horse
should be a cart with two dear familiar
white coon cat, sure
I am that down the road I should go flying to meet them, regardless of all the

faces, and maybe

a

curious eyes and all the many windows
of the famous house and the famous

Crawford House, Crawford
Notch, White Mountains, N. H.
R. T. Newell.
town

of

Stops Neuralgia—Kills Pain.
Sloan’s Liniment gives instant relief from
Neuralgia or Sciatica. It goeB straight to the
painful part—Soothes the Nerves and Stops
the Pain. It is also good for Rheumatism1
Sore Throat, Chest Pains and Sprains. You
don’t need to rub—it penetrates. Mr. J. R,
Swinger, Louisville, Ky., writes: “I suffered
with quite a severe Neuralgic Headache for

growth of trees is fast obliterating it.
My favorite walk thus far has been four months without any relief. I used Sloan's
through Idlewild Park, where a path Liniment for two or three nights and I haven’t
through the woods leads around the lake suffered with my head since.” Get a bottle
the time for
and brings one out again upon the road today. Keep in the house all
all hurts. 25c., 50c. and $1.00, at
leading to the house. Last Sunday I ex- pains and
Druggists,
plored a little way along the road into your Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for all Sores.
the Notch, but after a short time the

my three months’
operator at the

Crawford House. A wide board walk
leads from the station to the hotel—and
the Crawford House, which is immense,
its outbuildings, its golf links, and tennis
court, its beautiful grounds and gardens,
I
constitute the whole town of Crawfords,
vastness of the mountains and the stillN. H,, and a busy, bustling, enterprising
on my nerves.” Turning I made
ness“got
to
describe
It is as impossible
town it is.
time towards the hotel. As I came
rapid
the house as it is the mountain scenery.
in sight of it, an automoDile full of joy
Its great size, the luxury and comfort of
riders came up out of the Notch, and as
of
its
its furnishings, and the perfection
reached me one of tne men sprang
service under the management of the they
to his feet threw up his arms and gave
it
W.
A.
Mr.
Barron,
place
proprietor,
It is needless to say that
a terrific yell.
in the front rank among the finest hotels
satisfied the perpetrator
of the country. The Western Union of- my jump quite
of the joke, and threw the party into
are
at
and
office
theBazaar,
fice, the post
even a more hilarious condition as they
one end of the lobby, and a^the other
over the mountain
end is the entrance to the beautiful ball- flew on their way
walks to the
taken
have
also
I
road.
of
orchestra
room, where there is an
Amonusic
Lake, to
ahd
Merrill
spring
eight pieces. The great fireplace is an
the heights above the
attractive feature of the lobby, and a the “bine seat” on
one obtains a fine view
cheerful fire is always burning there. railroad whence
and to the cabin of
The house is fast filling with guests, of Mt. Washington;
for years lived
who
“Jack
the|Hermit,”
after
come
those
who
most of them
year
side
of
Mt.
on
the
alone
Willard, in hia
year, while the house officers and many
flowers and
of the help have been with Mr. and Mrs. little clearing, with birds,
for
woods
of
tbe
the
wild
company.
things
them
Barron for years, accompanying
at an adwinters to Bermuda, where Mr. Barron is He passed away two years ago,
his cabin with its
and
vanced
only
The
age,
the
Hamilton
Hotel.
of
manager
as a pathetic reminder
atmosphere of the house is one of cordial furniture remains
to
friendliness, and smiling faces are the of one who was long a familiar figure
the Crawford House guests. I hive also
rule and not the exception.
to Mt. WashQuoting from a booklet among the started to explore the road
beside tbe
which
the
Bazaar
in
just
beginning
souvenirs
ington,
pretty
many
miles
nine
for
extends
up to the
the
hotel,
Head
upper gateguards
“Elephants
road leads to
way to Crawford Notch, and immediate- summit. A good carriage
ly beyond is the idyllic little plateau the summit of Mt. Willard, which is said
which holds the Crawford House. Set to be an easy climb, and there are many
within surrounding mountain walls, and other walks and climbs with which I
the
just at the door of the famous hostelry shall become better acquainted when
lies a dainty gem of a lake which is the aun shins# again. Of all roads, howtrue source of the Saco river.” From ever, the road through the Notch to-
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continuance of the same.

respectfully,
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BELFAST FUEL &. HAY CO,

1

Yours

Brass and

Ccmpositien fastings
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Let Us Figure

I* Belfast

up to ICO lb'

Grey

Jobbing, Repairs.
on

Iron Ca
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Requirements

Your

Machine & Foundry Co
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MAM’FACTI HICKS

Builders’ Supplies, Sled Castings, Wagon Sh
Nuts and Brake Weeels.

Sish Weights,
i

Orates of all Kinds, Shafting, Box's, Collars, Couplings, Slee.
Pulleys and Gears. Htge Rotary Mill Parts.

!

KEEPS YOUR I-IOME
FRESH ahc/' CLEAN

i

ASSOCIATIONS.
The State assessors, July 1st committed the semi-annual taxes on the savings banks, the trust and banking companies and the loan and building associations doing business in the State. The
total amount of the taxeB assessed
against the savings banks is $242,981.98.
The heaviest tax is assessed against the
Maine Savings Bank of Portland, with
the Portland Savings Bank, second, the
Augusta Savings Bank third, and the
Bangor Savings Bank fourth. The tax
of the Belfast Savings bank is $5,027.84.
The total tax assessed against the trust

greai
tion, and self-protection
law of nature.
‘•Leave this to the pulpit and the
church!” so many things we might leave
to them, but we somehow like to settle
economical questions outside the pulpit.
With all due respect to the pulpit, let me

qualify.

The certification blanks which

are

'T'HIS Swiftly-Sweeping, Easy-Running DUNTLEY Sweep
cleans without raising dust, and at the same time picks
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION. Its
makes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It reaches
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the necessity
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.

ij I

■

|

!

I

The Great Labor Saver of the Home—Every home, large or
small, can enjoy relief from Broom drudgery and protection from
the danger of Hying dust.
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for any kind of summer skin trouble—
Instant
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Our Clubbing Offers
following clubbing offers apply only to subs
tions paid in advance; ai d when payment is ma

The

should be stated what premium, if any, is desire
is also necessary to say that none of these pub
tions are mailed with 1 he Journal or irom this o'
We have to pav for these pi blications one ye.
advance, and they are then sent from their respe.
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers as
follows for one year’s subscription paid in advan.

The Jonrnal and Farm and Home,
The Jonrnal and McCall’s Magazine,

j

j

$2

The Jonrnal and Woman’s Magazine,
The

publications included

may be sent to

in

our

clubbing

>

different addresses.

Republican Journal Publishing Co

I

;

^

I
| .-------

Caution Notice
Why

RUBY S. WEBBER, having left

WIFE,
MY my
bed and board without cause, I hereher credit
to
by notify all

|

persons not

as I shall pay
tracting after this date.

my account

no

give
debts of her

Northport, July 7,1914.
WILLIAM
3w28p

B.

on

con-

Furnished cottage
week, Inquire of
*

Iw28p

on

»"

OF MAINE

WEBBER.

W. E. RICKER, Mgr.
«
No. 155 Park St., Portland.

shore by the day or

F. B, PEAVEY,
8 Condon Street, Belfast.

send your Mailorders to tl'ica*0'
We have the same (good* *
the same price*

35% AUTOMOBILE SUPI’U

TO LET

relief.

FOR FLETCHER’S

j
|

Co., 6501 South State Street, Chicago. 111.

1

Ini coSiST wash,

j

Write today for full particulars

MONTVILLE.

Cooling Wash Slops Thai Itch

|

Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and
revolving Brush. Very easily operated and absolutely guarpnteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why not give
the “Duntley” a trial in your home at our expense?

scor

C. M. Howes was in Rockland July
protect themselves from the effects oi
drink. Sometime, somehow, they will 4th to visit his sister, Mrs. Geo. Hart,
the
is
$72,130.14,
and banking companies
rise in their might and sweep the traffic who is quite low and gradually failing.
heaviest tax being assessed against the from the world.
the Fidelwith
! The farmers have been busy with their
Trust
Company,
Augusta
“It may not be my time.
hoeing and getting ready to begin hayity Trust Company of Portland second,
It may not be thy time,
j ing. It looks at present like a light crop.
Eastern Trust and Banking Company of
-Bat yet in His own time
The Lord will provide."
!
Bangor third, and the Lewiston Trust
Mrs. David Prescott of Howard, R. I.,
Company fourth. The tax of the Stockteach yout who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. C.
but
the
“Make
whisky,
of
and
is
$96.34,
ton Springs Trust Co.
to Rockland to
children that it is not made to drink, M Howes, has gone
the Waldo Trust Co. $763.04.
the name of God, if spend a few days.
In
sell.”
to
but
assessed
taxes
of
amount
The total
against the loan and building associations
of the State is $404.82, the largest tax
Loan
being assessed against the Sanford
and Building Association, with the Ellsworth Loan and Building Association second, the Dexter Loan and Building Association third, and the Cumberland Loan
In troubles. We can give you U food size
and Building Association fourth. The
Ye*—not In half an hour—not
trial bottle of the genuine D- *>■ Dten minute*—but In 5 second*.
tax of the Belfast Loan and Building
26 cents,
Tnat a few drops of that mlld» sooth- Prescription for only
Association is $4.10.
the D D. D. Prethis famous remedy
to

1

Duntley is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—
!
|

!

to be sent to the farmers include questions concerning the acreage en'erec
for certification inspection, the varieties
planted, and the treatment of the seed,

theii
say that thiB is the question beyond
It belongs to the whole body
power.
politic. It is the people’s business tc

j

Combination Pneumatic Sweeper

...

THE TAX ON BANKS AND BUILDING

CASTORI A

Hall’s Stave Jointer.

[

j

down

this lake’ down to Bartlett, N. H., the
impression of the beautiful Crawford Saco grows from a tiny mountain stream
Notch were colored somewhat by the to a
river, and the carriage road and railfeeling that it would be a glorious mo- road follow it
down, the latter “high
touehed
more
ment when my feet once
above the treetops” on its narrow shelf.
terra firma—and so it was. Certainly
Elephants Head is an immense rock
the Notch looked better when 1 stood on
standing out from the mountain at the
back
the station platform and gazed
entrance of the notch, and having when
I had

6.60

7.85

Holmes Stave Mill Parts

j

of New York
Buffalo
Boston

for

!

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
New York

8.10

I
I
I

Appreciating past patronage

|

»

trees and

mighty boulders, I am hopeless of giving
of what the place is
any adequate idea
really like. Coming in through the
Notch, over Willey Brook Bridge which
of Mts. Willey
spans the wild chasm

I

■

I

j

I

sun

to the summit

not sell liquor, we simply-say to him that of powdery scab to other sections of the
With this end in view the inhe shall not do by law what he has no country.
right as a man and a citizen to do in the spection is marie especially strict for all
seed stock. This must be’grown from
absence of all law.
License is prohibition to all men except clean seed and in soil not infected with
the favored few who pay the license —a powdery scab and have been free from
special privilege granted to a few men in contact wilh anything through which
become infected with
return for money paid into the public ih-.v might have
treasury. That fact alone makes all l tne disease.
to
1
inimical
he
law
good ;
forms of license
regulations provide that no poraThe funda- toes shall be moved from any quaranDemocratic government.
mental idea in good government is equal | tined area unless they are duly certified
I as fit for either table or seed use and are
nglllS LU Uil ailU actual K*
none.
It may, therefore, be stated as a | packed in accordance with certain specitruism thatf government cannot be at its I fled rules. To obtain the necessary certibest under any form of licensed liquor I ficates for shipments, growers must apselling. A fact so apparent that we I ply for an inspection by a federal inspecneed not take the time or space to prove tor and all potatoes intended for seed
it. It is self-evident that liquor and must be stored and handled according to
good government are forever separate in ! certain prescribed methods. Lots in
fact—why, then, should they not be j1 which any of the potatoes are found to
be infected with powdery scab or any
separate by law?
But P. O. D., like most other oppo- similar disease will not be certified unnents of prohibition, seems to think that der any circumstances for seed use.
that they shall not They may, however, be certified for
we have told men
drink, and, therefore, they are all the table use after the diseased potatoes are
more determined to go out and fill up on removed and destroyed.
The inspection will not be carried out
the forbidden ardent. This is getting
the cart before the horse, but the argu- | in any warehouse in which the light is
ment reads so smoothly and sounds so I inadequate or where conditions are unThe inplausible from the lips of “rum politi- I favorable for thorough work.
cians’’ that men are deceived thereby ; spectors must at all times have access
and are led to believe that their rights to any part of the warehouse or car.
have been taken away from them. When | Furthermore, all seed potatoes must be
the cart and horse in this argument are joacked for shipments in sacks 01 other
not hold
men ! suitable containers which do
put in their proper places, most
and
readily see that prohibition is an attempt I more than 180 pounds net weight; used
these sacks must never have been
to protect them in their inherent rights
It is probefore for holding potatoes.
as men and citizens.
“That stuff is not made to drink, only vided, however, that associations of shipto sell.’’ Recognizing the basic truth in pers having suitable facilities outside of
this statement, prohibition says ‘Thou the State of Maine may ship to them
shalt not sell.” It does not say, has no selves in carload bulk under certain stipulations, All containers that have been
need ro say, “Thou shalt not drink.”
It may be that a man might have the passed for shipment are to bear a card
inherent right to drink if he were not in with the words, “seed potatoes” or
Thi3
“table potatoes” printed on it.
some measure his brother’s keeper, but
the right to sell is not his, except it be card will be issued by the federal inspectors only and must be signed or initialed
granted him by special class legislation.
Moral suasion may be the best means by the man who issues it. A certificate
of dealing with a man’s appetite, per- must also be issued for each separate
be
haps it is the only effective way, but it consignment, one copy of which will
is a negligible factor in the case of the retained by the inspector, another copy
by the railroad and the third by the conman whose lust of gain induces him to
sell. In his case, there can be but the signor of the goods.
The rigid enforcement of these reguAllow him to sell by
two courses open:
afford the
special law, or say by law “Thou shalt lations will, ic is believed,
necessary protection to all purchasers of
not.”
The first is license; the second prohibi- seed potatoes, while interfering as little
Which is the most logical, most as possible with the business of the growtion.
moral, most progressive, most in line ers. Copies of the regulations can be
obtained from the United States Departwith good government ?
I have as much faith in education and ment of Agriculture at Washington, D.
moral suasion as any man, but I realize C. The headquarters for the inspection
that these forces, powerful though they service for Maine will be located at Cariof law, bou, Aroostook county. W. B. Clark is
are, need the strong support
which is itself based on morality.
superintendent of inspection for the fedGod’s great command to the human eral horticultural board.
The Mosaic
race is, “Thou shalt not.”
law is, “Thou shalt not.” The foundaTHE STATE INSPECTIONS.
“Thou shalt
tion of all modern law is.
The officials of the State department
not.” At every turn of life’s highway, of
agriculture have been preparing potawe are confronted with this command.
to certification report blanks which will
In infancy, in youth, in mature years, in soon be sent to farmers of the State who
old age, all through life, this divine com- desire their seed
potatoes certified by
mand, “Thou shalt not,” shapes our the department. Three inspections wiil
that
heeds
life
No
course.
goes wrong
be made of the potatoes.
:_,i
this command; no life is worth while that
disregards the warning.
the field will be carefully
time,
soming
Some men say tnac proniDiion is a
rogued for blackleg, mixed types and
failure. It is if you mean because liquor weak
plants. If more than 80 hills per
if
you
is sold under our law: it is not
hills or 500
acre of blackleg, 240 mixed
of
the
refer to the practical application
weak hills are found, the field will be
to
a
has
sell,
right
principle that no man
for the certificate.
and moral suasion should be supported disqualified
At the second inspection, which will be
law.
by
made before digging, and, if possible,
But tell me what law is not a failure. before the
plants ripen, over 16 hills ot
Do men steal, do they cheat, do they kill,
blackleg per acre will disqualify, or 80
do they bear false witness, do they dc hills of the other varieties per acre. A
the many other things that are prohibit
fair sample shall be dug from the field
Are these laws failures, 01
ted by law
at this time and if more than five pet
societo
are they wholesome protection
cent, of the sample dug show great
ty ?
weakness in yield over the rest of the
Who knows how well prohibition woulc
sample dug, the field will be disqualified
as much to make it
did
if
men
prohibit
Note will be made of
for certification.
effective as they have done to make it “a all the diseases found and will be reportstench in the nostrils of the people” : ed to the
department of agriculture anc
Who knows how much of good might b< to the Maine Seed
Improvement associaacbe
accomplished if prohibition should
tion.
the
State
of
cepted as the settled policy
A third inspection shall be made beand taken out of politics ?
fore awarding the certificate and tht
and
ovei
over
issue
the
Politicians fight
general quality of the tubers noted. Nt
not for principle, but for votes.
diseased or badly damaged potatoes shal
The United States does not need the
be sold as certified seed stock and no po
the
money it gets from its rum revenue;
tatoes under-size or over-large for tht
rum that pays the
the
need
not
do
people
variety. If powdery scab is found tht
The man who makes it anc
revenue.
certificate shall not be awarded, nor il
the
profit leaf roll or a
the man who sells it get all
large number of hills ar
the people get all the misery it causes.
Excepl
fected with leaf wit he found.
its eliminademands
Self-protection
in very bad cases late blight will not disis the first

lYnyat JTYTTiWI

The New Perfection Stove makes no
dirt or heat in the kitchen. It roasts,
Costs less for
toasts, broils and bakes.
fuel than any other stove—works only
when you need it.
New Perfection Stoves made with 1,2,
3, and 4 burners. Sad-iron heater and
cook-book free with each. The No. 5
fireless cooker include* broiler and toaster.
These can be obtained separately for the
other sizes.

in Heaven on the scene
smile’’ than anything I
and
down
look
can think of, except home.
Not that this isn’t a good place to be

July

km m

level

a

A discount of 25c. per ton is allowed tor
Cash in 30 days from date of delivery.

S

attention.

!

i [

against

“the

She

The New Perfection No. 5, with the
new Fireless Cooking Oven, is the latest
addition to the New Perfection line.
The fireless oven is a combination oven
and fireless cooker. It is a part of the
stove, and does your cooking for you
with the least possible trouble and

\

length

was

family

Oil Cook-stove

you, and my other
friends upon the earth below, think it is
real fun tn live in the clouds for any

well

clean kitchen and her
little.

though spending

New Per/Sction

Ti

Mountains.

Crawford House, N. H., July 3, 1914.
From the clouds
My Dear Journal:

greetings—and

a

on

Franklin Chestnut. 8.75

j

THE “NEW PERFECTION” COOK

For County Commissioner,
Searsport
FRANK I. MORTLAND,

in

$7.85 per ton

Egg,
Stove,
Chestnut,
Pea,

|

Waldo

Sheriff.

J

shall make

we

following prices on coal put
delivered in the city limits:

•

For Clerk of Courts,

first

Hay

the

i

Winterport

and after

On

ji’

4

Winterport
CHARLES M. CONANT,
For County Attorney,
WALTER A COWAN,

$

PRICE
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Our 1914 Catalogue Is contpleimost everything for the Antni.
May we have the pleasure °?■
1 *'
you one?

V._'

THE BOOT AND SHOE INDUSTRY.

Lis
"

drop out
IN FOUR DAYS

Washington, D. C., July 13, 1914.
That the Democratic tariff if tearing up
the American boot and shoe industry is
Bhown by the official figures from adminfor Feet,
of
Ezo
i«r(,orI'"‘25 cent package
istrative bureaus of the government.
With sveI- a|| ccmedies for ewollerp burnUnder the Democratic tariff law, forfeet is a free box of Ezo
“
j,P»'p '1( y(lC prefer to have only Ezo for eign-made shoes are being sold in -the
tc‘,rni ,,.e is tut 10 cents, at all druggiete. very shadow of the Capitol of the United
callouses also.
States. Since the Underwood tariff law
^
'In.ons and---,{rr
placed all boots and shoes on the free
Glimpses.
list, foreign-made footwear has been
flowing into the United States at a steadVERANDA.
HOUSE
thE CLUB
rate.
aa directed
Corns for three days
Jay you can eaBily lift out

*‘r“,M»*eaty

^fuXedo

»*°*

of The Journal.J
July 13, 1914. The

.•;’T7»kk.here

J1'
if

The Underwood law has not been

e

jP

is

j

prettiest

itB

at

and

as ever,

popular

all sorts of

iv

a

law would bring twice the amount of
foreign-made boots and shoes into this
country that were imported the whole of
last year under the Republican tariff

minor

:,.;J finish.

^

attire is

of

vert

first seven months it was in effect almost
total importations for the
entire year of 1913. It looks as though
the first year of the Democratic tariff

^
as

on

the statute books a full year, yet the
importations of boots and shoes for the

equalled the

yeiyone lives outdoors

g no"’
‘'
Lag) t }l H
ir‘

iiy increasing

;

THEIR

GOWNS AND
WEARERS.

bT

SM'"

seen

inie get-ups worn by
Racket and Golf Club

law.
These statements are based on

figures
Representative John J. Each of
Wisconsin has just secured from the

refreshing afternoon
popular with Ameri-

which

.rans-Atlantic cousins

Director of the Census, and the Bureau
Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Mr. Esch has just given these figures
out for the first time.
He says: “The
United States is the leading manufacof

6

K DRESS.
dress

A"'1

here the

seen

the

i,ad

basque

new

down the front

-sight

world, and its
$500,000,000
annually, giving employment to a quarter
of a million people. While it is true that
total output is valued at over

1 the tongues of the
...rnps with their silver
:,?li of the taffeta tied

me

twelve inches be-

me

-a

rig seen was a comand satin. The accorof satin, the coat of

:il-

1-

law

new

large

uui

tuicii

went into effect is

significant

and is

relatively

in that it shows

that, with each month’s operation of the
law, there will be an increased displacement of Ameriean-n.ade goods, with

A small

new

white satin with narg fancy feather, was
d when starting for
■oat of yellow golfine

e

wim

kauuira

domestic output is relatively small, the
increase in the importations since the

the back.

-ash of satin.

of footwear in the

turer

knife-pleat-

A

ttons.

consequent

a

can

“No

neck finish in both
high wired collar of

e

lessened demand for Ameri-

labor.
one

will

ought

workmen

deny

that our American

to have furnished the

half million dollars worth of boots and
shoes which will be

imported during

the

first year of the new law’s operation,
especially when there has been no reduction in the cost to the American consumer.

“With like purposes and effect as to
industries, the American home
market will be broken down; unemployother

increased; purchasing powin business
er diminished; stagnation
continue and even grow worse. Truly,
Democracy, so far as the tariff is concerned, has learned nothing, but the
people must learn anew the lesson of
ment

will be

1893.”
For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
salt rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpes,
scabies, Doan’s Ointment is highly recommended.

50c.

a

box

at

all stores.

Farmers to Succeed Must Keep Books.

In the current issue of Farm and Fireside E. C. Whitmyre writes an article
entitled “How a Friend of Mine Figured

the Profit,” in which he tells the story of
farmer who failed and later succeeded
because of the radical change in his
methods. This farmer invested $3,600 in
the dairy business on a small farm near a
He worked
town of 3,000 population.
hard but in three years found that he was
practically a failure. His failure was due
largely to the fact that he had neglected
to figure his costs and expenses and to
adjust his business, and particularly his
purchases, collections and prices, to the
He
exact conditions of his undertaking.
took the advice given to him, and Mr.
Whitmyre continues:
"In three years he had revolutionized
He knows at the end of
his business.
every day just where he stands. If he
has made a profit of $100 he knows it.
He knows himself, and he knows his
business. It’s just a case of'huilding on a
scientific basis.
“To-day we are hammering away at
the farmer for the luck of conducting his
farming in a way to get the most out of
it. Yet the development of the farmer
has been wonderful. The farmer who
conducts his place on a scientific basis is
the man who rides to town in his automobile. He has learned what to plant,
when to plant it, and how to plant it. He
has machinery that saves him time and
But has he learned the value of
money.
a strict watch on the financial end of his
business? If he has he need not worry.”

a
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picot edge.
DIE WATCH.
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again,
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tal watch fastened to
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1
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Farming Implement that Guides Itself.

with match-

One of the latest innovations in farm-

ing implements is a gasoline-driven vehicle that guides itself around the field and

frock recalls the

needs no attention except to be started
and stopped at right points. This vehicle, which is described, with illustration,
in the July Popular Mechanics Magazine,
travels in a constantly narrowing circle
and is so designed that any ot the devices
need in row-crop farming, such as plows,
ridgers, cultivators or sprayers, may be
readily attached to it. In order to use
the implement, itis necessary to abandon
the usual rectangular form of field with
straight rows and adopt a circular field
with circular rows spiraling toward the
The method is not adapted to
center.
big farms but is intended for truck gardening .and for farming on a small scale
where the expense of employing an operator for the machine would be prohibitive.
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PERFECT HEALTH

Verona Clarke.

Pin

Wc. and 15c.
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BELFAST

HlTlKG

JONES,
to send.

Lake freighter.
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Poverty WITH HEALTH
than Luxury WITHOUT it.

is

better

Yet the

cost of Good Health is trifling. Thousands of families enjoy perfect health,
through the aid of "L. F.” Atwood’s

BY

arrangement have all
interns all the time.

IS A PRICELESS BLESSINb

Medicine.

Capt.

Fruit Growers Meet in Monroe.

How it U Affected Unrer the Democratic
Tariff Law.

State Officials Present and Timely Questions Discussed.
At the fruit growers’ meeting held in
Bangor last February, C. C. Clements of
Winterport and Harry Littlefield of
Mn. Baker So Weak—Could Brooks
used their influence to hold a
I similar meeting in Waldo county some
Do Ho* Work—Found
time in the early summer. Monroe was
chosen for the place and June 25th for
Relief In Novel Way.
The members of Morning
the day.
the matter in hand and the
Adrian, ^’c^‘ “I suffered terribly Light took
meeting was held under their auspices.
wini female weakness and backache
and The following State officials and orgot so weak that I chardists were the speakers: A. K. GardH. P. Sweetsir,
could hardly do my
ner, State horticulturist:
work.
When I
assistant horticulturist; W. H. Ccnant,
Maine
Pomological
washed my dishea I
president of the
for the
had to sit down and
society; E. E. Conant, salesman
S. Brown,
Bliss
Oxford Bear association;
when I would sweep
the State
professor of horticulture at
the floor I would get
university; George Yeaton, orchard
so weak that I would
demonstrator for Oxford county.
have to get a drink
PRUNING AND FERTILIZATION.
every few minutes,
The
meeting was opened at 10 o’clock
and before I did my
and W. H. Conant presided. The first
dusting I would have
speaker was George Yeaton and his subto lie down. I got
He said, generally
was Pruning.
ject
so poorly that
my folks thought I was
trees should not be pruned
speaking,
One day I 1 from Nov. 1 to April 1 and laid great
going into consumption.
found a piece of paper blowing around
stress upon the removal and destroying
the yard and I picked it up and read it
of brush after trimming, for injurious
It said ‘Saved from the Grave,’ and
insects and disease lurk in the severed
limbs. He also explained the methdd of
told what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetacutting away the diseased part caused
ble Compound has done for women. I
by canker, saying that it is better to cut
showed it to my husband and he said,
too deeply than to leave any diseased
Why don’t you try it ? So I did, and
wood to communicate infection to the
after I had taken two bottles I felt
sijrrounding parts. After this is done a
better and I said to my husband, ‘I don’t
disinfectant should be applied
need any more,’ and he said ‘You had
The next speaker was W. H. Conant
and he spoke upon, Cultivation and Ferbetter take it a little longer anyway.
“We cultivate for two purtilization.
So I took it for three months and got
poses; to make available plant food and
well and strong.”—Mrs. Alonzo E.
to conserve moisture,” said Mr. Conant.
Baker, 9 Tecumseh St., Adrian, Mich.
"It is not realized how much water is
to
Work.
Not Well Enough
consumed by a growing tree and there
In these words is hidden the tragedy
must be some way to store it for use as
of many a woman, housekeeper or wage
needed, and we do this by filling the subearner who supports herself and is often
Harrow until July to maintain a
soil.
helping to support a family, on me^re dust mulch on the surface. If allowed to
wages. Whether in house, office, faca
form
crust the moisture is lost. HarVAnrirwr olcm tonHo tn lihoratp nlflllt fnflH
tory, shop, store or kitchen, woman
should remember that there is one tried
The dryer the soil the more it needs workand true remedy for the ills to which all
ing. Cultivate for both young and bearing
is
E.
and
that
are
women
Lydia
prone,
trees.
Strive to get an annual bearing
It
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
of your trees. In a bearing orchard
makes
which
work
that
promotes
vigor
work as early as possible. Good apples
easy. The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
depend upon the kind of fertilizer used
Co., Lynn, Mass.
and it should be used annually, not once

sum Ml FEET
—

in five years. A 3-6-8 or 3-6-6 combination, about 500 Ins, to the acre, makes a
balanced ration for your orchard under
Mrs. Mabel (Rollins) Cooper, wife of ordinary conditions.
I
“Barn dressing works all right in some
Abram Cooper, died July 4th at her home
in Burnham after a long illness. She cases, but it is not a balanced ration for
trees, as the nitrogen is too available.
was born in Troy July 28, 1873, and was
the oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.. The Northern Spy especially does not like
Allen Rollins.
She was twice married. it. The 3-6-6 when used lets three per
Besides the husband and parents, a son, cent, of nitrogen work at once and the
Clair Tilton, who resides in Troy, and a balance comes as needed from the blood
and tankage. Some varieties will stand
young adopted son survive.
forcing, so we must study our trees.
“If moist, stop harrowing July 1st, for
Edward P. Mayo, ex-Alderman and the trees have then made their annual
died
at
his
veteran of the Civil War,
growth and a cover crop should be sowed.
home in Brewer, July 6 th, aged 77 years.
By Sept. 1st the tips are red and ready
He served in Co. A., 2d Maine Infantry, for a hard winter, and the tree puts all of
and saw much active service. He was its
energy into developing and ripening its
bookkeeper at the Stetson Shipyard and fruits. This controlling of the wood growth
He was a
Marine Railway for 35 years.
not good for
I member of B H. Beale Post, G. A. R., is most important. Oats are
a cover-crop; they consume too much niand the A. O. U. W. He leaves a wife
and vetch
clover
trogen. Buckwheat,
’’
and a son and daughter.
are all good and create humus in the soil.
RECENT DEATHS.

Mrs. Ambrose Thompson died at her
home in Searsmont July 7th. She was
over 9U years of age and was born and
had lived all her life on the home place.
She fell and broke her hip some three
months ago, from which she never recovered. Her husband, a well known
citizen of Searsmont, died some five
years ago, and her nearest surviving relatives are nephews and nieces. The funeral was held at the late home Thursday afternoon.

MARKETING THE APPLE.

A. K. Gardiner was introduced and
talked briefly on marketing the apple.
He said in part:
“The outlook is not bright for high
prices next fall and to get the best out of
your product you must put it up in an attractive form and put a good article upon the market. I do not think after looking over orchards in many parts of the
State that over 50 per cent, of the fruit
crop this year will be saved, owing to the
ravages of the tent-caterpillar and other
Some Gregory orchards have
pests.
Benjamin W. Jellison, a well known been completely ruined.
resident of Bangor, died July 8th, at his
"Wehave to watch the south,for many
home in that city, aged 88 years. He had
to
been a resident of Bangor for nearly thousand acres have been planted
He served in the First Maine. orchards and they are cared for more
60 years.
faithfully than we care for ours and it is
Cavalry, Co. I., and saw much active bound
to increase the production and inHe survived by seven daughservice.
need to understand
ters and four sons: Mrs. Laura E. Tem- jure our market. We
difference between table apples and
ple, Mrs. Elsie Billings, Mro. Hattie Jor- the
for cooking and plan to raise a
dan, Mrs. Orrie Bickford, James A., those
for the latter purpose, not
Lafayette and Walter, of Bangor; Mrs. acheaper apple
poor apple,but cheaper to produce. Sell
Helen S. Clark of Stockton Springs, Mrs.
of culls
Emma Parsons of Old Town, Mrs. Alec these for cooking purposes instead
men deCobb of South Truro, Mass., and William and lowest grade. Commission
at
the
some
blame,but
present time
who lives in Massachusetts. There are serve
19 grandchildren, nine great grandchil- are indispensable to fruit growers; they
also the redren and one great great grandchild. He are part of the system, as is
tailer, for the producer cannot underwas a member of the Christian Science
as the rechurch. The funeral was held in the stand the need of the customer
tailer does. The only way to realize a
chape) at East Bangor July 9th.
good profit is to send a good article. In
any product as perishable as the apple the
Robert Ashford, son of J. F. Ashford middlemen must have a profit.”
of Thorndike, who served as assistant
At this point W.H.Conant said:“Advermessenger of the Maine Senate for a tise like the west. Let people know what
number of years, died early Sunday
you have to sell and it will sell better
morning, July 5th, at the home of Charles We do not boost Maine enough. Be
refrom
C. Fowler in Unity
injuries
careful what kind of fruit you put a
ceived from falling from the roof of a
stamp on.” This referred to the stamps
He was very near the
barn July 3d.
placed on the packages by some associaon the
to
ready
put
ridge pole, getting
tions and individuals.
last row of shingles, when losing his balORCHARD PESTS
ance he fell to the ground, breaking his
K. P. Sweetsir talked about orchard
er in two places and receiving internal
njuries. His death came as a sad blow pests. He said in part: “Many omitted
to Mr. Fowler and his family, with whom
the dormant spray and are now paying
he had lived for several years. He was for it in the abundance of tent catera young man of excellent qualities and
pillars. This spray will do much to control this pest and it is a serious mistake
was highly esteemed by all who knew
him. He is survived by hi3 father, sister to omit it. The pink bud spray ii also
and brother, who have the sympathy of very important, but it must be applied
Mr. Ashford at the right time to be effective. Have
s.l in their great sorrow.
was 26 years old and until 10 years ago
J
—t'l-lived in Windsor. The funeral services was open which does nogoudandmay
harm.
There are two kinds of
home
were held at the Fowler
Juiy '7th, do much
and the burial was in Windsor.
sprays, stomach poisons and fungicideB.
The fungicides help destroy life by closing pores and destroying eggclusters.
Smart Old Ladies.
The oyster-sheli bark louse may be killed
with soluble sulphur and the aphis by a
One of the smart old ladies is Mrs. 1
solution: 1 cake of soap to 8 gallons
Deborah Burgess of Augusta, Maine, 6oap
of water.
Apply late in afternoon and
who will be 90 years of age August
it will not dry out during the night.
fine
reads
She
print
27th, next.
“The fly that produces the railroad
without glasses, although she has used
worm lives from 25 to 30 days and eats the
them some; but in speaking to a friend
surface of fruit and leaves.
Spray with
recently she said that she broke her 1 arsenate of lead from July 15 to Aug. 1.
glasses some time ago and had not both- A sweetened spray may be applied in
ered to have them repaired. She is also
The
which will control them.
;
something of a walker and it was only ; July
One pound cheap
formula follows:
last year that she started out for a stroll
ounces:
three
of
lead,
molasses; arsenate
one day and walked from her home across
four gallons. This fly is attractthe river and nearly to the top of the hill water,
ed by sweets and bees will probably not
on Western avenue, a distance of about
be attracted if there are plenty of flowthree miles to see a friend, and “didn’t
I ers. Out of 26 orchards which I exmind it a bit,” although some of the
amined two that were sprayed three
neighbors thought that she was too old to i times had no gypsy moths. If the ormake the trip. Mrs. Burgess has a sisj chard is well sprayed the caterpillars
ter, Mrs. Roxanna Rand of New Sharon,
carried by the wind will not do
who will be 88 years old in September (gypsyJ
much damage.’’
and who is as lively as a cricket.
___
*‘*,B

BOX

The “Wilson

Tango.”

Washington is laughing

at

the “Wilson

latest development in
As a reliable relief from stomach Tango,” the very
the Wilson-Bryan Mexican policy. It is
corand
certain
troubles
indigestion—a
Hie
described as follows:
rection for constipation—the best banishOne step foward.
Three steps backward,
er of biliousness, headache and colds—
Hesitate and then side-step.
“L. F.” is New England’s favorite
Some just call it the “Bryan Tango.”
remedy.
Mrs. McAlpine of Prentiss, Maine,
You’re Bilious and Costive !

PACKING

Bliss P. Brown gave some good suggestions on box-packing and E. E. Conant talked on packing for the foreign
market. He said the barrel should be
more thoroughly coopered than iB usual
to stand up on the long trip abroad and
the apples shaken frequently, as often,
at least, as a half bushel is put in.
Of 25,000 of fruit barrels shipped by
the Oxford association last year only
6,000 were sold to the home market.
King’s last year sold for $5 per barrel,
Cost from $1.34 to $1.43 to
l’s and 2’s.

Charles A. Colcord.

[Danbuiy, Conn., Now*. July i. MU ]
Captain Charles A. Colcord, for cen
years probation officer of the Danbury
City court, died at his home, 59 Main
street, shortly after eight o’clock this
morning. Death resulted from Bright’s
disease in its advanced stage, although
Captain Colcord had been seriously ill
for only two weeks.
For some time
previous be had not been in thq best of
health, but he continued at his duties
until advised by his physician to remain
quietly at home. He was able to sit up
until last Sunday, when be suffered a
change for the worse, since which time
his condition had been critical. At ten
o’clock last night he-began to sink rapid-

ly.
Captain Colcord was born in Searsport,
Maine, September 28, 1855. His parents
were Captain and Mrs. A. D. Colcord.
Of a family of seafaring people, Captain
Colcord began sea life when but a boy,
taking his first cruise with bis father in.
the bark Arietta, the vessel being named

for his mother.
Of his life on the sea Captain Colcord
expressed the wish that but little be
said. The request was made in the form
of a written message in which he said
simply that he followed the sea, boy and
man, forty years, twenty-one of which

he was a master mariner.
He was second officer of the ship Helen
Clinton when about eighteen years old.
He was first officer of the missionary
brig Morning Star, of which his father
was captain, for two years, cruising
among the Southern Pacific islands, with
headquarters at Honolulu.
His first command was the schooner E.
H. Cornell of Bath, Maine. He was also
captain and part owner of the schooners
Parker Hooper, Warren Adams and D.

During his long term of service on the
sea Captain Colcord proved his worth and
always had the confidence of shipowners,

aB well as the respect and obedience of
his crew.
He was a member of the Marine Society of New York, an association of
master mariners, and also of the Boston
Marine Society.
Twelve years ago he came to Danbury
to live, retiring from the active life of the
sea, and since that time made his home
in this city, although generally spending
a vacation each summer at his former
home in Searsport.
In 1903 the office of probation officer
for the city court was created by the
legislature, and Judge Howard B. Scott,
who was presiding at that time, appointed Captain Colcord to the position. How
well he served in that capacity only those
who had dealings with him fully realize.
His successive reappointment each term
shows that he filled the office to the satisfaction of the court officials.
Captain Colcord was an earnest Christian, being a member of the First Congregat ouaiJChurch and taking an sctite
interest in the Christian Endeavor Society of the church. His character was
one which impressed itself upon all who
knew him. Sincerity and earnestness of
purpose were two characteristics which
were self evident, while his many acts
of kindness toward those who were in
need are known only by those whom he
aided. In his duties as probation officer
he was in touch with much of the darker
side of life and it was here that his work
showed much good results.
Tp those
who were deserving of aid in their efforts to do better Captain Colcord was
willing to extend help. His advice was
often sought by many, as his experience
had been such that he had a large knowledge of the world.
He always took a deep interest in the
welfare of the city and was ready at "all
times to give aid in anything which tended toward the improvement of the city.
He was a Republican and was a member of the town committee, as chairman
of the fourth district committee.
He was a Mason, being a member of
Mariners’ Lodge. F. and M., of Searsport, but after coming to this city to reside transferred his membership to Union
Lodge of this city. He was also a member of the Danbury Business Men’s Association.
Besides his wife, he is survived by one
sister, Mrs. H. O. Appleby of New York
city. He was the last one of the long
line of sea captains of his branch of the
Colcord family. A cousin, Captain Theodore Colcord, died last spring, and about
a year ago another cousin, Captain Lincoln Colcord, died in Bremen, Germany,
while on a voyage.
General expressions of sorrow and regret were heard on all sides as the news
of Capt. Colcord’s death spread throughout the city.
Everyone who knew him
had only words of kindness and it was
the unanimous statement of all that he
is a man who will be greatly missed.
The funeral will be held at the home,
59 Main street, Friday afternoon, at 4.30
o’clock. The body will be taken to Searsport for interment.
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kidneys.
Let a Belfast citizen tell you how they work.
About four years ago I suffered from kidney complaint,” says Herbert E. Patterson of
High St., Belfast. “The kidney secretions
were irregular in passage and contained sediOften the passages were too frequent,
then again scanty and attended by a scalding
sensation. I used nearly every remedy I bad
I
ever heard of, but without good results.
finally read of Doan’s Kidney Pills and at once
procured a supply at Poor & Son’s Drug Store.
After taking thiee boxes, I was cured and toIt gives me pleasure
am in good health.
recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to my
friends and neighbors.”
Mr. PatterBonis only one of many Belfast
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’s
Kidney Pills. If your back aches—if your
kidneys bother you, don’t simply ask for a kidney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN’S
KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mr. Patterson
had—the remedy backed by home testimony
to

I

at

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated

on

Washington

street just off Main street.

I have single and

double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issollcited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

n^rTEF^ouFrcTOPs^DicTDi^^
They

y

tell you to use E.
in the Best Equipped
will

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.

Manufactured

y
f

Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

c

<

|^THE

COE-MORT1MER COMPANY, NEW

New England Order
of Protection

(

YORKj

DIRECT LINE

Eastern Bay Steamboat Co.
COMMENCING

and Progressive Fraternal and
Social Insurance Order for Men and
Women. Organized November, 1887.

An Ideal

MONDAY, JUNE 15, 1914,
STMR, GOLDEN ROD will Run Every Week

Day

Be fast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28, 1889. and extends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
of this lodge. Any^person of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
eligib e. Certificates issued for $500, $1000 and
$2000. Information gladly given at all times.
EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin, Sec’y.
IDA A. MAHONEY, Cor. Sec’y.
6ml8

CAS ON THE STOMACH
or gas in the digestive tract,
annoying accompaniment of intes- |J
tinal indigestion and constipation. As a i

Flatulence,

is

an

retainrule it indicates that food is being
ed in the stomach ami intestines longer

than

nature

When

1

!

j

intended.

colicky pains

|

accompany the

laxaa
presence of gas the need of gentle
food resitive to clear away the offending
of
due is imperative. If the condition
a
constipation is not quickly oncorrected
the skin,
coated tongue, eruptions
show that
headaches and backaches
the poisons have found their way into
the circulation.
The use of the gentle laxative pills,
unPinklets, will not only banish these
used
pleasant symptoms quickly hut, if will
regularly for a reasonable time,
really emsreet chronic constipation.
Pinklets are not like harsh purgatives
that leave the bowels dry and in the end
Pinklets gently assist
worse than before.
so small and
nature, never gripe and are
are known as the
easy to take that they
dainty laxative.
Your own druggist can supply you with
Pinklets or they will he sent by mail,
postpaid, by the Pr. Williams Medicine
bottle.
Co Schenectady, N. Y., at 25c per
Send for the hook “The Dainty Laxative
telling how to treat constipation.

j
j

from Belfast and have 4 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castine at 2.45 p. n.. for Belfast, giving
1 hour to shop. Returning, leave Belfast 5.00.p.
m.
These excursions have always been very
popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
Sw25
Warren’s Landing and L»‘ark Harbor
COOAIBS BROS.. Managers.
__

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
United States for

In the District Court of the
the District of Maine.

t:'
th* n,atte.r °f
In Bankruptcy
*
\
Overlook, Bankrupt,
To the Creditois of Francis B. Overlock of
Searsport, in the County of Waldo and District aforesaid, a Bankrupt;
Notice is hereby given that on the 13th day of
j June, A. D. 1914, the said. Francis B. Overlock
Bankrupt; and that the
j! was duly adj udicated
First Meeting of his Creditors will be held at the
office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine, on the 14th day of August,
A. D. 1914, a£ ten o'clock in the forenoon,
at which time the said Creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee,

|

In

t,rancifs

JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, July 9, 1914.

! GEO. t. JOHNSON,
1
Attorney at Law,

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all

correspondence

2tf

TRUCKING.
am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Crose
streets, and they will receive prompt attenti< n. Telephone connection
w. w.:blazo,

126 Waldo

14

DENTIST,

Avenue, Beeifast

H. C. HofTses

BELFAST. MAINI

CLEANING.

FOR SALE

STEAMPRESSING

the corner of High am
lot is fully graded, has
Pearl
completed and cemented cellar and with fouD
dation ready to place timber upon. The cella
contains the piping and plumbing connection
for a two family house and all is connectei
with the sewer. No better location for resi
dence or apartment house now available ii
For informatioi
Belfast. Price reasonable.
E. R. PIERCE,
apply to
No. 8 Church Street. T«l. 110
Ptf
lot at
streets. This

and REPAIRING.

large

FOR SALE

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52High Street.

Tel. 216-13

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chirarody, Manlcurand Shampooing. Aloo Facial Work.
Full line Of all kind* of Hair Work at ay
parlor* over Shlro’a Store, Phoenix Row.
ng

REASONABLE—either cash or oi
No. 4 UNDERWOOD TYPE
WRITER in excellent condition. Inquire at
lw28
Court street, or phone 218*11,

TERMS
time-a

Probate practice

I

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.

The

Courts.

specaltv.

women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
It is “worth its weight in gold." At
druggists. 50c large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass.

93 MAIN STREET,

Follows:

Brooksville.
Agents—Fred Patterson, Belfast; James
Richards, Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P. Tapley, Brooksv lie.
Parties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
Bay can take stmr. Golden Rod at S 30 a. ra

«

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal or all antiseptics is

1

as

Leave Brooksville, 6.30 a. m.; Castine, 6.45 a.
m.; Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.10 a. m.;
arrive in Belfast, S.OC. Returning, leave Belfast, 8.30 a. m.
Leave Brooksville, 2.15 p. m.; Castime, 2.45
p. m.; Warren’s
Landing, 3.10 (in time for
boat to Boston.)
Returning, leave Belfast,
5,00 p. m. for Warren’s Landing (Islesboro),
Castine and Brooksville.
Connections will be made with the Eastern
Maine
Steamhoat Co. to and from Boston.
Central Railroad to and from Boston. Steamer
Connections
Stockton to and from Camden.
Sunday with Eastern S. S, Co. from Boston for
Warren’s Landing (Islesboro), Castine "anti

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

ment.

day I

seen

■

PRESTON’S

1

•

i

May be

in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Belfast 1 Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
with
In their private

Watch the kidney secretions:
See that they have the amber hue of health
.The discharge not excessive or infrequent;
Contain no “brick-dust like” sediment.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are especially for weak

never

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

Children.

EVER WATCHFUL.

Typewriter Bargain

Oliver Typewriter, direct from the factory,

new

used, and with all the latest improvements, will be sold at

The Fourth of July celebration given
by the Francis Parkman Parents’ Association for the children of the Forest
H'lls, Mass., district opened with an antique and horrible parade at 7 a. m.
which was witnessed by large crowds.
Two hours later there was a patriotic
parade, which terminated witii a salute
In the afternoon there were
to the flag.
Maypole and folk dancing by the girls
and games for the smaller children, automobile rides and a vaudeville entertainment. Later in the afternoon huge
dishes of ice cream and cake were served. Gen. Frank Stillman Nickerson of
Mt. Hope, one of the oldest surviving
generals of the Civil War, delivered a
patriotic address to the children in the
afternoon.

r'cently launched, at Port says:
Sick Headache, Bad Breath, Sour Stomach, ship abroad.
l,‘: freight steamer “W.
“We always keep “L. F.” Atwood’s Furred
with a capacity of 600
Tongue and Indigeetion, Mean Liver
',s hold. This latest
in
the
Medicine
house. It is the ONLY and Bowels clogged. Clean up tonight. Get a Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Luts, Burns
type
arkH8t ever built for lake medicine used in our family. We think 25c. bottle of Dr. King’s New Life Pille tods;
Sores.
"f which appears in
and empty the stomach and bowels of fermentvery highly of it.”
P”pular'
u
W
Mr. E. S. Loper, Manila, N. Y., writea: “I
Mechanics Magazine, is
for
ing, gaasy foods and waste. A full bowe have never had a Cut, Burn, Wound or Sore it
(Signed) Katie McAlpine.
bu*k freight; and
in
movement gives a satisfied, thankful feeling—
would not heal.” Get a box of Bucklen’a ArL 59 ft. beam, and 39
Get a Big 36 cent Bottle or a FREE
It'S
mekes yon feel fine. Effective, yet mild. Don’t nica Salve today. Keep handy at all times for 50c at all stores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
room for 535,000
Zf,
^ve
Y. “When-Your Back is Lame—
Trial Sample Today.
"Wvalent to 20 train* of 30
Burna, Sores, Cuts, Wounds. Prevents Lock- Buffalo, N.
gripe. 26c., at your Druggist
Remember the Name.”
Salve
at
Arnica
for
Burns.
Bucklen’e
26c.,
your
Druggist.
jaw.
,’L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me
-a

A

H. Rivers.
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old reliable Hood’s Sarsaparilla, a
prescription, which
gives a clear, healthy color. When
your blood is made pure, pimples,

Republican Jour. Pub. Cc

The

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

fB

The Boston Ladies’ Orchestra have been

physician’s

nag,

disappear.
boils, hives,
Languor, loss of appetite, tired
are
weakness
feeling,
symptoms of
impure, unhealthy blood.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies the
blood. Get a bottle today.

For one square, on
Advertising Terms.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one wee
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Perms. In advance, $2.bo a
year; $1.00 for sis months; 50 cents for thre f

J

:
j chairman of the Republican State com
Little question for today: How man; J mittee of Pennsylvania, in the same year
I
teeth has a horse?—Boston Globe.
IJwas largely instrumental in giving thi !
First, tell us, please, how many hair s splendid majority to which the lette
above mentioned refers.
in a horse’s tail.
“I am further informed that Mr. Roose
velt
refers to the fact that I opposed hin ,
Rocgland’s delinquent poll tax payers
for nomination at the Republican nation
al
the
have
than
700,
numbering more
al convention in 1912, and I take it tha
ternative of paying up or going to jail.
this is the real reason for his change ol
attitude. Men are apt to be bosses t<
a
3
a
failure
tax
has
The income
their enemies and leaders to their friends
proved
“In the Republican National conven
a revenue producer, the receipts havini ;
tion Mr. Roosevelt at no time had a ma
fallen 40 per cent below the estimate ,
jority of the convention. I cannot, ir
while the cost of collection has been up
the limits of this statement go into de
wards of $13,000,000. The law itself i 3 tails, as I would like to do. As the cam
*
progresses, should this discussion
pronounced by competent authority to b paign
be continued, I shall be glad to meet al!
so ill-constructed that it is difficult to de
It is sufficient tc
comers and questions.
termine its meaning.
; say that the rules with which the conven! tion acted, regarding delegates, and all
other matters of procedure, were pre
In the trial races of the cup defended
eisely the rules which Mr. Roosevelt had
thus far the Resolute ha9 maintained
insisted on at the national convention ol
Defianci
the
Maine-built
lead
and
strong
1908.”
has been a disappointment. Unless somi
At a meeting last week of those inmarked change takes place in the per
terested in the building of a new school
formances of the contesting yachts the
Herreshoff creation will have the honoi house Mr. Ira M. Cobe was present. Mr.
Cobe had agreed to take a considerable
of defending the America’s cup.
amount of the stock, and has otherwise
In his Fourth of July speech at Paris, shown his interest in the
undertaking,
France, Chauncey M. Depew said that in and for his own
and that of
1

protection
the new order ci politics about 11 per- other bondholders he has
investigated the
cent of the actual voters of the LInited matter of the erection of
public buildings
States constitute the Government ana or the
acquiring of public utilities by
State and National, cities that had borrowed
that legislators,
up to their debt
have become merely rubber stamps to
limit, and presented at this meeting an
carry out the will of the executive. “The exhaustive law brief which very clearly
authority of the President of the United demonstrated that the Belfast Public
States has grown,” said he, “until he
Buildings Co. could not build a schoolmore

power than the Czar of

Russia.

Saturday Evening

The

Post has been

a

thick and thin supporter of the Wilson
administration and its policies, but evi-

dently draws the line
on

now

at

its attacks

Speaking editorially

business.

of

an

house on the school common under the
plans proposed, as the courts have re-

peatedly
evade

or

ruled that any means taken to
get around the constitutional

limitation of indebtedness would be set
aside as void. Upon application of any
taxpayer to the court the transfer of the
Co. could

by
city
Buildings
agreement of several of the largest re- be declared
void, and the building theretail establishments in New York city to
on not being detachable from the realty
close Saturday’s (all day) during July
would become the city’s property and the
and August, it says; “Presumably this
bondholders would he divested of all seemthousands
of
which
bv
agreement,
It was suggested that this difficurity.
ployees get a full Saturday holiday, with culty might be avoided by the Public

harm to anybody else, is a restraint of competition,
entitling the merchants to a long term in
the penitentiary under the anti-trust
much

good

to them and

no

law’s.”
A “rural vacation” is the Wilson administration’s latest proposed nlan for
the thousands of workmen who have
been thrown out of employment by the
For a
industrial depression.

general

while, Mr. Wilson said the general slump
which followed the passage of the Demmerely “psychological.” Now, through Secretary Wilson,
of the Department of Labor, the admin-

ocratic tariff law

was

istration admits there are men who need
work. The way for them to get it, says
the Secretary is to go to Kansas and

Missouri ana work in the harvest fields.
Skilled workmen in the iron and steel in-

dustry

out

of

employment by.reason

of the

Democratic tariff law opening American
markets to the products of cheap foreign
labor,say it is not a“rural vacation” they
want, but a chance to stay with their
families and support them, which the

present industrial condition has made it
impossible for them to do. No rush for
Wilson’s popular excursion to Kansts
harvest fields has been

reported,

as

yet

good deal pro and con about
prohibition in Kansas; but William Allen
White, who was born in that State and
We hear

a

has lived there all his life,

ought

to be

lot

the

to

the

lot

which the

Buildings
buying
city has no claim, erecting the building
thereon and making their lease with ^he
city as proposed. Then, though there
might be some question as to the absolute legality of the lease, nothing could
affect the security to the bondholders,
and as the city in its own interest would
be compelled to keep the terms of its
contract the bonds would be a good inCo.

a

on

vestment.
A Belfast citizen, who is not a member
building company or the city government, but who is interested in the
of the

and

welfare

of

his

en-

native

prosperity
place, some time before this meeting expressed his disapproval of the plan now
found to be illegal, as unnecessarily costly. He believes that if application w'as
made to the legislature for permission to
issue bonds to a specified amount for
building a schoolhou3e it would no doubt
be granted, and the bonds could then be
floated at 4 per cent instead of paying 6.
per cent as under the present plan. As
the building cannot be begun this fall
and the legislature meets in January
next there would be ample time to secure the necessary legislation so that
work on the building might begin in the
spring. Under this plan it would not be
necessary to get a lot elsewhere and the
$10,000 in bonds that were to have been
issued in payment for the lot would not

the pastor, Rev. Horace B. Sellers,
The ladies of the Baptist church

are

1

j{j|
m
i

’Jj
m

SB

| R

our CLEAN-UP SALE we are going 'o gjVe
customers a chance very seldom offered at this time of the year to buy everything W),;,
*
at 10% discount, and many items at much greater discount
For Saturday, July 18th, at special 10 % discount, you will be able to buy C P. c.,,.8et<
White Hose,Undermuslin for Ladies and Children, Laces,Sheeting, Pillow Slips, Sheet?.
Linen Suiting, Crash, Linen Huck, White Ribbons, Indian Head, Butchers’ Linen and
and a very large assortment of White Goods in Corded Crepe, Ratine, etc.

\vri£

250

REUNION

in

LINCOLN-

||

Special

as

authority,and this is what
recent issue of the Saturday

an

be needed.

A very pleasant home coming
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dean’s in

city would save $15,000 in interest.
While we doubt if there is any citizen

18c.

10 °7o Discount

C B

Special for Saturday,

Saturday 18c.

CORSETS

All styles for SATURDAY

10 % Discount

3
Xt?_

Suiting ]

For SATURDAY 100 yards
Linen Suiting at

WHITE HOSE

ln|y

10 °lo Discount

New Summer Dress Goods
HI

Just in
several

a

new

lot of pretty Floral Crepes, also

pieces Barnaby Striped Crepe

a pretty piece of Dotted Floral
special prices.

at

New Mid-Summer
Last week was one of the best weeks of the
week promises to be as big.

f

Millinery

S

in White

for Mid-Summer Hats in White.
TERMS CASH.

season

j

H. H. COOMBS CO.,

||

Masonic Temple,

High Street, Belfast. Maine,
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was enjoye 1
m. and a delightful afternoon
1
with games, music and singing. Miss Pat
fror \
was the recipient of many pretty gifts
the little ones. The dining room was prettil
decorated for the occasion and a deliciou *
luncheon was served at 5 o clock. The tabl
decorations were pink and white and wer
I
most attractive, a handsome birthday cak

5 p.

candles representing her ag
adorned the table. Ice cream, assorted cakes
Th
were served.
oranges and chocolates
wishin.
party broke up at 6.30 and all departed
Miss Frances many happy returns of the day
also thanking Mrs. Hall for their most hospit

THORNIJJKE.

working for Mrs. Will M
good attendance at the Center sons for Mrs. Wallace i
All
the
church Sunday.
beautiful duet
enjoyed
Taylor is working for M.
sang by Mr. Carson and his sister_Robert
Patterson spent several days last week in Au- EAST SEARSMONT.
Mias Olive Marriner
gusta, the guest of his sister, Mrs. A. I. Brown.
....Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Ward of Unity and visiting her grandmother.
....Mrs, Ella M. GoddaMrs. V. N. Higgins and Miss Virginia were
home in Camden after
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Ward July
12th.... Austin Cole, one of our young farmers with her sister, Mrs. Ar
There

decorated with

had the
He has

was a

purchased an auto
subject to horse ail

which of

and other ills of

horse

j

A

lawn party hat

up with sligh
showers, making it neccessary to go indoor;
where delicious refreshments of ice cream am
were

would have been delighted to do hei
honor but were prevented by circumstances
from being present on this occasion-Tilton Elliot and wife ot Brooks are guests
at John Smith’s and T. W. Hawe’s.... Pres
Geo. C. Chase of Bates College with his daughter Elizabeth and Benjamin Chandler of Lewiston visited at Augustus Stevens’ MondayMilton Uarleton and wife are spending a few
weeks with their daughter, MrB. Alma Greer
in Wilton... .Miss Ellen Cunningham is visit-

j

who

Millinocket....Miss Lottie Dnnovan
recently underwent an operation in Waldc

Co.

Hospital

Mabel

to extend thanks

of The Journal to Mrs.

Crockett of Belfast for

one

of the

doing finely-Twenty

j

of the love-

;

!
I

•Salem, Mass.

j

SWANVILLE CENTER
The Industrial Club

j
w

President, Mrs. Rushbi
Arthur Dolliber of '•
visiting his son Arthur
has returned to I’rincet
Mildred Marr accompa.
mother, Mrs. Marr. wt
visit their sister, Nellie

c

|

(

White and Mr. and Mr.-

season.

called to

Winterport

last

funeral services of Mr.
Annie White, who died
_Quite a large number

they will be the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Roundy for a few days-Albert haying Monday.... M
are residing for a few
Leonard, who was so badly injured by his in- his sister
for the bent
sane wife while visiting in Newport last week*
j health.
where

Arthur

..si

returned home. His wife was taken to j
For a mild, easy action
for treatment_Charles Heath lost a !
Doan’s Regulets, a mode,
horse last week.... Miss Beatrice Parsons is1 all stores.
has

j

Bangor

I

____!

I

!

I

THE

in

is

K<

son

...

best bouquets
Robert Patter| j son,
by*Mrs. Fred Patterson and
j Miss accompanied
Vera Patterson, went to Fairfield Monday

more

ing

ed

Your correspondent
through the columns

came

served and selections were rendere«
by a fine Edison phonograph. Mrs. Steven
was presented with a book conta ning writfcei
quotations and the signatures of those present
who numbered about twenty. Mrs. Stevens is
one of the best-loved women in Troy and manj
cake

|

Messer and

,

Mass., is the guest of
Cummings.Alvah

course

flesh.... Burton Gross has recently jointhe K. of P. Lodge at Freedom villagej Mrs. Florence Rose and friend of Waldo visitTROY! ed relatives in town Sunday.... Miss Evelyn
There was a very pleasant gathering at th
! C. Higgins is the guist for a short time of
home of John H. Smith at Troy Center th;
Mrs. Otis in Oakland.... Mrs. Walter McLain
The occasion was th
afternoon of July 11th.
ana daughter Therma of Bangor are guests of
J
Sarah
of
Mrs.
seventy-fifth birthday
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Higgins....
Stevens, our local poetess. The affair was
wishes

complete surbrise to her.
been planned, but clouds

Ella

misfortune to lose his horse recently.
now

will not be

treatment.

able

I

Belfast Fair

at-

tended the Sunshine meeting at Augustus
Stevens’ last week. The next meeting will be
with Mrs. Georgie Woods-Miss Millie Stevens is visiting in Belfast and Stockton.
SWANVILLE.
Charles Damm who has had employment in
Burlington, Me., returned home SaturdayThe L. A. S. will meet this, Thursday, afterPaine and
noon with Mrs. H. M. Chase... Fred
family of Brooklyn, N. Y., are at their cottage.
Rockwood, on the west shore of Swan Lake for
the summer.... Mrs. Leonard Paine, Sr., and
her son Leonard and family are at their cothas had an
tage for the season. Fred Paine
addition built on hi8 cottage. That and a fresh

took place at
Lincolnville
be says in a
July 4th, when their children and families were
assembled for a family reunion. The affair
Evening Post.
whose opinion has weight who does not
was the
more
The prohibitory law is now enforced in
pleasant from the fact that
a
school
new
see the need for
building the
a hundred of the one hundred and five
family had not all been together for about
counties of the State, and it is enforced and hopes to see one erected at an early twenty years. In addition to the host and
of it very
as rigidly as any law on the statute book.
day there are many who think that the hostess the party consisted of Mr. and Mrs.
coat of paint improves the looks
So rigidly is the prohibitory law enforced
Nickerson is remodeling
and which is now found to Walter Staples and Mr. Staples mother, Mr. return later in the season to
J.
much_Walter
proposed,
plan
open his house...
'that juries in those hundred counties
be of at least doubtful legality, is un- and Mrs. Edwin J. Heal, Mr. and Mrs. Gorham lira. Alonzo Knowlton and son from North and building an addition on to his house....
convict men on evidence for violating
Dean and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Pooley of Camden
®uBooru v*.
and Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Robinson of Appleton,
this law who are known as second offend- necessarily expensive.
^onway,N.H.,are guests of WilBon Whitten and Mr. ana mra.
and
rhese with the grandchildren made a happy vife. ..The conundrum supper given by the im- >f her uncle, F. M. Stevens and family,
ers and whose conviction lands them not
:ircle of twenty two, who enjoyed a bounteous
ler aunt, Mrs. Isaac McKeen and family....
merely in jail but in the penitentiary.
>rovement society was a very successful affair.
dinner after which the afternoon was spent in
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
is ill. She is attended by Dr
There is much more to the same effect,
The date of the centennial is fixed as August Mrs. John Morrill
pleasant chat, strolls about the old home place
i and a revival of memories incident to child
Foster C. Small of Belfast.... Rev. A. A. Blair
1th. Let all try to make it a success. Frankand it is said that people have grown up
The following transfers in real estate were hood days. The day was enjoyed by all, and ] in F. Phillips of Boston will give the historical fave us a most excellent sermon on “In His
under prohibition who would shun liquor
he will take
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds especially by Mr. and Mrs. Dean, to whom the ; iddreas and will be followed
by other speak- steps” last Sunday. Next Sunday
occasion was of more than usual interest and
if there was a saloon on every street
Do
for the week ending July 15. 1914:
from which pleasant memories will linger in < irs-H. R. Knight and wife of Vaaaalboro ip Mr. Sheldon’s new book, “Jesus is Here”
has
been
rate
corner. Thedeach
lowered,
Sarah J. Pendleton, Islesboro, to Abbie F the years to come. A hay rack ride by the
lot miss this. Mr. Blair’s sermons are always
ire guests of Mrs. Mary Bean....The Ladies’
«nu
^nnit; uecrcaacu, laAca aic iuwci,
so.
pariy from Camden was an enjoyable feature
Pendleton, do; land in Islesboro.
lid will hold a strawberry festival and ice nteresting. This promises to be unusually
)f the day.
while some liquor is shipped into Kansas
Laura Pease, Belfast, to Edmund Brewster
...Mrs. E. L. Cunningham and Mrs. G. T.
iream sale at the vestry Thursday evening,
funeral of their grandthe consumption is only $1.25 per capita Belmont; land in Belmont.
fuly 16th... .Mrs. Lucy Ann Moody Thompson Dickerson attended the
THIRD DISTRICT REPUBLICANS.
John Goldthwait, Bangor, to Edwin T. Smith,
father McTaggart in Brooks last Thursday and
>assed away July 8th at the advanced age of
per annum as against the average Ameri- \
in Belfast. (Two deeds.)
>f their cousin Herman McTaggart whose re-*
>5 years. She had been in feeble health for
can consumption of liquor of $21 per! do; land and buildings
The Republi an committee men of the Third
The City of Belfast, to James C. Durham,
nains
were brought to Brooks for interment
tome
Last
winter
she
fell
and
broke
time.
capita. “Kansas has quit, and quit good
listrict confeired July 9th at the Elmwood
Irving L. Perry, Charles N, Black and William
Saturday... .There was a pretty wedding at
ler hip, from which accident she never recovand hard,” says Mr. White.
Waterville regarding the coming campaign.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Tripp
A. Mason; land and buildings in Belfast.
ered. Mrs. Thompson was a good neighbor, a
Heirs of Thomas S. Keen, Thorndike, to Fhe political situation throughout the district, tind hearted woman, who was always a friend last Thursday afternoon. Their son John was
In his political speech at Pittsburg, in |
William Farwell, et al, do; land in Thorndike. was looked over from all angles and the leaders
o the poor and unfortunate.
She was an hon- married to a lady from away whose name we
•which he flayed the administration, contheir satisfacion at the outlook and
lid not learn. Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Belfast
Silas H. Pierce, Dixmont, to David P. Pierce,! expressed
>red member of the Baptist church and when
the
at
conference.
shown
The
opinion
jpirit
demning its foreign policy, its tariff pol- do; land in Jackson.
was unanimous that the prospect forRepublican
performed the ceremony. Only the immediate
.hat was burned she cast her influence with
was already
icy and its anti-trust policy, Roosevelt !
success at the coming election
relatives were present. Mr. Tripp is one of
Lizzie J. Curtis, Stockton Springs, to Charles
he only remaining church in town. She was
also assailed the bosses—the pot calling M. Kenney, Winterport; land in Stockton excellent and growing better every day.
>ur promising young men and has many friends
school
interested
in
the
>articularly
Sunday
Every man brought a good word from hi3 own
life of hapthe kettle black—and made special men- Springs,
section and also the same kind of a report
ind gave many valuable books to the school. who wish him and his bride a long
and Mrs. Willis
tion of Hon. William Barnes of New
Matilda A. Whitney, Dover, N. H., to Gren- from other places. Plans for the campaign £ev. J. N. Palmer, her
attended the piness and prosperity-Mr.
pastor,
were discussed and the work laid out to be
York and U. S. Senator Boise Penrose ville Whitney, et al, do; land and buildings in ;arried along with a vim. The committee will ’uneral and she was laid at rest with her loved Briggs and Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm autoed
to Belfast in Mr. Briggs’ car to attend the cirof Pennsylvania. The latter in replying Islesboro.
igain meet at an early date. The members of mes in Oak Grove cemetery.
cus Saturday night.
Grover C. Gray, Troy, to Mellie D. Fernald, the district committee are: Fred G. Kinsman,
to the accusations made against him
Augusta, (chairman) ; Carroll N. Perkins, :enter lincolnvhjle.
land in Troy.
Waterville, (secretary) ; W. J Thompson,
publishes the following letter, received do;
The
Ladies’
Aid
met
9th
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, gs
with
Mrs.
LenJuly
Henry G. Hills, Northport, to William A. South China; Fred W. Bunker, North Anson;
1
after sending to Roosevelt, as chairman
Lucas County,
ds Knights.. ..Mrs. Lottie Ames of Camden
Wm. N. Osborn, Fairfield; C. O. Small, Madison;
Clark, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senof the Republican State committee, the
ipent the week-end with her father, Mr. Evans
Ralph D. Shute and Elon B. Gilchrest, Bel- William N. Rolfe. Brooks; A. H. Nichols,
returns of the presidential election in
Searsport; H. C. Buzzell, Belfast; O. W. Look, knights.... Several from here attended Howe’s ior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
fast, to George W. Scott, do; land and buildlonetport; W. G. Means. Machias; W. J. Circus in Belfaat Saturday and report a good ioing business in the City of Toledo, County
Pennsylvania in 1904:
in
Swanviile.
ings
Barnett, East port; W. E. Whiting, Ellsworth;
ind State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay;ime....Mies Ruth Wiley of Belfast, who has
My Dear Senator Penrose: Upon my
Orison Chandler, et al, Burnham, to C. W. E. E. Chase, Bluehill; G. C. Blance, Winter
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
I >een a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Cross,
•word, of all phenomenal returns, the re- Hussey, Waterville; land and buildings in Harbor.
turns from Pennsylvania are most phe- Burnham.
iss returned home....Norman
Jones is at )ach and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
sured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH
nomenal. I congratulate and cordially
New
tome
from
York
for
a
short
visit with
Ellen S. Jellison, Monroe, to Eastern Maine
FRANK J. CHENEY.
SURE.
thank you.
A.
Mrs.
J.
ris
mother,
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
Knights.... Mrs. Ha: ry
Power and Development Company, Bangor;
Faithfully yours,
this
6th
in
day of December, A. D.
Houlion....Mrs. Emma >resence,
land and buildings in Monroe.
’Theodore Roosevelt.”
Thehappinessof motherhood istoooften Ifloody is visiting
checked because the mother’s strength is )ickey and son Ernest of Somerville, Mass, [gg6.
to
Florence
A.
Perley
Cummings,
Prospect,
A. W. GLEASON,
Mr. Penrose says further:
(Seal)
not equal to her cares, while her unselfish , ire at David Cross’ for the summer... .Miss
land and buildings in
Notary Public
“In fact during the whole period of R. McLellan, Buxton;
devotion neglects her own health.
( Georgia Hall, who has been employed at milliHall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
~Mr. Roosevelt’s presidency, my relations Prospect,
It is a duty of husband or friend to see
mucous surand
blood
icta
the
directly upon
leryin Belfast, is at home on a vacation_
James B. McTaggart, Brooks/ to Gordon Me"with him were cordial.
I co-operated
that she gets the pure medicinal nourishSend for testimonials,
aces of the system.
and
of
wife
Belfast
j60
1
Crooker
Sunday
spent
which
not
in
Brooks.
is
with him in nearly all of his policies as a Taggart, Oakland; land and buildings
ment in Scott’s Emulsion,
ree.
pith relatives in town.Harry Mathews re~
F. J. CHENEY & CO„ Toledo, O.
a drug or stimulant but nature’s conmember of the-United States Senate and
Lewis Kingsbury, Frankfort, to Alma H.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
centrated oil-food tonic to inrich and en- < urned Saturday from a two weeks’ visit in
when certain potential elements in the Cole, Winterport; land and buildings in WinTake Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
liven the blood, strengthen the nerves and ( lornville and Athens-A pleasant event of
Republican party were plotting to defeat
aid the appetite. Physicians everywhere
him for the nomination in 1904 I was terport.
Ast week was a birthday party given at the
John F. Brown, Pittsfield, to Dominik Susi,
chairman of the Republican State comFor baby’s croup, Willie’s daily cuts and
prescribe Scott’s Emulsion for overworked, nervous, tired women; it builds 1 lome of Mr. and Mrs. Benson Hall in honor of | iruises, mamma’s sore throat. Grandma’s lame
mittee of Pennsylvania, and most active do; land in Burnham.
Miss
Frances
Paul
of
Boston.
A
<
heir
isas.—Dr.
Thomas’ Eclectic Oil—the household
and
holda
their
to
Alma
guest.
Herbert
G.
in having him endorsed for nomination
strength.
up
up
Kingsbury, Frankfort,
Oat 8cott'a at yaur nearest drug store. ■ umber of young folks were invited from 2 to > emedy. 26c. and 60c.
and election at oar State convention. As Treat Kiagabury, do; land in Frankfort.

accepted

Crepe
Special for

Goods, 25c value.

Saturday

craze

lor 25c. and 29c.

for

Dotted White

Sold everywhere

of the summer.

,,

ed the following officers: Minnie Paine, president; Angie Paine, secretary and Caroline
Packard, treasurer. The following committees
were appointed: to visit the sick, Maud Bryant, Thelma Wentworth and Marian Plaisted;
social committee, Elizabeth Hills, Mary and
Helen Cobb. After the business meeting adjourned all repaired to the lawn to play croquet and refreshments were served by the
hostesses. The next meeting will be with the
Misses Cobb, Thursday afternoon, July 16th...
Chas. Ripley has gone back to Boston but will

yards White Corded Crepe

and Ratine, 36 in. wide, the

j
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It is also estimated that the
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SB TN appreciation of the grand response to
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arrang

Big One Day White Sale
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NORTH ISLES BORO.
j ing for a lawn party to be given on Walter J
Mrs.Ralph Hamilton and daughter of Sewick
Clifford’s lawn on Friday afternoon and even
ley,Pa., are visiting her mother Mrs. Angeli
ing, July 31st. There will be a program an< 1 Adams_Mrs. Lizzie Wyman and daughtei
other entertaining features.
Miss Elsie have returned from Massachusetts
Reuben N. Tolman of Rockland has leaaei I where they have been employed for sometime
Miss Emeline Warren is spending her vaca
North port Pavilion, which will be open fo
Mrs. Artha Warren....
roller skating with sessions afternoon an< I tion with her mother,
Farnsworth of. Roslindale, Mass, wai
evening. The rink will be under the manage Myron
*
in town last week visiting relatives....Mrs
ment of Frank Allen, of Rockland.
Lyndon Gurney and children Marian am
The pathfinders of the Maine Automobili
Harold, of Atlantic, Mass,, are spending thi
association have laid out new routes or detoun
summer in town....Miss Blanche Foster o
around all State road work in Maine and re
Burn bam is spending a few weeks with hei
selected are as t
port that the new routes
sister, Mrs. M. R. Trim.... Prof, and Mrs. A. C
taken
routes
formerly
the
than
whole better
Lyon and two children of Orono are in tow
These new routes, with full running directions for
the summer.
can
b<
that
will be published in a little booklet
obtained free by addressing the Maine A. A FREEDOM
Mr. H. D. Whitten and family of Portlanc
Information Bureau, 12 Monument Square
and Professor W. C. R. Anderson and family
Portland, Maine.
of Montreal are visiting Mr. Whitten’s parents
The Belfast Fair. Belfast is to have a fair
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Whitten of Knox. Mr. H
this year, notwithstanding reports to the con- D
Whitten, while here, called on his old friends
trary and it will be pleasing to people through- I in the
village after which they all started foi
out the county to know that the annual fair
! a trip to Surry, N. B. in Mr. Whitten's auto.
which has been in order for the past 62 years
Vose
and
her
•••Miss Vivian
brother
in Belfast will continue this season. This year Frederick from Houlton are
visiting their
j
the fair will be under new management, a lease
grandmothers, Mrs. E. E. Vose and Mrs.
of the grounds having been taken over by Fannie
Johnson-Miss Lena Plummer has
Messrs. Walter J. Clifford and Orrin J. Dickey, gone to Old Orchard to
i
spend the summer....
both of this city, the former acting as presi- Miss Florence Cross from Morrill visited her
dent and the latter as secretary, The dates of j( cousin, Winifred
Dodge recently.... Mrs. D,
the fair will be August 18th, 19th and 20th, and ^
Dodge will pass several weeks with her
future announcements will show some very I sister, Mrs. Herbert Turner of Brunswick_
pleasing attractions for the three days. The I Several from Dirigo Grange attended the
management intend to give a 25 cent show Pomona Grange in Waldo
July 8th-Mrs.
that will be well worth the money.
Good ! Almatia VVrescott was in Belfast on business
premiums will be offered in all departments July 9th-Miss Christie Knowlton has gone
and every effort made on the part of the new to Vassalboro for the
summer_Dr. A. M
|
in Woforinllr.
knolnnco T. 1
UfrU
management to please the patrons of the fair Small
and give them full value for their money. The
....Mrs. Charles Sampson is visiting her
program will include some good vaudeville, to sisters in Bath and Waldoboro... Mr. Arthur
be given in front of the grand stand and some and Jessie
Sampson’s sister, Katherine from
good racing. The new management ask the Massachusetts are visiting them_Mr. Henry
kindly word and co operation of former pat- Clark has taken his little girl home to live
rons, for the rebuilding of the fair this season,
with him. She has made her home with her
means a great deal of work and the promotors
Aunt since her mother’s death_Mr. and
are taking hold of the proposition with the
Mrs. Charles Bellows have taken K, Bangs
knowledge that the standing of the fair has sent and will move in soon_Mr. I. P. Griffes,
been damaged to some extent. One of the who has been
visiting friends in Liberty and
leading features this season will be the poul- Morrill has returned to G. Bellow’s.
try show, which w ill be one of the largest in
the State of Maine and it is expected to eclipse LIBERTY.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grant returned last
anything of the past. All the buildings on the
week from a two weeks’ stay at their home in
grounds will be repaired and improved and
They were accompanied
there will be some changes in the program, Cambridge, Mass.
Harold Smith of New Zealand for a visit_
while an invitation has been issued to midway by
Mrs. Snow and children of Connecticut arrived
features that they may be larger and better
last week for an extended stay at the White
tnan they have been for years.
Already the
on Millstone Island.
Mr. Snow will
applications for midway attractions have been cottage
arrive later.... Miss Pratt and Mr. Rexford,
good and the management propose to be as
who have been guests at the Peck cottage for
liberal ts possible in that direction, giving one
the past two weeks, returned to their homes
of the largest midways of the fairs of the
State. The track will be placed in excellent Friday-Dr. C. B. Hoit, who has been having
a much needed rest of ten
days at Bar Harbor,
condition and with special rates on all boats
relurned home last Wednesday, He was acand trains and the large gathering of automoDr. Ells and Miss Ells_Will
bile tourist visitors in the city, the fair this companied by
of Augusta spent the day in town last
Moody
to
is
sure
a
i
year
prove
big success. Realizing
week, making the trip in his new auto....Mr.
the importance of placing the fair this year
and Mrs. George Meservey arrived home last
on a firm basis for future exhibitions the total
week from Fairfield... .Olen Maroen of Brockpurses offered will be $800, for all racing and
ton, Mass who has been passing a two weeks’
will include.the following classes: First Day.
vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. West2:30 class, trot and pace, purse $125; 2:50 class,
ern B. Marden, has
returned home... Mr,
trot and pace, purse $100. Second Day. Free
a classmate of Prof. Peck’s, is a guest
for all, trot or pace, purse $200; 2:24 class, trot Patey,
the Peck cottage-Hon. L. C. Morse went
and pace, purse $125. Third Day. 2:17 class, at
to Belfast Sunday evening, July 5th, to hear
trot and pace, purse $150; 2:40 class, trot and j
Booker T. Washington_C. M. Hurd was a
pace, purse $100. With the admission price
business visitor in Belfast one day last week.
placed at 25 cents, it remains with the man-Mrs. Harold Donnell went to Belfast Satagement to reduce the purses, but they plan to
to meet Mr. Donnell and they attended
give good races in all classes and above all to urday
the circus-Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Walker spent
full
value
for
the
admission paid. Vaudegive
two days in Camden last week_Ralph I.
ville and other attractions will be presented
Morse was a Sunday guest at his home here.
and it is expected that the day’s program will
be filled with attractions which will give the
SEARSMONT
best of satisfaction. Every effort will be made
Ten girls have organized an eight weeks
to please and the assistance of all citizens is
club, a branch of the Y. W. C, A., at the vilinvited in tne enterprise of placing the fair lage. They met with Misses Minnie and Angie
among the first in the State.
Paine Thursday afternoon, July 9th, and electA

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

I

house last Sunday at two o'clock.... Farmen
will begin their haying this week-Mrs. Bert
Hall left July 8th to visit her people in Canada
...Frank Colby of Bradford, Mass., visitec
his brother, Charles, a few days last week
Mrs. Clara E. Joy is keeping'house for hei
brother, E. J, Hall during his wife’s absence
•..Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Watts are stoppinj
with George Trundy.

|

months.

exercises

Mr. Carton from Center Thorndike preached
His text was
here last Sunday morning.
Exodus 20:12. He sang a very beautiful solo.
He will preach here next Sunday morning....
Rev. J. A. Frye preached at the Vose school

gaged for weekly concerts at Belfast Opers
I House, the first being on Thursday next.
Another Big Warner feature next Mondaj
j and Tuesday “The Mystery of Pine Creel
I Camp,’’ this, with “Lucille Love,” will make ai
I exceptionally strong bill.
The -first game of the season was playe<
! Wednesday afternoon on the tennis court ai
the M. E, church lawn, under the direction o

eczema

Correspondence.

HALtDALE.

The regular July social at the Methodist
church will be held next Wednesday evening.
All are cordially invited to attend.

Everybody that wants a fine,
glowing, youthful skin, should take

BY

County

The News of Belfast

A GOOD COMPLEXION
MEANS PURE BLOOD

Maine’s

I

Fair

Big25c.

V

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT OF THE

BELFAST FAIR ASSOCIATION

August 18, 19, 20, 1914,
W. J. CLIFFORD. President.
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Smythe, ■ city kid.

form this year.
isj 'r'i- atsure ’twould
make you grin
our

stockings

r

4”? ,ou could only hear
,'' hrag about the city aighta,
021“ Hippodrome and Zoo;
it on too
when he piles
some bragging, too.

[

4

r„‘,a

Jlj,Vial

,„y blocks cut square;
shown these things for

County Fair.

our

iu;ai

twenty years

3

County Fair.
hoonmaker Armstrong,

at our

for

gagazioe

in

National

July.

building an attractive coton Lincolnville avenue next to the
house
,t...
d,,. 0 of EDen M. Sanborn.

Patrick Troy

|
\

Jones A Snow are working on their contrac t
to put city water from the main on Northport
Avenue into the cottages at the Battery. They
have signed their contract for installing the
heating apparatus in the S. V. Jonea house, 13
Miller street. They have recently installed
the Dunham vapor system of heating in th e
Gilchrest house on Church street.

pain Men's Silk Hose,

At a meeting of the Belfast Board of Trade
July 10th it was voted to lease the store in the
Opera House block and fit it up for perman ent
headquarters. Elon B. Gilchrest resigned as
secretary as he could not give the time necessary to the duties and Orrin J. Dickey was
made secretary and will receive a salary for
looking after the business. It was later found
that E. E. Wyman had a prior option upon the
store, and he moved in Monday night. The
Board of Trade will wait until they can get a

2.00'

Think of the above when
you are buying the ordinary
give out “the first time they
are put on kind.” For sale

just

“jut

they are

3 pain Women’s Silk Hose,'guaranteed for Three Months,
$3.00

he haa Been lota of things.
Hut so have I. b’goah!
as good
,„i o ur.iry pumpkin’s just
u any city squash,
v r,ver praises anything
the »ir;
mi here—except
watch! he’ll change his tune

is

only by

& Son of Thorndike shipped
potatoes to Mr. Rosenblum of Brook*
s' the past year.
to the Woman’s Club is due
1 ual fee
members are requested to hand the

suitable location.

Harmon

j

SKe3)in&more$tof$^

:

j

j
:

Lewis F. Gannon, treasurer, or
P. Carle, vice president,
dentist was recently called upon
tooth from a hand organ man’s

At Hillcrest. An annual event anticipated with much pleasure is the day spent each
summer at Hillcrest, the attractive home of
Mr. and Mr9. Herbert L. Seekins, and this
on July 8th.
A
year the gathering was held
perfect day helped to make the affair, almost

Mrs.
i.s-ie

•,M.

i
; a

List of letters remaining uncalled for in
Belfast pist office for the week ending July
14, 1914: Gentlemen, Mr. W. E. Page, Charles
0. Small, Charles Spilker, Sam Sekann, A. F.
Heal. Ladies, Mrs. A. N. Cushman, Mrs. A.
M. Hale, Mrs. E.E. Hale, Mrs. Mildred Hills,

wedged open
The monkey's jaw
wood to prevent his biting the

,iece of

who has been

as-

Mclntire,
L. Wildes in conduct*
a room at the Woman’s Club room,
obliged to give it up on account of
Mrs. Wildes wili continue the work.
,,rence

i|

E.

,th Mrs. Ada

.,

The 1914

of town advertiser writes; "Out of
ivertisements 1 have placed in leauand weeklies through the State the
,ur paper is the most satisfactory—
ch so. Please quote price for six
a

i

year.”

county correspondents reports
same
ay erop and another from the
ht crop. The continuous wet weather
the growth of grass, but it needed
t-ather and sunshine to give it sub,,ur

j

a

expressed it, you must
get one. The unseasonably
er and cold nights have retarded the
corn, and unless there is a change
i, uer the prospects for that important
u-<* far from
promisihg. The absence of

|

j,

j
|
|

as one man

tons

c

j

to

the strawberries were ripening
mental both to flavor and yield. The
when

j
*_

|

rr)
y,

bm

a

season

is

now

practically

over,

rawberries were unusually abundant,
were marketed.

I

.Ttiflcate of organization of the Hay>ck Co. was recorded in the Waldo
Registry of Deeds July 8th. The pur-

|

said corporation are buying, selling,
*.,r;rt and leasing real estate; erecting, build! buying and selling mortgages of real
h
eataie.
Nothing herein contained, however,
mstrued as authorizing this corpora:hai
transact any business the purpose of

|

...

:

w:

derive

profit

from the loan

or use

of

meaning of section 6 of chapRevised Statutes. The amount
stock is $24,000; all common stock;
f capital stock paid in $20,400; par
shares $100. Irving L. Perry,William
Charles N. Black and James C. Dur-

within the

!

I

,r

:

aiid program of

races

annual cattle show and fair of the
Waldo & Penobscot Agricultural Society has
been issued in a neat little booklet. The fair
will be held on the grounds of the society in
Monroe, Sept. 8th, 9th and 10th, and a good
time is assured to all who attend.

Harry Lutz, Rev. and Mrs.
Ames, Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Kev. Arthur A, Blair,

j

1

list

j

j
■

rhe

George bufield, whose arrest in Camden
8th for stealing a horse and carriage from
Charles Walker of this city was reported last
week, was arraigned before Judge Knowlton
last Thursday morning and set up the claim
that he bad bought the horse of Walker but
had not paid for it. This was admitted, but

July

j

the horse had

never

gone out of Mr. Walker’s

The Journal has received a copy of the 1914
annual report of the Maine State Society for
the Protection of Animals, which contains,
with other matter of interest, the report of
the president, Col. F. E. Boothby of Waterville. He closes his address as follows: “Humane education is rapidly being recognized as
character
an essential ingredient in modern
building. The world has come to realize the
truth and importance of the anti-cruelty cause.
Humanity is an international slogan, and we
now know the citizen of the future will be required to practice humanity before he can be
as

fully civilized.”

The record crowd for years attended the
second band concert last Friday evening. The
jirectors; James C. Durham is presicommon was literally packed with people standiam A. Mason clerk and treasurer,
Miller
ing, and Court street and Spring and
r'• -ident
Spaulding and General Manager streets from Court to Church were filled with
e- and F. W. Story, Assistant to the Vice
autos and teams. At least a half hour before
■m. of the New England Telegraph &
the concert began every available seat in the
,r,s.
Co. were in Belfast July 9th in
The unusual quiet
near vicinity was occupied.
WTaIthe
of
•ion with Manager Spear
shewed how much the audience appreciated
; hone Co. with regard to the moving of
the music and the numbers were heartily en•raph office from the Savings Bank cored. The next concert will be to-morrow
.ck, <is required by the government, which
Friday, evening with the following program:
as
-eed the separation of the telegraph
Atkinson
March, First Regiment Band,
Keler Bela
v
:•-phone companies. It has not only
Overture, Hungarian Comedy.
Sweethearts,”
Tracy
eer
ureat convenience to the public having Cornet Solo, “Southern
Mr. Arthur Welch
the
e
rices together, but has facilitated
Hall
March, “Independents,”
The room in the
Dusmess of both companies.
Selection, “Fantasia from Maritana,” Wallace
and
tiarnrnan block at tne corner of High
Popular,
••There i» s Girl in the Heart of Maryland,”
Beavet streets, which had been used as a waitCarrol Brown
room for the Read garage, has been leased
Sousa
com*
an-i w,
be occupied by the telegraph
March, "The Directorate,”
their
for
Star
a"The
made
Spangled Banner"
soon
as
it
can
be
ready
par.y
Finale,
uae.
J. Lee Patterson, conductor.
■

j

a

j
!
j
j

the afternoon before the return to town.
guests included Miss Abbie O. Stoddard
of Brewster, Mass., Miss Edith M, Strout of
Portland, Miss Florence E. Dunton of Madison,
Wis., Miss Amy E. Stoddard, Mrs, Charles B,
Ames, Mrs. Clarence E. Read, Mrs. Fred R.
Poor, Mrs. William F. Schoppe.

The annual
Girls’ Home Lawn Party.
party for the benefit of the Girls’ Home
wiil be held on the grounds at the Home Tuesday, July 21, from 2 30 to 5.30 p. m. If stormy
it will be held the first fair day. A committee
from the executive board of the Children’s Aid
Society of Maine will have charge of all arrangements. The committee consists of Mrs.
Ira M. Cube, Miss Caroline E. Whitj, airs. A.
M. Ferguson, Mrs. Annie L. McKeen, Mrs.
Amos Clement, Mrs. R. F. Dunton, Miss Maude
E. Mathews, Miss E. Maude Barker and Mrs.
E. L. B. Brackett. Miss Caroline E. White and
Mrs. Mary C. Mansfield will have charge of the
Mrs.
fancy work sale; Mrs. R. F. Dunton and
L. F. Gannon, the food; Mrs. T. B. Dinrsmore,
the candy and Mrs. I. M. Cobe the ice cream-

Lellan, Esq

and

it is

proposed
spring

6)
T1■

«I

I
I

I
I

I

way.

I
I
I

j!

Money Refunded.”

The Salmon season is drawing to a close and the price will soon bt advancing. This is the lowest for WHICH SALMON OF THIS QUALITY CAN BE
PURCHASED THIS season. Remember the time and place:

{

I

Belfast, Me., July 9,19U.
Mr. W. K. Kellogg,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear sir:
I am in receipt of your letter requesting
us to either restore the price of Kellogg’s
Toasted Corn Flakes to ten cents per package,
It is with regret that
or discontinue the sale.
I must say we cannot comply with your request,
I hardly believe you are aware that we run a
strictly cut price store and it is our aim to see
how low not how high, we can sell standard

Cuzner of
the hospital
Northport
Monday evening and is doing well... .Joseph
Markey of Monroe is at the hospital for surgical treatment.... Mrs. Franklin Warren of Belwas

Mrs. John

operated

upon at

fast, who

July 10th,

was

is

sembled

CARLE & JONES.
V

company of “aunts."

The little folks

enjoyed their refreshments at a small table
with a birthday cake surrounded
by a procession of “animals" in the center. The guests
Richard Chenery, Anne C. Cooper, Kath-

were:

erine E. Pineo, Alfred S. Ferguson, Robert
and Elizabeth Cool.

....

,

j
j
;

Judg*» James Libby of Unity, to whom was
referred the briefs at the special sessions Jure
29th and 30th of the Waldo County Probate
Court hearing in relation to the legal heirs to
the $6,000 estate of the late Frank M. Patterson of Belfast, rendered his decision Tuesday
in favor of Mrs. Harriet P. Adams of Cambridge, Mass., who was represented by Dunton
& Morse of Belfast, E. C. Upton and Miss Nellie Hanson of Boston. The decision also claims
that Eben F. Holmes of Belfast and Geo. B.
Holmes of Rockland, sons of the late Aurelius
Holmes, represented by Messrs. Arthur Ritchie
and Jas. S. Harriman are not legal heirs.

Olives
STUFFED WITH

only

further

Capers
Celery

on

the 3.20 train.

John J. Ward well, designer for the Cobb,
Butler, Co., Rockland, was in Belfast Monday
with the model for a steamer that firm is to
build for Capt. Bennett, to run on the Buckeport-Camden route, Mr. Wardwell returned
to Rockland by the afternoon boat with the
contract in his pocket. The new boat wil'. be
85 feet long, 18 feet beam and 8 feet deep and
The keel will be
work on her began Tuesday.
laid in about two weeks and the steamer will
be ready for service early in the winter.
New Advertisements. The Dinsmore Store
announces a sale, to begin this, Thursday,

^
I

W
■

|

__

I

a
morning of 3,246 pairs of shoes at one dollar
If you cannot come to this sale in person send your dollar with the small additional
separcel post charge and the shoes of your
lection will be forwarded to your address. If

pair.

satisfactory return them and tne money
will be refunded. That certainly is a liberal
offer.The Progressive Store, H. H. Coombs
Co., Masonic Temple, had a grand response
to their Clean-up Sale advertised last week,

not

and this week they advertise a big one-day
White Sale for Saturday. July 18th, when you
cent discan buy everything white at 10 per
count and many other items at a much greater
discount....The Belfast Fair, under new manbe
agement, August 18th, 19th and 20th will
Maine’s Big 25 cent Fair-Read the I. L.

Perry Co’s advt, in this issue. It is of interest
Point
to the cansumer.... Cottage at Murphy’s
for sale at a bargain. See Dr. Eames advt....
Mrs. M. E. Miller and family of Brooks publish card of thanks... .Carle ft Jones announce
1-3 off on all goods
a change of business and
in thsir cloak and suit room....Jones ft Snow,
guarantee their work, and

plumbers,positively

reels

at

the Opera

House

Friday

Howe’s London Circus played in Belfast last
Saturday and pleased the people. There was
a good attendance at both performances.
The
costuming was clean and new, the horses in
fine condition and many of the acts novel and
good. Their special train left Saturday night
for Calais.
The picture program for the rest of the
week at the Colonial will include some great
pictures. There will be seven reels each night.
Thursday there will be two features of two
reels each, The Adventures of Kathlyn, No,
7 and the Runaway Freight, a Kalem railroad
feature, Friday and Saturday the big feature
will be The Perils of Pauline, No. 4. Spec ial
matinee Saturday at 2 3^. Orchestra Saturday

save

money.

PERRY’S

Plain and stuffed, in
all sizes, 10c. to 75c.

FLAKES,.8e

Cured Bacon ....19c lb]
Bananas......19c
23c
Juice, 25c size
Juice, 10c size. 9c
Queen Olives.32c qt.
Fancy Prunes. 3 lbs.25c
Plain Marshmallows.15c lb.
8c can
‘Superba” Canned Soups
9c can
‘Campbell’s” Canned Soups.
Peanut Butter, 2 lbs.25c

Fancy Sugar

Fancy
Grape
Grape
Large

JUST RECEIVED
SUNKiST

BOXES

50

PERRY’S CASH MARKET.

AUCTION
-ON-

Saturday, July 18,
at 10 o’clock A. M
I will sell at public auction at
Mills
my farm on the Poor’s
road, farming tools, wagons,
sleds, sleigh, mowing machines,
horse rake, plow, harrow, road

farming

Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat,
and Refraction.
During the months of July and August I
will be in my office, comer Church and
Bridge Streets, from 10 a. m. to 11.30 a.
m..

12

m.

to 3.00 p. m., and by

AA. Howes & Co.

m.

until .9.

Dental Offices
at

Groceries, Drugs and Medicines

Rockland-Belfast
AUTO SERVICE

appoint-

Tel. 149-13.

ment.

From 4 p.

from the

ORANGES

These oranges are heavy, juicy, fine flavored,
thin skinned, and sweet, 2?c per doz, while
they last. Large fine lemons '24c per doz.
Large cocoanuts, full of milk, only 7c each.

Quantabacook. Searsmont.

At the meeting of the Board of Trade last
Friday evening a committee was appointed
churches and secret societies to make
of the city for financial aid for the
Salem, Mass., fire sufferers. Monday morning
at 10 30 the committee organized with Morris
L. Slugg, chairman; James H. Howes, treasurer
and Orrin J. Dickey, secretary. The board of
Trade will be canvased by Mr. Slugg, its president; the North Church by Rev. Haraden S.
Pearl; the Methodist by Rev. Horace B. Sellers;
the Unitarian by Rev. Charles B. Ames; the
Universalist by Rev. A. A. Blair; the Baptist
by Chas. H. Twombly; the Trinity Reformed by
Rev. William Vaughan; St. Francis by Rev. Fr.
J. E. Kealey; Timothy Chase Lodge, F. & A.
M. by Charles A. Harmon; Phoenix, F. & A. M.
and Royal Arch Chapter by G. C. Trussell; Palestine Commandery K. T. by A. L. Curtis; Tarratine Tribe of Red Men by Orrin J. Dickey;
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., by M. W. Lord;
Knights of Pythias Lodge, by Sanford Howard.
Subscription blanks will be placed at the Belfast Savings Bank, The City National Bank and
the Waldo Trust Company, for all who are not
included in the above churches and orders
Special effort will be made to complete the work
this week. Special collections will be made
in the churches next Sunday. It is hoped that
$500 may be raised. The Belfast Boot & Shoe
Workers Union has already forwarded their

A FEW SUMMER SPECIALTIES
KELLOGG’S TOASTED CORN

PRACTICE LIMITED TO

Ripe Olives

night.

are

NOTICE
O. S.VICKERY.M.D.

Anchovies
Seven

copies,

tools and all kinds of household
A. K. JACKSON,
goods.
JAMES F. SHELDON,
2w28p
Auctioneer.

Sweet Pepper

and Saturday.

true

wagon, surry and other

Almonds

Messrs. Bertand G. Mclntire of Waterford,
Edwin M. Johnson of Brownville and John J.
Dearborn of Newburg, State Assessors, were
Pracin session at the Court House Friday.
tically the whole county was represented by
local assessors and town officials. The assess1 o’clock and
ors completed their work about

are

proof that Perry’s Cash Market
uses the sledge hammer to knock down prices
which is a great benefit to ".’nose who wish to

The Urban Stock Company
played to crowded houses at the Colonial the first three
nights
this week and gave excellent satisfaction.
William F. Schoppe, Jr., celebrated his third
birthday at the home of his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, last
Thursday afternoon.
The birthday toys furnished plenty of
amusement for the small guests and the as-

Tinkers struck in last week. Elmar Masai
took a few at his weir in East Belfast, and C
M. Smalley got about 500 pounds at his weir
near Murphy's Point.
They were handled by
Bramhall’s market and were fine eating.

above letters which

The

TELEPHONE 2

Hospital Notes.

Creek, Mich., July 6, 1914.
Co.

It has been my method to sell goods at any
price I saw fit, and your letter of July 6th
does hot in any way lead me to change my
method.
Trusting I have made our position clear
to you and hoping We may still enjoy a good
sale of Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, I beg to remain.
Yours very truly.
I. L. PERRY CO.
I. L. Perry, Pres.

BramHall’s Market

|

a

Me.

goods.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JULY 17 AND 18,

Noon

a.

m.

at

Camp

Tel. 23-2.

to Close

Saturdays.

We, the undersigned, agree to close our offices
months of
on Saturdays at noon, during uie
July, August and September.
W. C. LIBBY,
ERNESTS WEBBER,
C. W. JENNYS,
G. P. LOMBARD,
A. M. LOTHROP,
A. O. STODDARD.

a canvas

Leave Belfast,
2 00 p. m.

grown in Maine.

Windsor Hotel, 8.00

a.

m.;

Arrive Rockland, 9.30 a. m.; 3
Leave Rockland, R. T. & C. Waiting Room,
10.00 a. m.; 4 00 p. ir>.
Arrive Belfast, 11 30 a. m.; 5.30 p. m.
30 p.

For Sale

m.

Garage and lot of land,

ROUND TRIP, $2 50

FARE, $1 50

Primrose street
Also

SEATS MAY BE RESERVED IN ADVANCE

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
WILLIAM B. WILLIAMSON, Gen’l Manager
AUGUSTA, MAINE.

A REAL BARGAIN
I am offering my cottage and grounds on
Murphy’s Point for sate at an attractive figure.

Would rent.
2w29

GEO. F. EAMES,
Belfast, Maine.

CARD OF THANKS.
I sincerely thank all who have assisted me
my late bereavement and for the many
thoughtful attentions paid my daughter in her
long illness.
MRS. EFFIE M. HARRISON.
in

always ready to figure on jobs, large or
small....Jackknives and shears at Carle ft
Jones_Special sale of salmon Friday and gift of $50.
Saturday at Bramball’s market, 25 and 80
You have noticed that the Pearl Brook 5 and
cents per pound....Office in Hayford Block I
for rent.also store on beaver street....Pri- 10 cents cigars are darker than other cigars.
Havana
vate garage, for two cars, wanted. Apply to O. That means quality. Imported clear
A
and aromatic. Try one
J. Dickey.42 acre farm, 8 miles from post cigars are dark but mild
tobacco
Cuban
from
office for sale. Inquire of A. K. Jackson on and be convinced. Made
are

■*

or

CUV prick

and addressed envelope
and will thank you for a reply at your earliest
Yours very truly,
convenience.
W. K. KELLOGG.

Guarantee;

“Satisfaction Guaranteed

left

ofT regular selling
Everything in this room closed at 1-3
price.
are closed out.
Sale commences today and lasts until goods

*■<;'

Remember Our

only

to cut the price.
We enclose stamped

DRE88ED WEIGHT
This Salmon is of the same quality of. Eastern Salmon as we have been
giving our trade during the whole season. Every parcel of fish which leaves
our market is warranted to be strictly fresh and to give satisfaction in every

at

would take very little expenditure.” Possibly
these plans may be visionary to a certain extent, but exact information is not readily obtained.
^^

Muslin UnderStock consists of Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists,
Curtain Scrims, Madras,
Wear, Dresses, Wool and Summer,
Sunfast
Draperies, Blankets, Etc.
Etamines, Silkoline, Cretonnes,

*

pound

Peirce Frederick, to be known as the
Peirce school. We quote further from a special to the Kennebec Journal: “This will leave
Grades VII, VIII and IX and the High school
to be looked after and the committee is looking now for a suitable lot. It will not be built
If the
lot in Church street.
on the city
schoolhouses on tb^ Common are taken away,
when new ones'are provided elsewhere, this
will make an ideal park in the very heart of
the city and one which is badly needed. It is
already well laid out, surrounded with beautiful trees and bordered by four streets. It

__STRICTLY CASH SALE.—-

i

kj\J

Lena

JONES

1-3 OFF

20

and

Primary,

change of business.

truly,

21!
L4\J

I

to sell this

Offer all Goods in this Room at 1 3 off.

Yours

OF THI8 WEEK,

I

the

Gentlemen:
We are informed that you are disregarding
the selling terms on Kellogg’s Toasted Corn
Flakes.
We feel that the retail profits on these goods
are no greater than the retailer should enjoy
and we ask you, as a special favor, to restore
the price on Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flakes
to 10c.
If, for any reason, you cannot take the view
that we do of this matter, you will greatly
favor ua by discontinuing the sale of our product.
We would rather forego our profits on any
goods sold than that the dealer should continue

Saturday

will also be laid out there. Then it is suggested that Charles W. Frederick may put up a
building where the old academy now stands to
take care of the first six grades in the South
end, from the bequest of his wife, the late

First Sale Starts in Cloak and Suit Room

OWe

Friday

the purproperty to the city
chase price, when the house will be remodeled
into a six-room school building for the North
the first six grades. Athletic fields
next

Changer-Business
a

and

operated upon for appendicitis
A number of High school girls under the
doing well-Mrs. Albert Pay- chaperonage of Miss Louise J. Read, spent the
after
son has returned to her home in Brooks
week-end at the Lowe cottage on the Read
having surgical treatment... .William Murphy shore. They returned to town Monday nigh*,
of Searsport has gone to his home after having j The party included Misses Margaret McKersurgical treatment at the hospital... .Miss j ney, Ruth Redman, Mildred Randall, Mildred
Lottie Donovan of Dixmont, who has been Arnold, Nellie Brown. Doris Clifford.
operated on for appendicitis is making a good
Two boxes of what were pronounced the
recovery.... Mrs. William Goodell has returned
and finest strawberries of the season
to her home in Searsport after having medical largest
reached The Journal office Tuesday.
They
treatment....Mrs. Wallace Bickford returned
were grown hy Mrs. J. W. Vaughan at Cityto her home on Waldo avenue Monday, after
!
and brought to mind Dr. Boteler’s often
having a mastoid operation successfully per- point
"Doubtless God could have made a betformed-Miss Hildred Whitney, a graduate quoted
ter berry, but doubtless God never did."
case
at
the
who
has
had
a
hospinurse,
special
Mrs. Morris L. Slugg gave a pleasantly intal, returned to her home in Auburn Tuesday.
Miss Helen M. Sand arson, superintendent, formal tea at her home on Church street last
expects to leave Saturday for a month’s vaca- Friday. The guests enjoyed the afternoon out
E. L. B. Brackett. Automobiles will be en- tion at her home in East Waterford. She will
of doors in the summer house, where tea was
of
the
Home
the
to
day
to
take
people
gaged
be accompanied by Miss Gaylie Ryder of Isles- served. The guests included Miss Florence
the
to
Admission
grounds
free.
the party,
boro, a graduate of the W. C. H. training Greeley of Yuba City, Cal., Miss May Walker
will be 15 cents.
school. Mrs. Joselyn, assistant superintend- of Rockland, Mrs. Richard P. Whitman of
New Schoolhouse Project. Messrs. O. E. ent, will be in charge of the Hospital during Campello, Mass., and Miss Hazel Barnard of
Lewiston.
Frost, Ralph L. Cooper and Elmer A. Sherman Miss Sanderson’s absence.
have bought the brick house and four acres of
land on upper High street of Hugh D. Mc-

9

Announce

Battle

I. L. Perry

Belfast,

For

we run

in Waldo county. It gives us GREAT
PLEASURE to prove to the consumer that we
have been selling one of the leading cereals at
a lower price than any other dealer.

lawn

1-3 OFF

CARLE &

II

The information given Mr. Kellogg, one of
the leading cereal manufacturers, that we were
selling Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flakes i.t a cut
price, thinking they were doing us an injury,
store

in

possession and was not to go until it had been
paid for. He was bound over to the grand
jury in the sum of $200 and failing to secure
bonds was committed to jail.
Orlando Titherington, who has been operating a machine shop on Federal street, has sold
his machinery to Mr. A. C. Hopkins, owner of
the building, who has leased the plant to Harry
Walker. Mr. Titherington, with his wife and
and literary
little daughter, has gone to Philadelphia where An attractive program of musical
and some artists
they will make their home. Mr. Titheringtcn numbers is being prepared
several years never heard here before are expected to assist.
came here from Philadelphia
A very cordial invitation is extended to all inago and was for some time with the Duplex
terested in this excellent work for dependent
For a numRoller Bushing Co. as machinist.
work or money.
ber of years he had been lay reader in the girls, to contribute food, fancy
choirs
Articles may be sent to the matron at the
church
in
and
Mission
sang
Episcopal
Home or to the president of the society, Mrs.
and in a male quartet.

acknowledged

SALMON

THANKS
TO OUR COMPETITOR, WHO ENTERED
THE COMPLAINT.

is GOOD PROOF that

The

Mrs.

1

!

premium

a

j

of the 46ih

iude E. Parker entertained at lunch
Rev.
my in honor of her house guests.
Adolph Rossbach of East Boston,

i

reunion, a perfect success.
j Some of the guests drove out in the morning
| by carriage and auto, and needlework and
*
cards on the wide porch were in order. A dainty
and delicious luncheon was served at noon;
I and the whole day out of doors proved short
indeed. Tempting refreshments were served
in the form of

was

I

I

SPECIAL SALE

The ladies of the Episcopal mission are plan
ning for their annual fair which will be held in
the near future. Mrs. Abbie McLane expects
to be in Belfast at that time and will bi ing
many foreign articles for the aale.

of silk
bear
the
Stockings, yet they
famous Holeproof Guarantee of service, as follows:

museums

sky-high,
pumpkins big as wagon wheels,
of pie;
kind
every
; u.| work quilts all made by hand,
\1

j

company. While
the silkiest kind

County Fair.

,k (pm if the
up
He
" praises

I

ex-

holeproof

S',

our

an

by the famous

j

him if hie hippodrome
has ever shown
Devon steers
,r of well-matched
)raw two tonB of stone;
hen he says it can't be done,
my heart and swear
steers do j ust that stunt

45

not

John Norton hot broken ground for the cellar
•od will build n house next to
Percy C. Webber
oh Bay View street extension.
Bread* cake, doughnuts, cookies and other
Boou things will be on sale in the North church
vestry tomorrow, Friday, afternoon, at 2
o’clock by the ladiee of the Aid Society.

travagance if they are made

thick,

&fd„
I

are

Dr. W. L. West via to Ialeuboco
raeuntiy to
toot the milk herd of N. L.
Gilkej, which w* •
found to bo froo from diet—.

TO LET
Furnished

room.

120

High

Street.

corner

Waldo

avenue.

11

Used Overland Touring Car.

1

Ford Covered Delivery
Car. Both cars in A1 conF. D. JONES,
dition.
Belfast, Maine.
“

Hebron Academy
FOUNDED 1804.

HEBRON, MAINE.
For Girls and Boys. Send for
6w28

catalogue.

Farm for Sale
Situated in Belfast, on Poor’s Mills road, S
postoffice, contains 42 acres. Buildings consist of house, woodshed, barn, hen
house, ice house. Inquire of
A. K. JACKSON, on the Premises.
29tl
Or at J. E. JACKSON’S, Belfast. Me.
miles from

Inquire at

ana

Belfast Taxpayers,

Kelley, Benjamin.helm.

1914.

Keen. N. fc.., heirs..
Kilgore, Abbie O...
Knowlton, Charles E..
Knowlton, Clarence M.
Knowlton, Fred A., heirs.
Knowlton, Frank B., heirs,.
Knowlton, Lewis A heirs.

The Tax Rate is $23.20 Per $1,000.
and non-resiFollowing is a list of resident
paydent individuals, firms and corporations
ing a cash tax of $50 or more:
183 ®°
Abbott, Clifford. B., estate.*
134 «
Abbott, Giles G .

....

Knowlton, Lucy A.,
Knowlton,
Knowlton,
Knowlton,
Lancaster,

S.

Achorn, Eugene
Arnold, William ..
Ayer, Charles ..
Applin, Alonio H...
Bailey, Frank ..
Baker, Charles, heirs.
Banks, William A.
Barker, Maude E .

Joseph, heirs.
Belfast Candy Co.
Belfast Trucking Co.

..

...

/x

,.

Caldwell. John S.,heirs.
Carter. Albert M-, heirs.
Carle & Jones.

....

Carleton, Amos ..
Carter, Henry A„ heirs.

..;;;.v.

Cates, Belie.
Chase, Robert ..
Chase & Doak....
Chase, Hiram, heirs.
Chenery, Horace.
Chenery, Julia .
Chenery & Quimby.
City National Bank.
Clark, Harry ..
Clark, William A.
Clifford, Walter J.
Coe-Mortimer Co.

Colburn, Augustine.
Colburn. Olive, heirs.
Colburn, William T., heiis.
Conner, Eugene ..
Coombs, Charles .
Coombs, Leroy A.
Coombs, Robert ..
Cottrell, Sylvanus ..
vi

John ..
Cressey, David ..
Cox,

Cooper & Co.

Cooper, Ralph

..

Cottrell, Robert
Cunningham, Harvey S.
Cross, Lorin.
Crcsby, Anne ..
Clement, Dexter ..
Colcord, Amos A.
Consumers Fuel Co..
E.

Clark

Smalley.
Conant, Elisha H., heirs.
Cousin, Irvin ..
Curti6, Allen ..
ol

Davidson, Henry.
Davis, Jones S., heirs.
Dinsmore, B. C., heirs.
Dinsmore, B. C. & Son.
Dinsmore, Thomas B.
Dorman, Bertha ..
Dunton, Robert F. and John R.
Davis, B. ..
Dutch Bros.
Dur.ton. Robert F.
Durham, Frank H„ heirs.

Durham, James ..
Dutch, Altana E
Dutch. Fred ..
Dyer, George B.
Eaton, Chas. ..
Ellis, Fred E.
Elkins, F. E.
Eln s, Jas. H.
Fahy, Andrew S., heiis.
Faunce, t-aniel, heirs.
Ferguson, Alfred M.
Ferguson, J W.& Co.
Fernald, Jas. F.
Fletcher. Albion K..
Fletcher, Sewall B„ heirs.
Field, Ben D

Field, Benjamin F., heirs.
Field, Charles H.
Flanders, David P.
Frederick, Charles W.
Frederick, Chas. W., trustee.
^prfidfr,c^* Augusta S.
Frisbee, George W ?.
Frost, Edwin P. ...».
....
Frost, O. E.
•Frothingham, Ellen P.

Frye, Esther C., heirs
Frenchboro Land and Fishery Co.
Frost, Clarence E..
Gammans, Maud.
Gardner, Sarah R.
_

T

Greenlaw, Dwight C,;.. i.
Gannon, Lewis F.
Call, Charles F., heirs.

Harding & Rackliffe.'.
Hall, Maty E.
Hall, William H„ heirs.
Hamilton, Mary E.
Hamilton, Willis E.
Hanson, Georgie G.
Harriman, James S.
Harriman, Charles ..
Harriman, Ella F.
Harriman, Mary A„ heirs.
Harris, Arnold, estate..
Hopkins, A, C,..■.
Home Furnishing Company.
Har ford, Ralph.
Hazeltine, Charles P.
Hazeltine, Charles B„ heirs.
Hazeltine, B. P„ heirs.

Leaman, Thos
Lubec Sardine Co.
Leonard & Barrows.
Lewis Wharf Co...
Littlefield, Edward F.
Locke, H. J., heirs.
Lord. Henry L.
Lowe, Mary J.
Ludwick, Chas. A.
Lunt, Edward B.
Macomber, W. A.
Marsano, G. B.
Mason, Alice 1.
Mason, William A.
Mason & Hail.
Masonic lemple Association.

"T

®

^22*
41

_

^
6' 38

f4
401

ob

106 72

7f

J* ??

15f
6'
64

Peavey, Ralph A.
Peavey, Frank B
Peavey, John W.
Penobscot Bay Electric Co.
Perry, Julia A.
Perry, Irvin L.

^

951 ^0
101 0

—.

114 K.

310 88
92 bO

Perry, I L. & Co...
!
88 Philbrook, Samuel.
^
Pierce, Carrie E.
01
^ Pierce, Billings Co.
42 |
Pieice. Edward R.
64
| Pilsbury, Charles A.
88

38 00
52
114
60
02
78

55 68

113 68
139 88
58 00
142 66

32

63

88 84

53 13

Ritchie, Elijah.
Robbins, Leforest L.
Read Garage & Machine Co.
64 96
Real Estate Co.
51 72
Republican Journal Publishing Co.
55 33
Russ, Robert F.
53 36
Rogers, John F.
181 64
96 28 Sanborn, Lewis J...
Saco Canning Co.
77 24
239 64 Seavey. George C.
184 38 j Shales, William A.
Sheldon, James F.
568 40
109 04 Sherman & Co.
Sherman, Elmer A.
100 44
187

92

■

173 52 Sherman. Charles E.
19927 Shute, Alonzo, heirs.
130 62 i Sibley, Edward..
Simmons, V A.
61 48
Alfred A., heirs.
139 20 Small,
j Small, Elmer.
71 44
oimpson,

84 68

Lj.

r.

Smith, M. B,.,.,,,.
55 t>8 |
7A bO
Smythe, Fred E.,.
Edith M.
6100 South worth,
South worth, Ralph D.
74 69
Allen B.i44.
60 32 , Stantial,
lob 60 ! Staples, Frank P.
Jesse E.i.
83 62 1 Staples,
Starrett, Ellen M., heirs. -..im..
230 26
| Stevens, Eugene L.
116 00
John N., heifs.
61 81 Stewart,
Russell B.
165 60 Stephenson,
123 64 Stickney, Cato B.
93 60 StirnpSon, Walter W.
203 p® Swan & Sibley Co.
83 52 Swan, William B.
765 60 Swift, Charles F.
^

135 72

407 16
102 08

169 46

CO

61

167 04

70

148

62 64
76 56

22

160

81 30

Houston, Nathan ..
Howard, Fred L.
Howes, A, A. & Co.
HoweB, Asa A.
Howes, James H....
HoweB, Ralph ..

228 44

475 38

Hubbard, Cyrus.

J6
‘4 44

62 64
122 83

109 04

71 44

267 38
441 48
74

46
66

83 04

j

85 59

110 88
55 66

58 68
683 24

84
243 02
85

38 80

6100
1740 00
305 08
81 20
83 48
208 82
60 64
187 98
88 00
70 28
7828

Gentner, Leonard L.
Harris, Annie.

334 08

Hujtf. Frances.
Jenilings, Alice L.
Johnson, Ralph C.

359 60

Jones, Fred S.
McDonald, Herbert R.
Marshall, William R.
McLane, Abby K.
McLellan, H D.
Pendleton, Fields C. and Fields S.
Rust, John D., heirs.
Smith, Lorenzo, heirs.
Stoddard, George W.
Taliaferro, James P.
Trundy, Rosina.Williamson, G. R. and W. C., heirs.

74 24

W.

bring
j 1,007,000

162 08
95 12

104 40
71 92
162 40

called

the Stevens member.

83 52

one

150 80
143 84

speaking feelingly of his
of

The Kind Yon Have

$1 00 at all stores.

s

Mrs. Anna Stephenson and daughter,
Jeannette, left Friday for Northport,

I
spend several weeks.
|
Miss Elizabeth MeGray is in Uni y,
where she will spend several weeks with
where

they

will

her sister, Mrs. Addle
relatives.

cream and cake were served....
Everett Grant and little son Harland from

Fuller, and other

C. E. Brown and the old millsite owned by
Annie L. Vickery,Elzira Jackson, et ais... The
Ladies’ Aid Society met with Mrs. Altha
Berry last Saturday. Over 50 were present.
were
cream, cake, bananas and lemonade
served... .Children’s Day and concert will be
observed at the church next Sunday evening.
_Rev. W1. J. Setzer preaches here regularly
each Sunday at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.

69 60

ern

60 32

32

52

123 64

72 60
96

■

50 69

house and L... .Benjamin Webb of Port-

120 86
.58 00
452 40
99 51
127 60
61 93
77 24

greatly enjoyed by all-Mrs.'

was

92 80
59 84

phy

came over to

had

an

ill

turn

his

and

son

was

Lewis last week and

unable to return

home,

expects to return home in a
few days... Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mr6. Palmer of Mon.Mr. and Mrs. John McKeen are visiting
rce
his sister, Miss Melissa McKeen, for two
weeks.
but is better and

50 56
278 40
63 32

..

61,;S
56 13
323 64
189 76
63 32

55 68
158 86]
15? 86 |
1S5 98
72 02
S3 oU

2/5 08
121 32
113 68
143 94 i

busy

56 48

113 68
61 93
92 80

257 88
150 32

j

193 36

Toothaker, Chas. F.
Trus8ell, Carrie B.
Townsend, Joseph C.
Tuttle, Wm. C., heirs.

55 65

Tyler, Joseph.
Vaughan, William.

87 68

j

66 10
163 08
70 28;

55 68
58 00
69 60
93 71

84

117

84 20

55 68
80 39
5104

83 62
107 40
60 77
100 69
116 80
301

60

167 04

IA
CASTOR
For Infante and Children.
Always Bought

from

season,

postponed indefinitely.

A meet-

the fall for
ing will be held some time during
the election of officers and a board of directors.
already
The membership of this Union is
farmers of
twenty-two, and is composed of
This Union
Waldo, Swanville and Brooke.
the coming season will buy their insecticides
direct from the manufactory... Gay Holmes
has about 300 chickens... The death of Mrs.

Cummings occurred quite suddenly
June 19th, though she had never been well
since a severe sickness of a year or so ago
She was one of a lar^ family of children, and
Elmira

husband, two daughters, two

grandchildren (who

have

sens

always

and two

had

a

good

home with their grandparents) to feel the loss
of a devoted wife and mother. She was very
self sacrificing and was ever reaching out to
do everything in heT power to make those
Her neighbors and friends
around her

happy.

extend sympathy to the bereaved family.

Willie’s

daily

cuts

and

25c. and 50c.

N K W

COMPANY.

AROOSTOOK POTATOES.

V

O M

K

C-Ty

No. 2042.

(REPORT OF|THE CONDITION of run
One of the biggest growers and shipin
Fort
Fairfield
recently gave it as
pers
SEARSPORT NATIONAL
his opinion that the acreage of potatoes
At Seareport, in the State of Nluiu.
in Aroostook county this year is about
close of business June ;t0, In;
95 per cent of that of last year.
He
KESOrttl'ES.
says that a good many of the small and
medium-sized farmers have planted as Loans ami Discounts.
Overdrafts, secured ami unsecured.
many as usual, but that many of the 1 U. s. Bond* to secure circulation
larger farmers have cut down their Other bonds to secure U s. Deposits. 80.<'00 00; to secure
acreage considerably, partly because
Savings. 83.000
they thought they were raising too Bonds, securities, etc. (other that
stocks...
many and uartly to get rid of planting
Pota- Stock in Federal Reserva Bank
any ground given to scabbiness.
OO; all other stocks.85,ouo
$0,000
toes are now look ng well indeed, al- Banking house,funiitureand fixture
though rather small and late. They are Ollier Real Estate owned
to National Banks (not reserv*
growing very fast the present hot Due
agents).
weather. The bugs are not nearly so Due
from State and private banks
and hankers. Trust Companies, am.
plentiful as during an average year,
Banks
Savings
there
are
more
than
but
of them
many
Due from apt ie\ed receive
there were last year. This arises from Checks ami other cash itemsagent'*
the fact that so many farmers last year Notes of otherNational Banks...
did not use paris green, as they should Fractional paper currency, nickel'.
and cents
have done, on account of the fact that Lawful
money reserve in Bank.ti/:
the bugs were so few
Had they used
specie.$ii.4SH0"
it,. the bugs might have been almost Legal-tender notes. 3.300 oo
fund with U.S. Ireasentirely annihilated. Altogether the Redemption
urer ( 5 per cent of circulation)
potato prospect for Aroostook county is
Total. r
exceedingly bright. Even the ground
in the southern part of Aroostook county,
LIABILITIES.
where the soil is not so favorable for Capital stock paid in..
fund..
the Aroostook Surplus
crops in general as in
Undivided profits, less expenses am
taxes paid.
valley, the potato crop is nevertheless
Narionai Hank notes outstanding
showing up very well indeed.— Fort Due
to Trust Companies ami S i\
Fairfield Review.
ings Banks.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits, subject to ehe

li\\k

>

..

..

...

!

....

!
j

■

!

I
j

!

—

Demand certificates of deposit..
Time certificate of deposit payab
withtn 30 da>s
Cashier’s checks outstanding
Postal Savings deposits

PROBATE NOTICES.

Total.

NOTICE. The subscribIn* lias been
the estate of
duly appointed administrator
M aRY G. DI-.SEL. iL the State of Maine,

ADMINISTRATOR'S
hereby gives notice that
of
er

....

MAINE. id NTY id \\
I. A It. Nichols, Cashier of tin
hank, do solemnly swear that t!
late of L over Merton. in the state of Pennsylment is true to the best of mv kno*.
vania. deceased, ami givci bonds as the law
lief.
A. H. NICHoj.tliree's. All persons having demands against I
subscribed and svorn to beioi*
the estate of said deceased are desired to preot .July. lul l.
sent 1 lie same tor settlement, and all indebted I day
i. W. Black, n
thereto are requested to make payment immei
Collect. Attest:
diately to Hiram I*, c arrow of Reltast, .Me., my
F. I. I’l-.N DI.ETDN
authorized agent.
b
E (Ol('i)Hli
CHARLES DlSSi L.
D. C, NICHOLS.
Way tie. Penn.. June 9. 1914.—3w28

who was chairman of the Rivers and
Harbors Committee of the House for
nine years, said, during the discussion on
the bill, that it had been the aim of his
away from the old
appropriations and

po'icy was definitely adopted
in the bill of 1907, which was one of the
largest river and harbor bills ever enact-

STATE <1E

<

j

that a new

rXE( CTRIX'S NOTICE. The subscnher here
l_j by gives it* tice that she lias been ilniy ap
pointed executrix ol the last will and testa

the old custom of

piecemeal appropri-

Senator

was

Burton,

who is

regarded

men

in

Nothing

as

the na-

steal,” but

1

on

!

a

now under consideration, and which will
pass the Senate in due season.

At midnight of June 3rd, the Cherokee
Indian nation of Oklahoma ceased to be
a
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and closing the books.
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Plans to restock all trout streams anti
lakes throughout the national forests of
Colorado, Wyoming and South Dakota
within a period of nine years are well

♦
♦
♦
♦
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NOTICE.

promised to furnish the necessary fish
fry for distribution to the various forests, the shipments of fry to be directed

According

to the estimates of the for-

officers,

approximately 20,000,000
the brook, rainbow, and

est

trout fry of
black-spotted varieties

will be needed to

meet the

of all the waters

requirements

trout. Of
this great number the Bureau of Fisheries iB prepared to supply something over
four and a half million this year, and a
gradually decreasing number each successive year for a total of nine, at the
end of which time it is expected that the
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McCall’s Magazine is without a
guide in correct dress and In
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as a
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v
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CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON 1

production of

MONROE.
The 4th of July Was a perfect day and a
large crowd gathered in the village to witness
the exercises of the day under the auspices of
the Maccabee’a. The street parade wag one of
the finest ever witnessed in this town. The
Maccabees, Grange, Odd Fellows, Rebekaha and complete restocking will have been acW. C. T. U. were in beautifully decorated floats, complished. The estimates are said to
behind which the children marched. Prizes cover 273 streams and lakes in the three
awarded aa follows: Grange, 1st; Rebe- States.
were
kahs, 2nd; Maccabees, 3d. The band gave
good moaic during the parade. Mr. Hanson of
A little more than 33,000 acres in the
Belfast delivered the oration and foot races
White Mountains have just been approvwers a part of tbs features of the day....
ed for purchase by the Government, at a
Services wers held at the chnrch last Sunday
of the National Forest Reservameeting
of
who
will
Belfast,
by Rav. David Brackatt
These areas are in
tion
Commission.
apook hero again July 19th at 2p.m....Mia.

DAYS, MONDAYS

OFFICE

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the'law directs, vli persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
ar- desired to present the same for settlement
and a! indebted therero are requested to make
p i\ ment immediately.
CATHERINEE FRENCH.
Monroe. Me.. June 9, 1914 3w27

be

work.

44 South Main Street. Winterpc

The sub-

railroad stations nearest the waters

to

BOYINliTON OPTICAI

scriber hereby gives notice that she lias been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
HELEN P. BEY\N ST A PLKS.bite of Monroe,

The Bureau of Fisheries has

Service.

to

VDMIN

kjgngjjgfj

tribal

underway, aB the result of the approval
by the Federal Bureau of Fisheries of a
plan of operation prepared by the Forest

better food for
either,
growing children, because
William Tell made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process,
William Tell goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread making qualities.

the contrary, defends it

most unstinted manner, believing
with the late head of the Corps of Engineers that there is less than one-half
1
of one per cent of "pork” in the bi
in

wholesome,

or a

tion on the waterways of the country,
does not belong to that class of individuals who derominale the river and harbor appropriation bill as a “delusion and
a

more

r

OK T11K

ot s.'id deceased ate desired to present the same
tor settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
questec to make payment immediately to Ralph
1. Morse, my authorized agent in the suite f
Maine
CARO I INK ESTELLE L.-v WHENCE.
Groton. Mass., June 9, 1914.—3w28

—

when the bread is made
from William Tell Flour.

stated in the bill.”

of the best informed

one

than tread and butter

Eye-Sight Specia'

JAMES LAWRENCE, late of Groton. Mass,,
deceased, and g'vcn bonds as the law directs.
Ail persons having demands against the estate

Nothing Better

bill,” said Senator Burton,
"and had the courage to adopt new ideas.
If we adopted a project we pushed it t
completion and the amount of the auations in that

thorization

E. H. BOYINGTON

ment of

“We turned our backs on

ed into law.

stocked, so that as many streams
as
may be supplied from a cenlate
of
the
possible
was bom in Swanville, a daughter
The planting of all fry will
Ephraim Knowltpn. She leaves three broth- tral point.
ers—Frank of Searsport, Lealie of Monroe and be performed by forest officers who will
Eli of Swanville; and of her immediate family, keep close check on the results of the
a

croup,

Ohio,

(

79 21

baby's

for the various

government, thereby marking
the passing of the largest tribal organization of Indians in the United States.
WALDO STATION.
Roy McKeen is at heme from Massachusetis The Cherokee will exist no more except
find ie employed by Henry Chase on the farm. as a citizen of the Republic.
Cliftofi Chase and wife ate at home from
Ali tribal property had been converted
Howard, R. I_Mrs. John MeCrae of Lls
into cash and each Cherokee had receivher
been
has
visiting
Angeles, California,
ed his allotment previous to midnight of
relatives in this place. She was the daughter
30th. Indian Commissioner Cato
June
of Lorenzo Lames, who lived in this town
es- j Sells will now distribute the remaining
went
to
He
California,
many years ago.
about $15 per
tablished himself in business and then sent for cash on hand—$600,000—or
of the ;
his wife end three children^Roscoe, Mary and capita to the 41,000 members
Annie; Botes bf ike older residents in this tribe, thereby terminating the nation

97 77 !
Mra. MeCrae
place btlhember them well.
71 32 i
Whs formerly Annie Eames... .The first annual
16t 4&
of the Waldo Farmers’ Union, which
92 80 meeting
of the
was to occur June 9th, was, on account
83 52

For

b-uises, mamma's sore throat. Grandma's lameness.—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil— the household

Washington, D. C., July 13, 1914.
Senator Burton’s criticisms of the River remedy.
and Harbor bill, now under consideration
by the Senate, are not directed so much i
against the merits of the several projects
as
against the “piecemeal policy” of

method of making

Julia A. McKeen of Belfast visited at Isaac
90 58
Me52 30 Me Keen’s part of the past week-Miss
lissa McKeen had a family gathering at her
56 36
104 40 | home July 4th and the following were preseni:
Mr. and Mrs John
62 74 ) Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McKeen,
McKeen and Hermon Bachelder, Mrs. Rufus
54 27
Mayo, Mrs. Clarence McKeen and child of Bel73 08
fast, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nickerson of Monroe,
178 64
Mr. at d Mrs. Leroy McKeen.... Horace Mur70 76

Washington Whisperings.

committee to get

spent the wet k-eno with his grandmother
Webb....Mrs. Hannah Morrell is in
of Belfast
very poor health. Dr F, C. Small
is attending her_Mr. and Mrs. David Moody,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moody and children, Ray
and Ralph Robertson and Mr. and Mrs. H. P.

Work in I he sardine factories gontinues slack and only very small quantities
ot fish are being received.
According to
the fisherman and weirmen there are no
prospects of any sizable catch until AuEastport Sentinel.
gust, if then.
—

making appropriations
projects. The Senior Senator

30 Years.

In Use For Over

..

The Sardine Situation.

visit.

Mrs. Ann

evening

116 68

Bangor this week to visit her
daughter Minnie and accompany her home as
soon as she is able to travel... .Austin Ricker
has been giving his buildings a new coat of
paint.... Mrs. Laura Brown from Massachusetts is visiting his sister, Mrs. Edwin Curtis.
....Mrs. Harold Ritchie has her sister Nellie
Bowen will go to

land

White, were guests of Mr. and E. E Clements
of Searsport last Friday... Alth ugh the night
was not at all favorable for a lawn party over
80 gathered in the evening, July 1st, at the
line home ot Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cray and
were coidially made welctme by the host ai d ;
Ice cream and cake I
hostess and daughter.
was served and with music and social chat the

264 00

..

a

Always Bought

Miss Marjorie Swazey will leave tomorrow for Bucksport, where she will
visit before returning to Portland.

meeting ice

Rose with her for

!

this week.

Hartland.

wife, who was
the close of the

236 64

I

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Miss Edi.th Murray spent the week-end
with her sister, Mrs..Charles Waldron, -n

late
At

members.

our

j

week.

Mr. Moore is

was

Newport

)

forte,

Mrs. Florice Marden and daughter.
Elaine visited relatives in Unity last

....

93 years of age but retains his faculties well
and made a short address to the ladies present,

Castorta Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, l»ilrp.
It is pleasant
Drops and Soothing Syrups.
t contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nar*
It destroys Worms and allays Fe\. r.
cotic substance.
ishness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colie, ;l||
It regulates tilc
Teething Troubles and Diarrluea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep

to

Mrs. H. E. Condon is visiting relativ<
in

Laura Coffin has been visiting her son and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Colcord, in Searsport.
Mrs. M. P. Waitte entertained the W. C T.
U. July 1st in honor of her father, Mr. John
Moore, whose birthday it was. Children’s day
was also observed and many little ones were
invited. One new member was gained and

70 76
53 36
58 00

tracts

up

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

or

92 80

These

forests

acres.

Blood Bitters.

sent on receipt of price.
HrMPHiigyrr homeo. medicine co„ cornar
William anti Ann Streets, New York.

by druggists,

estate.

Heavy, impure blood make* a muddy, pimply
complexion, headaches, nausea, indigestion
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock

77 La Grippe—Crip.25
Sold

Vanderbilt

the total eastern

74 24

51 04

151 25

Thompson, Selwyn.
Thompson, C. F.
Tibbetts, Cyrus E..
Timm, Fred.,...

Tin Mod You Hni

67 28
208 80
81 20

SWANVILLE center.
Charles Thayer is building a wood shed and
carriage house... .Cora Riley is housekeeper
for her brother Charles... David Wingate has
his cellar completed and is building a tine mod-

69 60

197 20

Vickery, Orris S.
Wade, Lincoln C.
Wadlin, Tileston, heirs...
Walden, Charles H.
Waldo Trust Company.
Waldo County Herald.

51 04

88, Ice

78

Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co...
Swift, William A
Tapley, Eugene D.
Thayer, William M.
Thompson, C. F. & Co.
Thompson, John, heirs.
i Thombs, Alice I.-...
.....

51 04

Frances

10160

163 31

*8 00
51 04

Miss
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Cross....
Merriam, who is attending school in
Providence. R. I., is spending her vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Merriam_George L. Edmunds of Montville recently bought the two story house owned by

75 40

120 64
HI H

55 68

children,from Windsor Locks. Conn.,
are spending a few weeks with his mother,
Mrs. Elzira Jackson-Perley Cross and his
bride from Freedom spent last week with his

69 60

78 98

111 46

201 84

their two

40

510

Pitcher, Elbridge S.
Pitcher, Annie B..
301 60
8803 Poor, Clarence O.
12006 Poor, Fred R.
Pottle, James T., heirs.
64 48
Pythian Building Association.
81 08
Piper, Ernest P.
226 41
Pratt, Louise J.
65 41
Preston, YYm. G.
53 0u
Quimby, George A.
121 20
6364 Quimby, William H.
Rankin, Richard T.
50 33
63 44 Redman. Colin E.
8501 Read, Geo. T.
Read & Hills.
60 32
64 96

3 Colic, Crying and
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.23
T Couaba. Colds, Bronchi!‘a.23
8 Toothache, E’aceache, Neuralgia .25
8 Headache, Sick I.cadache, Vertigo.23
10 Dva|t< tt..;a indigestion. Weak Stomach.25
13 Cron ■. .oars® Cough, Laryngitis.25
14 Salt
Eruption*.23
15 Bhc
wism. Lumbago.23
10 Feaer r.:td Ague. Malaria.23
IT Piles. Blind or Eleedlng. Extcrngl.Intenial.25
10 Catarrh, Influenza. Cold In Head.23
20 Whooping Cough.25
21 Ail hiu... ppressed, DUMeul t Breathing.23
2T Kidney Disease.23
38 Kcrvona Debility. Vital Wcr.lmcrs.1.00
30 Vrinm y Incontinence. Wetting Led.23
25
31 8orc Throat. Quinsy.

Clarence
Miss Azubah Myrick, a teacher in the
Somerville, Mass., are in town
Dickey is at home from Vermont, where he public schools of Passiac, N. J., is the
74 24
at
hag been teaching.... Mr. John Moore ha- two guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Taylor
69 60
County Correspondence.
granddaughters from Franklin Park, Mass, Great Moose Lake.
69 60
Miss Ethel Allen of Burnham, who is
visiting him for a few weeks ...Mrs. Ada
177 58
MORRILL.
Jenkins visited at her uncle’s, Joseph Pattee, enjoying a vacation from her duties as
53 36
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Frost are spending the on the 4th.... Albert R}der from Massachu- machine operator at the Advertiser Of77 36
was in town Saturday.
week with her parents. Rev. and Mrs. bred H. setts has been
visiting his mother, Mrs, Annie fice,
74 24
Morgan_Miss Grace Norris from Auburn, is Ryder.... Miss Grace Bachelder is visiting at
Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Jones of China
132 92
the guest of her friend Miss Annie Paul- Lewis Ritchie’s.... Richards Parkers’ son and were in town Sunday eallingon relatives,
53 69
were
Miss Paul closed a very successful term of wife are
visiting them.... Will Webber had a m. king the trip by auto. They
53 23
school in the Carter district, Montville, last valuable horse injured by jumping a fence, accompanied home by Mr. Jones’ aunt,
60 21
—Pittsfield AdverFriday_Mr. and Mrs. Leander Jackson, with injuring its spine, it is feared.... Miss Almeda Mrs. Frances Libby.
141 04
tiser.
75 15

357
84 22

j

78 88

116 87
5114
56 20
61 00
142 68

....

53 36

Pitcher. Thomas W.
Pitcher, Emma B.■.

220 40
143 36

255 88

Jackson, Cyrene.
Jackson, F. ..
Jaaaya, Chan. ..

Mathews, Sanford H., heirs.
Mathews, Sarah W., heirs.
Mathews, Spencer W., heirs.
McDonald, H. E.
McDonald, Jennie N.

53 71

Db

Orman A.

_Johnson, A. W„ executors.
Johnson, Edward, heirs.
Johnson, H. H„ heir*.
Johnson, Samuel ..
Jones, Edwin A.
Jones, Fred ..
Jones, John W„ heirs.

Mathews Brothers.

625 *4

3ul 02

702 83
52 65

Hutchins, Fred S.
Hutchins, Albea ..
Hutchins Bros.
Jackson & Hall.
Jellison, Miles S.
Johnson, George ..

696 00

Merriam. Eli C., heirs.
Estelle K.
fi2 ,4 Millett,
Merriam, Richard.
181
Milliken, Seth L., heirs.
Velzora A.
«» Mitchell,
Mitchell & Trussell.
Mixer, Frank G
Mrs. Fred.
4() Moody,
Monroe, William A.
gg ^ Morison, Christina F., heirs.
1774s Morey, H. S.
117
Morris, J. Henry.
411
Newcomb, Whitman.
“® °
Norton, S. G.
1-1 “
Norton, B. 0.
98
Odd Fellows’ Building Association.
1405 92
Old Corner Drug Store Co.
'' c
Martha J...w.
178 64 Otis,
Otis, Martha J., et als, trustees of A. B.
63 **
Otis’ estate.
Owen, Charles E.
O’Connell, Chas.
Palmer, D. P.
Parker, Israel W.
04 0
Melvina.
67 96 Parker,
Parsons, Clara P.
Pastures. The.
1*5 1
C. J.
370 72 Pattee,
Pattee, Mary M.
41
Pattershall, Ralph W.
o0

66 bw

74 24

Steamship Co.
Emery, Ralph.

315 52

130 60

51 14

58 93

Eastern

88 16
66 80

HUMPHREYS’

127 47
1°9 84
133 40

..

226 30

two separate traeta, both in Graftoi
county, N. H., the larger containing SI,on the watershed of the PfemFr«e Medical Book—in cele- 100 acres
to the Merribration or sixty years we have igewasset river, a tributary
oi
published a revised edition of mac. The smaller purchase, consists
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of nil s -veral areas lying on the watersheds oi
diseases, giving in minute detail ! Little river and Gale river, both tributreatment
of
the
and
care
taries of the Connecticut. At the same
the sick with
Humphreys’ time that these White Mountain area:
Remedies.
were approved, the Commission also apPrice
No.
ro»
1 Fevers, Consestlcns. Inflammations.CS
proved the purchase of the Pisgah For* Worm*. WormEever.23
eBt in North Carolina from the George
Wakefulness of Infanta. 23

BO 28
06 22
M 04
68 68
53 28
166 08

|

McDonald, L. F.
McKeen, Joseph A.
Marden, Lewis F.
McIntosh, William H....
McKinley, Thos., heirs.

79 81

Heal, AmasaS.
Herrick, Leo G.
Hervey, Calvin, heirs.
Holmes, Fred A.
Holt, Willism, heirs.

Hopkins,

..

P.

4
Belfast Coliseum Co.
33 3
Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
618 34
Belfast Savings Bank.
1438 48
Belfast Water Co.
43838
Black, Charles ..
Boulter, Ellen E..

Brown, Marion ..
Brown. Arthur I.
p
Burgess, Mary ..
...
Nellie
Buzzell,
Bowman, Ada A.
Bradstreet, Robert ..
Clement, Mary ..

Charles W....

Lancaster, Frauk M., heirs.

Bean.

Bradbury, Alma ..
Belfast Building Co.
Belfast Amusement Co.
Blaze, William ..
Branbury, Charles
Bray, Charles H„ heirs.

estate.

Linda M.
Marcellus R.
..

.....'...C;....
7888 Wallace, Jas. W
51 04 Warren, Royal W.
1® 08 Waterman, Ella F.—•
388 72 Welli, Geo G...
238 96 Whitcomb. Lewis A..
88 16 Webber, Leroy A.........
342 20 Wiggin, J A.
112-52 Wescott, C W...
92 80 West. William L.
5104 Whitten, H. L Co.
238 48 I White, Mrs. George F, heirs.
®12 White, William B., heirs...
j
173 64 Wight. William H.y.
62 64 Wiley, Frank E.
9622 Wilson, Everard As...,.
742 40 Winchester, W. A.
232 ® Woodcock, M.P.hoira.
NON-RB8IDENTS.
120 64
6506 Belfast & M. L R. R. Co.J..
104 40
Berry, Jonathan.
77 24 Bird, Bertha I.
162 40 Carter, Caro E.
70 28 Conant, Benj.W., heirs
76 31 Cushing, Mabel R.
107 98 Crosby, Horace, heirs.
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iflie Godding and Mrs. Lewis
Jit*’ attended the State meeting of

^"jcabees

in Portland.

StrawHats

*
is visitrV Warren of Jackson
P- ‘.:Jter, Miss Addie Davis, at her
village.
^
at home after a
qlisan Lord is
Si**’ ‘L-e visit with her sister in Read-

^.liis

er**'

FDR SALE BY

She was near enough to
the great fire in that city.

Bessey of Knox received a
from Mrs. Giyce Dow Bachhis grandm r-=. E. D. Bessey, with
,V \i Bessey, of Ganesville, Ohio.
s

v> '|U'.

fit'

*■

L
»

one of our oldhis home in this vilafter several months of illHe had, howr 80 years.
lit
lif,i >iit the house up to the time
ft' ',
h, which was caused by a
% &
iking down of the system,
The funeral was held at
July 9th, at 2 p. m.
P;
t<l
fmthful Mason and his brother
,ted at the burial services.

lied

at
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;:.'Thursday,

ys;;>
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Admiral Dewey, now seventy-seven years old. went to Manliuttuu Bead).
t[,at the sea air would strengthen his health. Ex-President Theodore Roosevelt received delegations urging him to run for the
of New York and resigned from the staff of the Outlook. Mrs. Florence Carman of Freeport, N. Y., was arrested
'Af
governorship
WaaIt
n
m®
VI
Rustum Bey. the new ambassador
as a suspect in the murder of Mrs. Bailey, a patient of Dr. Carman, the former’s husband.
from Turkey, protested against sale of United States warships to Greece. Charles Frands Joseph, archduke, and bis consort, Princess Zita, are the new
heirs to the Austria-Hungarian throne. Dynamite exploded in the home of a group of anarchists in Lexington avenue. New York city, wrecking the building and killing several people. The dynamite was intended for use in making bombs.
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George H. Miller, the oldest,
useful members of our
11 suddenly removed from earthly
ieath; therefore, be it
: -iai we extend to the bereaved
brother our sympathy in their

."hi

is-

&
&y:“

most

charter be draped in mournrvs in his memory; that these
Scribed upon our records; that
his widow, and that they be
ry papers for publication.
El.LUS J.
Committee.
Holbrook,
,*:v E. Staples, )

{j!

,ur

|f
it*
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Dow,)

Alfred R. Huxford, a valued
rtier, has been removed from
re fore, be it
we shall mi?s his cheerful
his cordial interest in the
fraternity. We regret that
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die at

age when he had

an

make the most of
better adapt himself to sur
to

repared

extend

sympathy

our

to

deceased brother.

.rents of our
our charter be draped in
tv days to his memory; that
i.e inscribed upon our recnt to the family of our de,nd that they be published in
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J. Dow,
Holbrook,
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Ralph Thompson has bought
mobile.

auto-

an

James F. Burkill is at home from Hud
son, Mass.
J ames Clement has several
his stable.

men

at

work

repairing

W. P. Jones is cutting the hay
W. D. Tasker lot.

on

the

Mrs. Della Rogers is caring for her
mother, who is quite ill.

G. A. Oxton bought a
of F. A. Cushman.

new

horse re-

cently

recent

Levi Rogers of Searsport
guest of his nephew. M. R. Rogers.
was a

Miss Hazel Arno of Bethel is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Chester B. Cushman.

Herbert Payson and family of Providence, R. X., have been visiting friends

Committee,

)
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ions.
we

in town.

Some of

interport.)

our

farmers

began July 6th

tor
to harvest their hay, which bids fair
good crop

a

and wife of Jackson
C. B. Jewett’s.
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at

v

r-

of Perham is spending
tier son. Avon Lnrby.

i
!

of Holliston. Mass., is
home of C. M. Conant.

.r
)

Bean
Mrs. Eliza Bean and Mrs. E. B.
attended the funeral of Mrs. Climena
Trundy in Halldale, July 5th.
Herbert Payson, wife and daughter,
Miss Merle,of Howa.d, R. L, were guests
of Mrs. W. P. Jones July 3d and 4th.

of Bangor
Miss Bethia Bates of Morrill and
Larby’s.
Alpheus Cobb and wife of Searsmont
Etta Adams
and wife of Bangor visited their frierd Mrs.
Foss and wife July July 4th.
Mrs. Conant Thompson and daughter

and wife
Hid at Avon

i
^

j

a

ritnan
J. L>.

X

i

Roxbury, Mass., is
Guy Nealey, for a few
of

-gin
Sin,

X
teb

Eveivn of Searsport were recent guesis
Mr. Thompson
of Mrs. W. J. Bean.
came after them July 4th.

Crockett of Swanviile is
her sister,
iv weeks with

LINCOLNVILLE.

L.ihby.
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and daughter Phyllis
,.f Fred Bean and wife in
ey

X
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week.
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Perkins of Belfast is

■

days
igers
last

and

wife

were

guests

July 5th.

iiv

and

Libby

4

i

and two
of M. A.

Miss

Louise

bby's mother, Mrs. Emily

i:

July

-vanville

[?

5th.

from
Harry Mathews has returned
visit

a

in'Athens.

in order and all

Haying is
favorable weather.

Miss Gladys Young is in
when she has employment.

hope for

Northport,

Bennie Knights and wife of Camden
guests at Evans Knights.
Miss Belle Pitcher of Grange has been
week-end guest at Primrose Farm.

are

a

We regret to report that James Moody,
is in
of our old and esteemed citizens
failing health.
one

vicinity went
'■oe or YY’interport village
iurth of July festivities.
from this

.-

Urban Young of Boston is at home on
a
short visit with his parents, Cyrus
wife.
erts and wife of Belfast Young and
July 5th and were guests
Mrs. Grace Mahoney, Annie Lermond
c.ts and family Sunday.
and Edna McKinney were in Rockland
Harquail E. S. N. S. ’14, July 6th, shopping.
her
the grammar school at
Mrs. Estella Holt has returned to
opening of the school home in Guilford after a week's visit
with relatives in town.
Hall’s
Mason with two children
Among the recent arrivals at
Mass., and Mrs. Ida At- cottage are the Misses Gladys and
age visited Mrs. C. E. Frances Paul of Boston.

'in

K

the home of her

at

H Jewett.

-■
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6
sit

’ic

'hhy

hostess for the
afternoon Jure

was

lesday

t

was
enjoyably spent,
-rtaining in a pleasing

The
The 4th passed quietly here.
dance in Thomas hall was largely attended and a grand good time was enjoyed by
all who attended.
at Linof a merry house
colnville was the
of
party which began on the afternoon a
the Fourth, and did not break up until
The primary
late hour Sunday night.
to anwas
purpose of the gathering
nounce the engagement of Knott Crockett Rankin and Lucy Agee Young of
Rockland, bu-t aside from this all-imstand
portani feature the occasion will
out as one of the most enioyable holiThe F. O.

Young homestead
scene

of

County
Grange
July 2nd, was well

the

Waldo
at thp

cion, held
rner,

i-ring the inclemency of
!ver

fifty people were
being veter-

number

e

-liman

I

arranged

a

little

family and C. E. Bartlett

j*4.XP!0

ildren on the afternoon
Fourth. There were
inlren and supper was
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days that any of the guests

ever

experi-

enced.

1

fwith

a

the little

pretty display
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ones.

Dr. C. B. Hoit and Dr. Ells have been

i.-rai

H

E.KK

enjoying a week's rest at Bar Harbor.
Mrs. George Dow of Morrill is visiting

I.

in this vicinity spent her parents, C. B. Knowlton and wife.
Kucksport.
Maurice Gray and wife are passing a
Tinian visited relatives in few
days with Mr. Gray's parents in
■

1

SPoir.t

July

5th,

Belmont.

'•of Frankfort visited
July 5th.

1

1

1

ilrant returned to hiB
tint July 5th.

James will spend
relatives here.

sev-

wife and children of
1th with Mrs. L.’s
Bi indie and wife.
l

1

i.v

A large delegation of people went July
4th to East Palermo, wher<5 there was a

celebration.

Monday morning, July

Boston was a week-end
who are spending
11 Mrs. H. L.
Berry’s cot-

White and wife, who had
passed a two weeks’ vacation at their
cottage onMillstone Island,have returned
to their home in Augusta.

wife of Bangor were
with relatives, return-

1

tamily,

Alton

Mr. Welch and Mr. Rexford, masters
at the St. Paul’s school, and Miss Pratt
of Concord, N. H., are guests at the
Peck cottage

h Hwe

Pretty

on

Millstone Island.

Hair
OAK HILL.

•mi

*0,t ,nd p™“y.or •*
88 that of
gome friend, do u ehe
daily attention, juet the nne
H've a plant to make it
healthy

t„„18
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"ot

“

(Swanville)

Frank Peavey and wife of Belfast
were guests July 5th of bis mother, Mrs.
W. R. Peavey.

George Innis of Searsport was the
heir—«oft, fluffy,
Mr. and Mrs.
really a matter of care, guest of his grandparents,
make it grow. If it ia too A. T. Toothaker, July 5th.
"'ften it up—lubricate it. If
’t is because the
Samuel Harvey returned home July 3d
scalp ia too
from the Waldo County hospital, where
inexpensive tonic, which he had been for several weeka sick with
1 druggiet, or from A. A.
fever.
k
what you need—it soften* typhoid
Robert Fuller and F. N. Flye,
hair
Messrs.
immediateroots,
a«na„ «
Mrs. S. J. Flye and Miss' Effie Flye of
: 8n<i makes the hair fluffy,
Uid
1ryeeU"da"t pari.i.n Sage takas Freedom. Me., A. E. Flye of Boston,
law „'• ™P» itching head, makes
and Mrs. M. M. Small of Water“
abundant and beautifies it Mass,
ville were guests of F. Porter Webb,
lOBtroUB.
the trip in Mr. Fuller’s
bu helpful tonic
woman July 6th, making
w

h,ir

any

fluffy, aoft and pretty.

ear.

OF

A

SEAFARER.

]Capt. George L. Nortftn, in the Marine
Journal.]
My hailing port was Castine, Maine,
when I shipped as cook of a coasting
schooner engaged in carrying lumber
1
from
had
Bangor to Boston.
(ltd to cook through sitting around
1
the stove watching my mother after
1 had filled the wood box and waiting for the meal it cooked. Lumber in
those days was abundant, and was rafted
down the Penobscot River and tributaries
from sawmills in the interior to Bangor.
The timber was loaded through the bow
ports, while the boards, joists, and laths
carried on deck. When loading
were
began I was sent over the bow on to the
raft and put to work, with two of the
ends of
crew helping lift and land The
this timber in the bow ports, and then
for
the
shove it into the hold
captain and
two other men to stow, this comprising
the entire crew. The timber was green
and watersoaked, and one end at a time
was about all we could lift. At 11 o'clock
the cook (myself) was told to knock off
and get dinner, and be sure to have it
ready by noon. 1 climbed up on deck,
tired and homesick, looked up the wharf,
and for a moment or so hesitated whether
1 would run away or cook dinner. Nothing but fear of being laughed at if I returned home turned my steps toward the
galley and gave me strength to cook
dinner. After dinner all hands lit their
pipes and lay down on the transom
lockers in the' cabin, while the cook had
to wash the dishes and then “turn to” on
the lumber raft with the others at 1
o’clock. In those days about a week of
this
growth-stunting, back-breaking
labor for a youth and the schooner was
loaded. While towing down the river,
and heartilv congratulating ourself that
there could be no more lifting and straining of our poor lame bones and that I
would get plenty of time to clean up
galley and cabin when the mate bawled
out, “Cook, lay aft here and lend a hand
Then followed
to hoist the mainsail.’’
a pull on the halliards of the foresail and
the jib, and ever after, when these sails
were hoisted, the cook did his “hand over
hand” trick on the halliards, then holding
turn while they were being swayed up
taut. Order a cook to lend a hand in
making sail in these days and he would
either jump overboard from fright, or
tell the officer making such a demand to
go to-!
The captain of this schooner wasn’t a
He read his Bible and invited
bad lot.
his cook to sing a few “Pennyroyal”
hymns on Sunday evenings. And upon
one occasion, on our first trip together,
as outlined above, be showed some sympathy for me in looking over the bow
down to the raft where I was tugging
away with my two shipmates, landing
sticks of timber into the bow ports. He

called: “Cooky, you look tired; it’s an
hour before it is time for you to knock
off and get dinner, so come up on deck
and bring aboard some of those bundles
of laths which are to be stowed on deck.
It will rest you.” Rest me ! Have any
of our readers ever lifted a bundle of
will bear
green laths ? If so, they
witness that it is a man’s job. I did as
I was told, but I saw stars with every
bundle I lifted.
The strangest thing in connection with
this reminiscence is the fact that I stuck
to this cruelly hard job from Spring till
ice closed the Penobscot River, carrying
home my entire earnings of $12 per month
with the exception of $2, part of which 1
spent for plug tobacco, having learned
to smoke and chew it for the reason that
all hands did.
Several of the officers of the schoolship Newport are subscribers to the
Marine Journal. The junior class are
making their first voyage. Should any
of them bemoan their conditiop, become
homesick and discontented, perhaps the
story of the writer’s first experience on
shipboard may convince them that (to
it slangily) they have a “cinch.”

put

KEEP YOUR

HENS

CONTENTED

In the “Poultry-Raising” department
of the current issue of Farm and Fireside
a contributor says that laying hens are

contented

hens.

He

says

there

are

j--

iiieuijr

Charles Pulsifer and wife and children
of New York are at the Pulsifer cottage
for the season.
Miss Mary Kent Dovey of Boston has
arrived to pass the summer with her parents, Samuel Dovey and wife.
Dr. W. L. Cargill and Miss Fannie
Gilman of Pittsfield spent July 4th and
5th in town calling on friends.
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-39 Cents—-

Lodge, KnightB of Pythfollowing resolutions,
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BELFAST, MAINE

tented, and in the following extract from
his article appears considerable sound
advice to poultry raisers on this point:
“A hungry hen is not a contented hen.
I have seen flocks that one would think
at first sight were a healthy, energetic
bunch, but close observation soon showed
they were rather a hungry bunch. Not
just a little hungry, but very hungry.
“A flock that is fed at any old time is
If the hens are
not a contented flock.
fed at a certain time every day they
learn when it is, and they will
soon
never expect to be fed between times.
During the time between feeds they will
go about their business with contentment,

scratching,

dusting,

laying, sunning

themselves, but never standing around
as near the direction the feed comes from
as they can get, and clamoring for
something to eat, probably eating but
little when they get it. They wilt get
the 'piecing habit' just the same as the
children if you teach it to them, and the
habit does not make for contentment.
“An injudicious method of turning the
flock out to graze is another very comIf you let
mon cause of discontent.
them out all day one day and keep them
shut up the next, you will have a pretty
serious case of restlessness the second
day. In fact, it will take them a week
to get over their unrest and become
satisfied with their lot. If you select a
certain hour in the evening and let them
out regularly at that hour you will have
In a few days you might go
no trouble.
into the lot almost any time in the day
and they would never make any attempt
to get out, but when that hour arrives
you will find them all eagerness, and if
you open the door they are coming out
or know the reason why.”

Maine
A

Clubs

ed in 11 leading dailies and been further
used by numerous weeklies. We gratefully acknowledge these courtesies.
Not all the things we have hoped or
prayed for have been accomplished.
There’s no resting place in sight, but our
good ship has found herself and in greater confidence, with the lantern of hope at
her prow, sails valiantly forth upon a
broader sea of action toward the fair
haven of achievement.

Work.

the President of the State
Federation of Women s Clubs.

Report by

will read with interest a brief report which the president of the Maine State Federation of
Women’s clubs, Mrs. F. P. Abbott of
Maine club

women

Saco, gave before the

r

SUESINE SILK
—It is so beautiful and so attractive
that no woman who sees it can
escape
its charm,
That is whv we want
/OU to see it.

|

The minute you glance at Suesine,
you will say; “What lovely material
for a delightful dance frock, for a

’

j

walking dress, and calling costume!” j!
are right.
Rich, elegant, inexpensive, it is just

cent Biennial of

and you

the General Federation of Women’s j
News and Notes.
I
clubs in Chicago. It was as follows:
Women’s
!
of
The Maine Federation
There are several beautifully illustratclubs, incorporated, begs to report the ed articles in the
the
for indoors and out: for
Theosophical Path for
celebration of its 21st birthday at Lewisas follows:
Art in China and Japan
Five Past | iuly
ton, in September, 1913.
and
F.
S.
C.
J.
The
Piraeus
DarRyan,
by
Presidents took part in the special pro- py
■ow, M. A., Ph., another article on Japgram, reviewing the past and looking
a most fascinating account of a reIi is
in,
the very best and
into the future. Of special interest was
tent visit to that country by Barbara
the story of its early days, given by the
finest
and
most beautiful silk that we
There is also a brief note of
founder of the federation, Mrs. George ; JcClung.
he work of Prof. Julius Kronberg, SwedMuch pleasure
C. Frye of Portland.
ever seen for 39c. a
sh Court painter, and one of the best
was taken in the cordial letters of greetmown
artists in Scandinavia, and a
in and see
Silk.
ings and congratulation sent in by Mrs. nember of the Universal Brotherhood
the
General
of
president
Pennybacker,
ind Theosophical Society, and also a
Federation and many State presidents.
] hort article entitled International CourtHaving attained majority, in the pride :sy by Percy Leonard, being a plea for a
and dignity of full womanhood, with
treater insistence on the “cultivation of
clearer vision and deeper faith, we have
ertain graces of manner and the use of
consecrated ourselves anew to our work, |
onventional forms of respect in our
the
our own State, but in
not, only in
lealings with our fellowmen,” particubroader fields of activity.
arly when dealing with people of another
1 ace.
INCREASING INTERESTS.
Big Carpet Mills Idle.
I
We may report no ‘'flashes struck
There is a Fourth-of-July zip about the
The carpet anti rug plant of Stephen
from midnights,” but a steadily increasurrent issue of the National Magazine,
at
Sanford
&
Son
N.
have
142
Amsterdam,
We
Y.,
and
efficiency.
loe Mitchell Chappie’s “Affairs at Washing interest
which employs nearly 4,000 hands, has
clubs with a membership of approxington” not only reviews vividly many
closed for an indefinite
General
for
Several
applications
mately ti,000nteresting events in Congress and soci- Manager William H. period. said that
Locations
Cooper
membership await our next meeting.
ety at the National Capital, but is sup- the
was
to
due
closing
general business
Our committees, corresponding with
plemented in “A Passage at Arms in the
Mil!
With the McCleary, Wallin
those of the general, are strongly organRouse” by some interesting flashes from depression.
ized and doing excellent work along their Congressional proceedings, showing how & Crouse plant closed for inventory, and
for Summer Hotels
other mills in the city closing on account
The outlook was never iebates, which are
various lines.
rarely heard by the of business and industrial
troubles, busibrighter.
reneral public, are earnestly and consci ;
ness in Amsterdam is said to be stagnant.
A mighty wave 01 civic pride nas swept
and
2ntiously maintained with spirit and illShirt factories at Keyesville, East
"Clean up and paint up” uminated by convincing statistics and
our State.
Nassau and Petersburg, N. Y., have
are
prosecuted.
being
vigorously
brilliant
and
Joe
days
repartee
arguments.
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE
i been closed, throwing 150 persons out of
Unsightly dumps are no longer taken for Chappie seems to know every angle of
employment, and President W. C. Woodgranted, but have received due notice. public life. There are many timely arti- ward
of the Chatham Shirt Company anThe clubs of one town have undertaken cles and the fiction includes—one of the j
the task of transforming one particular- strongest novelettes of the season, “The nounces that unless there is a revival in
business his plant, employing 175 persons,
ly obnoxious dump into a park, by having Numbered Girl,’’ by Samuel Hopkins will also close.
give opportunity to those desiring to
it covered with loam and planted with Adams; “The Turning of the Tide,'’ by
make a change in location fora new start
native trees and shrubs.
Miss L. M.
Montgomery, author of
in life.
"The Develop Maine Movement,” or- “Anne of Green Gables”; "Tim Delaney
ganized by a number of zealous public Goes A-Courting, a delicately humorFOR FLETCHER’S
Water Powers
spirited men, graciously made our presi- ; ous tale by Winthrop Packard; “Billy
dent one of their vice presidents, and Burns’ Trip to the Moon,” Seumas Macclub
i
Unlimited Raw Material
placed a number of our prominent
Manus; “The Case of Dan Foley,” by
women upon its
MAINE CROP REPORTS.
advisory committee. 1 Carl L. Mittell, and “Doomed by the
AND
of
1
good
affiliation
This
already promises
Stars,” a tragedy founded on Balboa’s
The Bureau of Crop Estimates, in co-operaresults. It has awakened a spirit of co- I career, by Joanna Nicholas Kyle.
The I
Land
of
U.
S
Good
with the Weather Bureau,
Dept,
operation so necessary to great achieve- play, “At Neptune’s Throne, by Isabel 1 tion
Agriculture, gives the following estimates.
ments.
in
is
another
play
Anderson,
production
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
626,000
The men of Presque Isle will tender a form by an author whose children’s sto- CORN—July 1st forecast.nu.
i
694,000
Final, av. 5 years, 1909-13.bu.
Communications
reception to the Federation women at ries have been so popular.
regarding locations
I OATS—July 1st forecast.bu. 5,540,000
the annual meeting in September. The
are invited and will receive attentions
Final, av 5 years, 1909-13.bu. 5,029,000
Biddeford
association
of
Business Men’s
140.000
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, try BARLEY—July 1st forecast.bu.
when addressed to any agent of the
have invited the federation to be their Doan’s
118,000
Final, av. 5 years. 1909-13.bu.
Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c. at
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
in
1915.
annual
1st
the
at
forecast.bu.27,100,000
meeting
POTATOES—July
guests
all stores.
Final, av. 5 years, 1909-13.bu 26,077,000
These are good omens truly.
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
90
1814.
HAY--Condition July 1,
GOOD HEALTH IDEA.
87
Condition July 1,6 years average.
THE CAPE COD CANAL.
93
PASTURE—Condition July 1,1914.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
The good health idea has taken firm
Condition July 1, 10-year rver“With the completion of the Cape Cod
root in our State and is putting forth a
94
age.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
vigorous growth. Many clubs are main- Canal during the present summer, an en- CABBAGES Condition July 1,
88
taining district nurses. In some cases, terprise of the greatest importance to
1914.
and
one
90
clubs of nearby or adjoining towns have
coastwise-shipping interests,
Condition July 1. 8-year average.
8j
combined to share the expense. A con- that has been proposed and surveyed re- APPLES—Condition July 1, 1914..
averthe
30
will
Condition
has
been
1,
10-year
of
July
past
years,
siderable amount
money
STEAMSHIP
peatedly during
EASTERN
79
age
raised through the sale of Red Cross be brought to a successful conclusion. Al84
this canal is only eight miles long, PEARS—Condition July 1, 1914....
work.
Anti-Tuberculosis
for
though
stamps
81
Condition July 1, 6-year average.
Flies and garbage are being looked after. it will be one of the busiest waterways in
It is a pleasure to report increasing the world,” says the July Popular MechNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WEEK.
SEVEN TRIPS A
interest and progress along educational anics Magazine, in an illustrated article.
lines. A closer co-operation between the “It will shorten the distance between
HERE AS, Francis Call of Troy, in the
LINE.
BANGOR
on
the
Atlantic
cotsf
and
and
State
of
and
YV
of
Waldo
Maine,
rural
Boston
ports
County
parents and teachers in both
of Deurban districts. Many dull school-rooms south of Cape Cod by 70 miles, and, more by his mortgage deed dated the 8th day
ROUND
BELFAST AND 80STUN $3.50
A. D. 1892, and recorded in Waldo
cember,
will
it
a
sheltered
and
still,
and
provide
been
renovated
have
brightened
important
conBook
138’
of
Deeds,
235, Page
books and pictures contributed. Several inland waterway for the greater part of Registry
TRIP $6.50 >
to Isaac C. Libby, since deceased, of
veyed
women of one city demonstrated the fact the coastwise shipping that is now comwhose estate the undersigned are the administhat schools could be kept clean for less pelled to take the ‘outside’ route around trators, five certain pieces or parcels of land
the treacherous Pollock situated in said Troy and described as follows, TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
money than is generally expended, and the cape, past
AND CAMDEN.
so more frequently scrubbed.
Rip, and through Nantucket and Vine- to wit: First piece described in a deed from
The "Social Center” idea does not de- yard Sounds. The outside route is often Jeremiah Corner to I. C. Libby, dated Augu.-t
week days and
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m
recorded in Waldo County Regisand
and
marthe
of
6,
1872,
called
ships,’
‘graveyard
velop to any appreciable extent, owing
Sundays for Northport. Camden, Rockland and
try of Deeds in Book 159. Page 181. The sec- Boston.
a ra. daily, for
to the fact that more comfortable quar- ine history shows that it deserves the
at
7
30
Leave Belfast
ond parcel, the same deeded by Reuben Call to
/'
Ihkn
kw kio rtaa<I Safari .Inna S 1SSI grill
ters are obtainable in most places and name. During the past 50 years an averSearsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
the lighting question being a drawback, age of 35 Bhips per year have come U
RETURNING
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
The third parcel, deeded
but the incompatibility of the full-grown grief while sailing this route. Of these Book 196. Page 154
Leave India Wharf, Boston, at 5.00 p. m.,
e
were
dated
by A. C. My rick to I. C. Libby, by deed
figures to the dimensions of the ordinary an average of 15 ships per year
daily, and leave Belfast at 7.30 a. m. daily for
August 15, 1872, and recorded in Waldo County Bangor and intermediate landings.
school seats and .heirfixed habits, is nat- total loss, with an average loss of 12 lives
The
of Deeds, Book 159, Page 182
Registry
per year.”
FRED W\ POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
urally a discouragement.
fourth parcel, deeded to I. C. Libby by William
The scholarship committee report three
Bither, deed dated August 6, 1872, and recordteachers doing good work. An attractive
The Poorest Kind of a Newspaper
ed in Waldo County Registry of Deeds in Book
book plate marks the books given to the
159, Page 179. The 5th parcel, deeded to I. C.
Reporter.
various schools.
Money has been conLibby by Rufus B. Bither, by deed dated
tributed for a scholarship in Nasson inAugust 6, 1872. and recorded in Waldo Uounty
In the July Woman’s Home Compan
otUntn
Registry of Deeds, in Book 159, Page leO.
All conditions of depressed vitality tend
well-knowr
ion Daniel Frohman, the
Which said deeds and records are made part
disturb the processes of digestion,
to
CONSERVATION.
a
so
far
as
and parcel of said mortgage
descriptheatrical manager, writes an exceedingis not a disturbed condition of life
There
whereis
and
of
the
concerned,
for
tion
done
work
is
and
article
entitle*
premises
being
Active, forceful
helpful
ly interesting
that may not affect digestion.
as, the condition of said mortgage has been
conservation. Our women have heartily ‘‘How to Write a Moving Picture Play.’
Few causes of indigestion are so comendorsed the work of the fire commission, He opens his article with a statement ol broken. therefore,
by reason of the breach of
Now,
It affects dias thin, weak blood.
mon
not only on account of the forest timber,
the importance of imaginative powers ir
said
said condition we claim a foreclosure of
but the natural beauty and to assuage all such work and tells the following
rectly slid at once tlie great processes of
mortgage.
Not only is the action of the
the unthinkable destruction of bird life story of an unimaginative and therefor*
nutrition.
Dated this 8th day of July, A. D. 1914.
ARTHUR P. LIBBY.
particularly at the nesting season. Num- unsuccessful newspaper reporter:
gastric ami intestinal glands diminished
EVERETT
LIBBY.
C.
3w29
have
illustrations
erous lectures with
A newspaper reporter was assignee
but the muscular action of the stomach
been given, where school children, Camp to write up a wedding; but when he went
is weakened. Nothing will more promptFire girls and Boy Scouts have been spe- to the church there wasn’t any wedding,
ly restore the digestive efficiency than
cial guests, and the conservation of rare as the bridegroom: had not appeared.
good red blood. Without it the normal
flora, ferns, shrubs, et cetera, have been So the reporter hurried back to th*
activity of the stomach is impossible.
Thin, pale people who complain of inurged. Field days are becoming more office without his ‘story.’ He did not
Carleton Doak of Belfas» and Arthur W.
to see that t
have the imagination
digestion must improve the condition of
frequent.
Patterson of Castine wish to announce that
is
mani- greater ‘story’ lay back of the fact thal they have formed a partnership for the gen- their blood to find relief.
A strong spirit of reciprocity
The. most
fest throughout the State. The door of the wedding had been postponed.”
erai practice of law, under the firm name of ! active blood-builder in such eases is Dr.
DOAK & PATTERSON, with offices at Beltrue hospitality stands invitingly open.
Williams’ Pink Pills. They make rich,
fast and Castine,
red blood which quickly restores the diUnfederated clubs, and many not belongC
S. Griffin's Rooster!
busion
be
will
office
every
The Belfast
open
ing to clubs, have been guests at many
gestive organs to their proper activity and
ness day—the Castine office will be open on
club functions. We have not been unC. S. Griffin of Kingman has a roostei Fridays land Saturdays and at other times by the first result is hunger. The dyspeptic
who has hated the sight and smell of
mindful of tbe lonely ones in the outlying that seems to be catching on to the spirit special appointment,
3m27
food now looks forward to meal time with
districts, and we hope to interest the of the times. A hen made her nest in the
now in
younger ones.
pleasurable anticipation. Care
shavings barrel near the kitchen door,laid
the selection and quantity of food will
Art and literature, as always, hold an egg and duly proclaimed the fact, and
to
put the patient well on the road
prominent places on our programs, We had scarcely left the barrel when the
health. A diet book, "What to Eat and
are particularly happy at present in this rooster flew
up and took the nest and
How to Eat,” will l>e sent free on request
respect, the chairman being a young seated himself in a businesslike way on
Arts and crafts that one warm egg. He must have
woman of rare culture.
ROOM HOUSE ON HIGH STREET,
by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenell and stable, cemented cellar, bard wood
work grows in interest and grows better. stayed there nearly two hours. Several
ectady, N. Y. All druggists sell Dr. Wil100 feet frontage. Near
lianas’ Pink Pills.
Its scope, too, is widening.
times Mrs. Griffin went out by him, but finish, in fine repair,
school and postoflice.
Our committee on Home Economics be never moved.
He would loot* up
Me.
4w28
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast.
has done excellent work, having gotten and blink but stu.-k to his job. Finally
out a fine outline for study with biogra- he jumped to the top of the barrel and
phy and many lectures.
made a good deal of loud noise evidently
Our publicity committee has given ex- intending to convince all observers that
Wood Ashes Mixed With Lime.
cellent service. The efficient chairman he laid that egg. Mr. Griffin vouches
is on the regular staff of one of Maine’s for the truth of the story.
For price and other particulars, address
tlOO monthly. Expenses. Experience
largest newspapers. All matters of inunnecessary. Advertise and take orders
and
local
the
federation
from
for
terest
from merchants
Smoking jand Chewing
j. F. SULLIVAN,
Tobacco, Cigarettes, Cigars, etc. Send a 2c.
clubs, and many notes from the General
Successor to Knox Fertilizer Co.,
atamp for full particulara.
Federation have been graciously received
FOR FLETCHER’S
HEMET TOBACCO CO„
by tbe press, including all biennial anBox 592, Rookland, Me.
8w27p
New York, N.Y.
10w27
nouncements and have promptly appear-

Literary

fabric

daytime

evening.

certainly

j|
p

have
Come

yard

Suesine

MARCELLUS J. DOW, Brooks, Me.

Quarries,
Factory

Sites, Farms,Sites

|

Camps

1

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Children

Cry

CASTOR! A

Undeveloped

Farming

j

—

CORPORATION.

RELIEF FROM DYSPEPSIA

D0AlT& PATTERSON

Residence for Sale.

SEVEN

Tobacco Salesmen
WANTED.

EARN

Children Cry

CASTORI A

FOR SALE

The News of Brooks.

SEARSPORT.

Cept. Cheney Higgin* and wife ere »t theit
cottage at the Northrort Campground.
Mrs. Amende Stantial haa for aome weeka
been quite ill at her home in this village.
Arthur McLaughlin and wife, formerly Jceie
Une of Mew York are visiting the family of

Mies Coreta Gray visited relatives in Prospect last week.
Frank Woodman of Chelsea Mass., was in
town last week visiting relatives.
Prof, and Mrs. Owens of Boston are spenda few weeks at the Searsport House.

ing

Schooner C. B. Clark, Capt. Wilson, finished
tons of coal at the Searsport

Coal Wharf Friday and was towed to Cape
Jellison to load a cargo of lumber for New
York.
of fertiliser to the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s

point.
Mrs. Hugh Mclnnis and nephew Arthur E.
Sullivan spent the week-end with friends in
Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Kendall of Worcester,
for a week’s stay with

Mass., arrived Saturday
relatives.

Sold

by W.' A. HALL, Belfast,[ Maine.
marriage, Mies

The
Congregational Church Notes.
for the
offering next Sunday morning will be
benefit of the Maine Missionary Society. The
In order that this sum
is $40.

Dr. and Mrs. F. I. Pendleton and children of
Lewiston are guests of Capt. Frank I. Pendle-

Park.

annual Guild sale and entertainment, Thursday
afternoon and evening at Union Hall.
Mrs. B. h.
Rupert Colcord, son of Capt. and
to the
Colcord, is on his way from New York
American-Hawaiian
the
Weat coast on
The
steamship Iowaian, S. S. quartermaster.
San Francisco, and
San
Pedro,
will
visit
ship
and Tacoma. She
go as far North as Seattle
will alBO go to the Hawaiian Islands, and make
the return trip through the Panama canal.
the sea as
Young Colcord has a license to like
of
he was born on the ship S. B. Sanborn,
which his father was master, at Cebu, Philiphe went
pines. Until he was nine years old
with his father but
on
many long voyages
the
since that time until now has not followed
The American-Hawaiian line has been
sea.
a
called the Searsport line, having so large
as
percentage of Searsport men in its employ
officers.
second
first or

Mrs. L. A. Colcord.
L. D. Crook and daughter Doris
Mr. and
of Brewer arrived Friday and are at their cottage at Pleasant Point.
Mrs.

E. B. Billings of Lynn, Mass., and son
Amos Nichols are at the Billings’ cottage on
Main street for the summer.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Norri^ of Milford,
are at the Norris

Mass., arrived Monday and

Norris street.

Leonard G. Paine and family of Philadelphia
arrived Friday and are at their cottage at
Swan Lake for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Lea Hamburger and Master
Boston

of

are

at the

avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. French of Waltham,
Mass., were guests of Proprietor Frank French
at the

Searsport House Monday.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Mrs. Ida Baker of Waltham, Mass., arrived
Saturday and is spending her vacation at the
Field place on Steamboat avenue.

Where is Maine’s "Good, old

way of Straits of

Mrs. Russell P. Goodhue of Boston arrived
to visit her father-in-law, Master
Albion P. Goodhue, Middle street.

Magellan.

Mrs. Alice Waldron’s bungalow on
Prospect street is progressing and it will be
I
ready for occupancy in the near future.
Mrs. Kohlweyer ana Mi6s Hatting of Pittsburg, Pa., aua Miss Mohlman of Rockville, N.
Work

Y.,

are

on

at the Brookside for the

time?”

July 8th

Steamer Georgian, Capt. Charles M. Nichols,
sailed from Honolulu, H. I., July 2nd, for Phil-

adelphia

summer

July has been thus far decidedly cold!

Mrs. Chester Lombard, son James, Mrs.
Chadbourne of Everett, Mass., and Mrs. F, E.
Smith spent Friday at Swan Lake.

summer.

Mrs. George W. Speed of Owl’s Head, the
WeBt Main
guest of Miss Nellie Hichborn,
street for a fortnight, left last Thursday for
home.

The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish
was very pleasantly entertained Tuesday afterL.
noon by the Misses Lizzie B. and Evelyn
Colcord, East Main street.

rausuna n.

Miss Mary Pope of Boston arrived by steamer Sunday
morning to join her sister, Mrs.
Russell P. Goodhue, at Master Albion P. Goodhue’s, the two ladies leaving Monday forenoon
for Bion B. Sanborn’s log cabin, charmingly
located upon the Sandypoint shore of Fort
Point Cove, which they have leased for the
present week. Mr. and Mrs. L. Albert Gardder accompanied them, Master Goodhue and
da ughter.lMrs. Carrie A-lGardner, being unable
to leave home for any length of time. Next
w eek these visiting ladies will spend with Mrs.

apportionment
Eugene P. Carver, Esq., of Boston and son, be met in a single offering, a generous resservice at seven
Eugene were in town a few days last week
ponse is necessary.... Vesper
lovers of
visiting relatives.
Sunday evening in the church. All
Mies Joanna C. Colcord of New York has ar- good music will find these services a fitting
rived to spend her vacation with her-mother, close to the day’s worship....Remember the

Francis Hamburger
Brookside on Steamboat

BE 80LD AT

ONE
DOLLAR
A PAIR
9

—

___

Gardner and her father
home.

Obituary. James B. McTaggart for many
a prominent figure in Brooks, recently !
passed away at the age of 86 years. He was

years
;

Kneeland.

on

TO

"1

reach.

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Kneeland of Roxbury,
Mass,, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J. H.

homestead

SHOES

I

Une,
family of Charles E. Lane.
The body of Herman McTaggart, who recently died in Bingham, waa brought to Brooks
for burial and the funeral waa held at the
church July 10th.
The Sunday evening meetings held by Rev.
Mr. Came in the Isaac Leathers park have
proved popular with our people and will be
continued, weather peimitting. It is an ideal
place for such a gathering and very easy to

*

Barge Boylston arrived Sunday with 900

at

I

The men's meeting at the Congregations1
church last Sunday wne well attended end wka
made very intereeting.
Mrs. A. B. Gowen, or ee we used to call her
Mittie G.
of. Celifornia is viaiting the

I

Miss Ethel E. Rice of Chelsea is the guest
of Capt. and Mrs. A. T. Whittier, Main street.

ton

PAIRS OF

Otis W. Lane.

discharging 300

tons

I

before leaving for

born in Scotland but came to the Provinces as
a few
■
young man and with the exception of
years spent in the West had been a railroad
man all his life.
He came to Brooks at the
building of the Belfast branch and since that
time had lived on a little place in this village,
Since
but a few feet from the railroad.
his retirement from railroad employment he
has much improved and beautified his little
farm. Pleasant and social he made many
friends. Very strict in his principles of mor- j
ality, he tenaciously adhered to his ideas of j
justice and right and was steadfast in upholda

1

of the community. For
| many years he had been a rigid teetotaler and
The members of Bethany Chapter, O. E. S., always a strong pillar in support of the various
and their guests spent their annual Field Day, temperance organizations of the place. The
July 9th, on the Sandypoint shore at the cot- church and every moral interest received his
tages of Messrs. Clifford N. Fletcher, Albert hearty and ungrudging support. His wife died
several years ago and most of his large family
M. Ames and Earle Trundy. The company
of children are dtad. Among those living are
was most cordially welcomed as they arrival
by buckboard, automobiles and carriages. The Mrs. Jennie Jewell of New Hampshire, GorcottageB were tastefully decorated with flags, don McTaggart of Waterville, and Sidney Mcforemost among them being the banner of the Taggart of Portland. There are a large numHe was a worthy |
O. E. S. At noon the tables were spread in ber of grandchildren.
the spacious living room of “Berken See” member of Marsh River Lodge of Masons !
(Birches by the sea) where the merry guesta | and that lodge performed the ritualistic j
numbering thirty-four partook of a most de- | ceremonies of the Order at the grave. ;
licious repast. After the conclusion of the ] ....In the recent death of Mrs. Emma Rose
meal enjoyed by everyone, the party scattered: the community lost a very estimable lady and
some canoeing, some gliding over the spark- i the
family a much loved member. She was
ling water of Fort Point Cove in motor boats, born in Monroe 61 years ago, a sister of the
while others sat on the broad piazza, engaged late David Curtis and Miss Hannah Curtis, the
in deeply interesting games of “Bridge.” At well known school teacher. She was herBelf
a late hour the jolly, tired, but not hungry sisfor some years a school teacher and very sucIn early life she
ters, brothers and guests returned to their cessful in that capacity.
various homes satisfied that this had been the married Lieut. Albert H. Rose, a veteran of
most pleasant Field Day yet Bpent by Bethany the Civil War, and since that time had been a
Chapter, O. E. S. Seated around the festive resident of this village and was loved and reboard were the following: Mrs. Florrie W. spected by all. She leaves besides her husband
Ames, Mr. Albert M. Ames, Mrs. Medora G. three children: Hale Rose, the well known R,
Marden, Mrs. Sarah P. Twiss, Mrs. Vettie T. i F. D. man; Mrs. Charles O. Varney, who asTrundy, with little daughters, Mrs. Lelia G. sists her husband in his dry and fancy goods j
Thompson, Mr*. Lettie T. Mixer, Mrs. Ada L. | store, and Miss Hester Rose, a popular school
j
Mudgett, Mrs. Myrtle Doyle, Mrs. Herbert | teacher. She was quiet and unpretentious in
Clifford, Mrs. Grace King, Mr. William H.Clif- 1 her demeanor and habits but her intfuei ce has

ing the best

interests

1
I
1
I
I
I

THERE IS NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN
When
or

read ancient history and find out the wonderful things they used to do one
two thousand years ago (some or which we have never been able to do since it

sort of hurts our

“isn’t

so many

We realize that this hustling, bustling Twentieth Century
It only goes to prove the old adage, “There is nothing new

Ego.

after all.”

under the sun.”
But hold on—there is

one

thing

you can

enjoy

even

in these

high

cost of

living i

I days, that was denied our ancestors, and that is The Dinsmore Store’s Dollar Shoe
1 brles. Yes, good dependable shoes for a Dollar a pair. Those who have attended our
1 Dollar Sales in the past well remember the remarkable values they were able to purI chase for this small sum. To others we say, just come and the shoes themselves will
1 prove how little we have exaggerated.

I

!

we

j
!■

SALE STARTS THIS MORNING
Womon s Wl\ite Canvas Pump with Bow.
Medium high heels,
good $1.50 value for this sale. $1.00

No. 706.

turned soles.

A

No. 773.
Women’s Uhlined Vici Kid House Shoes with rubber heels and
flexible soles. PA most unusual value for. $1.00
No. 745.

|

Women’s Gun Metal Button Oxford. A very stylish shoe, and onh
think you can buy them for.. $1.00
No. 742.
Women’s Dark Russet Vici Oxford. Medium toe and heel
Always $1.50, for this sale..==.$1.00
No. 0749.

i

Women White Two Strap Canvas

Pump. A splendid Summer Shoe
sale....t. $1.00
Any
by

Bion B. Sanborn and family, with Mrs.James ford, Mrs. Sophia A. Staples, Mrs. Elzina C.
always been for good in every association of
i For this
N. Treat, motored to Rockland last Sunday, Treat, Mrs. Alice M. Doe, Mrs. Marietta D. life, and the community is the better thst she
leaving Mrs. Treat and his daughter Gwendo- I| Fletcher, Mr. Clifford N. Fletcher, Mrs. Edith has lived in it. she was a faithful wife, a kind
of the above
Parcel Post 6c. extra.
M. Ginn, Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg. Mrs. Almeda and indulgent mother and did her part to
lyn to visit with relatives in the city.
Miss Henrietta Gilkey, who has been teachMrs.
K.
Mrs.
Annie
reG. Whittemore,
Harriman,
make a happy home, and there are many who j
Mrs. Emily G. Richardson of Bangor, has
ing school at Little Deer Isle is spending her
cently been the guest of her niece, Miss Mary Eleanor B. Colcord, Mrs. Angie G. Mudgett, mourn her death. Our sympathy is especially
vacation with her mother, Mrs. N. F. Gilkey.
Park in Park; and her sister-in-law and hus- Mrs. Harriet C. Hichborn, Mrs. Alice May extended to the bereaved husband, upon whom
Miss Carolyn Adams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eliza the loss bears
heavily in his declining years.
for a Dollar Bill
band, Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Morse in our Hiehborn, Mrs. Grace Trundy,
values that was ever
Made
is one ot the
Here
been
the
of
Mrs. Frederick Adams
Bangor,has
Trundy, Mr. Earle Trundy, Mrs. Annie S. _In the death ol George He iry Miller at
village.
last
the
week.
of
the
same
with
soles
make
a
wor
guest of friends in town during
of
soft
Elk
Mrs. Jennie P. Marden, Mrs. Sarah A. the
27
6
months
and
this
Park,
;
of
71
days,
very
years,
age
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
! Aiorse, Capt. Ralph Morse, Mrs.
Mr. Frank French, proprietor of the SearsEvelyn A. town loses not only one of its oldest citizens j
will wear like a
as a tennis
These shoes
Almost as
shoe.
church will meet this, Thursday, afternoon j
A
Shute.
a
tine
business.
is
known
large
having
hut a man who for many years has been
port House,
with Mrs. Willard M. Berry, Gilmore street. I
are
to
to
and are well worth these
for ten d.
for
He was
sold
1
number of summer tourists
coming
! to many people in a business way.
A goodly sized company is desired by the genial J MORRILL
town.
born in VV interport but had livej in Brooks
a
hostess.
for
One
Dollar
can
them
Ernest Higgins attended the conference of
you
over 30 years, much ol the time engaged in the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Harris of Dorchester,
Alvah C. Treat and wife, Church street, ac- High school teacners and superintendents at
Bal.
8c. extra.
No. 018. Men’s
manufacture of clothing. He leaves besides
Mass., who made a short visit with Mrs. C. E. j
White
lost
a
.Charles
week...
G.
Castine
last
and
Mrs.
Goodere
J.
companied by Mr ;. M.
the widow, three sons, Geo. W. and Eben W.
Adams on Reservoir street returned home last :
week.Mrs.
Charles
last
I
horse
for
valuable
A. Stevens drove to Belfast last Friday
of Brooks; Charles R. of New York; and Mrs.
week.
with welted soles. Sin
No. 0748. Women’s Patent Two
shopping. The day was delightsome and trav- !! Wc ods spent a few days in Lawrence last wee k* Marion
Cunningham of Brooks, and several
has
a
Gurtis
G.
thirty-foot
Capt. Henry
She was called there by the. death of Mr.
eling good.
j
6c.
Parcel
extra.
Post
was a man who thought
value
for
He
wonderful
grandchildren.
with
a
ten-horse
motor boat
power engine
! Wood’s uncle. ..Frank Brown of Lawrence,
He was a very
Caj,t. Fen ui d hicltoin left tally las!
much of his home, ann family.
which came Sunday on the barge Boylston
Made of natural colored 1
is making a short visit to relatives here.
No. 408. Men's Moccasin House
week for Boston en route to Baltimore Md., }j Mass.,
ardent Knight of Pythias and while his health
from Weymouth.
Frost returned to
and
Mrs.
Randall
....Mr.
to join his vessel, the Elisha Atkins, for a !
meetat
their
attendant
a
was
this sale
regular
j! Brockton, Mass last Monday.Mrs. Roscoe | lasted
MisB Gertrude E. Bowen, who is teaching in southern
voyage. His comparatively brief j
The services were held at the Congre! Cross spent last week in Belfast with her sis- j ings.
all sizes. 3 to 8.
Parcel Post
Same in
extiv
the public schools at New Haven, Conn., is ! visit had been been
No.
4099.
1
to
his
Mr.
j
very enjoyable
gational church, with an address by Rev.
ter, Mrs. Harvey Cunningham-Miss Phebe
spending her vacation with her father, George numerous friends.
K. of P. perand
Crown
Golden
Dolliff
lodge
! Cross returned recently from several weeks’
A. Bowen on Main street.
Mrs. J. 0. Whittemore of Bangor was the j
formed their ritualistic ceremony at the grave.
visit in Lowell, Mass., and vicinity... .One of
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Harding, arrived ! guest last week of her paternal aunt and hus- jI
concerts
successful
Children’s
the
most
Day
j
Friday with 3.8C0 tuns of coal to the Penob- j bind, Capt. Ralph Morse and wife, West Main
Mrs. Angus Holmes returned by train Thurswas held in the church last Sunday evening.
Select any of the above wonderful Dollar Values. Send your Dollar with the
scot Coal & Wharf Co. at Mack’s Point, finish- street. Airs. Whittemore is remembered in
night from a short visit with relatives in
day
was packed with people from Morhouse
The
ed discharging Monday and sailed for Norfolk. Stockton as Miss Almeda Gilmore, daughter
Sentinel.
Stockton
Eastport
and we will forward your shoes with the distim.
Springs
additional Parcel Post
Librill, Belmont, Waldo, Belfast, Searsmont,
Dr. Edward P. Noyes of Portland, Ore., who of the late Capt. Alfred Gilmore.
is the program:
and Montville.
Following
erty
in every
send them back
are
not
all
that
if
you
is taking special courses at medical colleges in
Miss Harriet D. Hichborn, Church street,
Congregation
Singing, Stand up for Jesus,
NEWS.
SHIP
New York City arrived last week and is visit- went to
School
Stands
lxI
What
Children’s
For,
refund voar mmey but will pay all
Day
Sandypoint last Friday to remain sevwe will not
W. J. Setzer
Prayer,
ing his aunt, Mrs. Sarah P. Staples at Park.
eral days with Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. De
Elvie Payson
Welcome,
as we do not matthe size and
be sure and
AMERICAN PORTS.
your Dollar
In
Laitre of Aitkin, Alien., who are summering Welcome Exercise,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Watts of Cleveland, O.
Primary Dept
Susie Perkins
July 7. Ar, schs Ralph M HayYork.
Mrs. Alice Henderson of Palm Beach, Fla., and at the Castine Normal School Alumni Camp,
New
Rec.,
sale.
this
j
Nina Townsend ward Cheverie, N S; Abbie Bowker Long
Rec.,
Airs. Elizabeth R. Kerr of Cleveland, O., were both being graduates of that institution.
J>mmie W’oodbury Cove' sld, sch Daylight. Virginia; 8 sld schs
Rec.,
Thn
Vf'_M D.
L_1J
in town last week,guests of Mr. and Mrs. M.
Velda Payson St fWx Stockton; Edward Stewart, IngrahamRec.,
for
F. Wentworth.
by i) little girls pott NS Melissa Trask Port Reading
their annual “Sale” at Hichborn hall, on Wed- Exercises, The Daises,
Luman Hartshorn Swans Island; 9, ar. stm Mlllinocket, tockton;
for
The grass crop in this locality is in excellent nesday afternoon and evening, July 22, 1914. Rec.,
Amboy
South
Hilton.
Frances Perkins 10
sch W D
Rec.,
condition. The numerous rains and showers They will also serve a baked-bean supper from Solo,
Zettie Smith Rock and 11 sld.sch Susie P Oliver Hudson
12 ar sch George ChurchAlice
Rowe
5.30
to
7
have
the
o'clock
weeks
made
at
15c.
few
Rec,,
crops
the
RWer
of
per plate. Ice cieam
past
Florence Wood
Rec.,
from
will
be
on
a
few
visit
sale
now
both
and
afternoon and evening.
fine and hardy
days’
schs Nile Camden;
Junior Boys
Flag Drill and Exercise,
old Sol will be very satisfactory to the hay
qi’tpr Barrington, N S; Ruth Robinson,
Joseph Nickerson 7
Sunday evening gave us a grand electrical Rec.,
Bass Harbor;
Marion Greer
makers.
display—the most vivid lightning—but no
i_i
Dnnirlflnnt
Mabel N Goss,
Clarence Paul, Cornet
Music, Orchestra,
a
successCo.
closed
Stock
a
shower, although
The Urban
very
Catawamteak, Searsport; j
very heavy rain and hail
Ernest Bowen, Violin South Gardiner.
Jack- j
Geo. Rose, baritone
Frnnris Goodnow, Vinalhaven; Helvetia,
ful three days’ engagement in Union Hall, Btorm visited Winterport and other “up river”
1
Ida « “ Franklin;
Miss
Annie
Paul,
accompanist
Saturday evening to crowded houses. The towns, clearing the atmosphere from the fog
*
Kimball,
Willie Daggett Weslev Abbott, Sullivan; Herman
Rec.,
Holmes-MoRison. In Belfast, July 8, by
BELFAST PRICE CURRNtT
plays were “The Lion and the Mouse,” “What of the past week preparatory to tbe beautiful Rec.,
Hilda Blood Sullivan- 11, ar, schs Mineola, Ban?or; Anne &
;nox
Rev. George S. Mills, Clyde H. Holmes and
»
Chester Poland Reuben/Stonington; 13. sld schs Henry S LitHappened to Mary,” and Saturday evening the Monday which greeted our citizens.
starts in full swing this week. Beryl Miss
Solo,
Corrected Weekly for TK»
of Belfast
both
Haying
P.
and
Morison,
Annie
Evelyn
H|
Augusta Nickerson tie Norfolk; Sunbeam, Bangor;
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Harriman of Cambridge, Rec.,
play was “Drift Wood.”
Jones-Daggett. In East Union, June 28,
Id wards of Jackson is helping Willis RichardI'A
H
PRODUCE MARKET.
Erlow Pay eon
Rec.,
Madeline
and
Miss
E.
is
E.
Jones
C
DagRaymond
7.
Ar. acha Blanche
Wiggia from Boston,
, an....Mrs. Alice
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, who has been spending Mass., accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rec.,
Apples,per obl,1.50a2.69 Hay,
Vaughan Hatch and Fred f.-erriam
East
Union.
both
of
gett,
Pendleton,
do;
P
is
who
7 Hides.
of the same city arrived in town July Exe., The Rosebuds,
dried, per lb.,
^ isiting her mother, Mrs. Helen Webb,
By 4 little girls Pendleton New York; Brina
|JH
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